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PATIENT-ADAPTED AND IMPROVED ARTICULAR IMPLANTS, PROCEDURES
AND TOOLS TO ADDRESS, ASSESS, CORRECT, MODIFY AND/OR
ACCOMMODATE ANATOMICAL VARIATION AND/OR ASYMMETRY

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application

Serial Number 61/443,1 55, entitled "Patient-Adapted and Improved Articular

Implants, Designs and Related Guide Tools," filed February 15, 201 1, the disclosure

of which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[0002] This application incorporates by reference the entirety of the disclosures

of the following co-pending PCT Patent Applications, which are filed herewith:

[0003] PCT Ser. No. , Attorney Docket Number 2960/A67WO,

filed February 15, 2012, entitled "Modeling, Analyzing and Using Anatomical Data for

Patient-Adapted Implants, Designs, Tools and Surgical Procedures";

[0004] PCT Ser. No. , Attorney Docket Number 2960/A69WO, filed

February 15, 201 2, entitled "Patient-Adapted and Improved Articular Implants,

Designs, Surgical Procedures and Related Guide Tools";

[0005] PCT Ser. No. , Attorney Docket Number 2960/A70WO, filed

February 15, 201 2, entitled "Patient-Adapted and Improved Articular Implants,

Designs and Related Guide Tools"; and

[0006] PCT Ser. No. , Attorney Docket Number 2960/A71 WO, filed

February 15, 201 2, entitled "Patient-Adapted and Improved Articular Implants,

Designs and Related Guide Tools".

[0007] Each of the above-described applications is hereby incorporated herein

by reference in its entirety.



TECHNICAL FIELD

[0008] The invention relates to improved orthopedic implants and guide tools,

including patient-adapted (e.g., patient-specific and/or patient-engineered) designs

and procedures, as well as related methods, designs and models.

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] Traditionally, diseased, injured or defective joints, including joints

exhibiting osteoarthritis, have been repaired and/or replaced using standard off-the-

shelf implant components and/or other surgical devices. Such implants typically

employ a one-size-fits-all or few-sizes-fit-all approach to implant design (including

modular and assemble able designs) and utilize gross anatomical measurements

such as the maximum bone dimensions at the implant site, as well as the patient

weight and age, to determine a "suitable" implant. Due to the limited number of sizes

and/or shapes of such implant components (previously stockpiled for patient use),

these pre-existing implants are typically only able to approximate, but not match, the

particular patient's biological features. Accordingly, it is likely to have various

amounts of "mismatching" between the implant and the patient, which could result in

various complications during and after surgery, including pain, discomfort, soft tissue

impingement and unnatural feeling of the joint during motion (e.g., so-called mid-

flexion instability), as well as an altered range of movement and an increased

likelihood of implant failure. Often, the surgical procedure would concentrate on

altering the underlying bony anatomical support structures (i.e., by cutting, drilling

and/or otherwise modifying the bone structures) to accommodate the existing bone-

contact surfaces of the pre-manufactured implant components, which often

necessitated removal of a large amount of bony support structure to accommodate

the closest available implant dimensions.

[0001 0] The use of such pre-existing systems often resulted in suboptimal repair

to a patient's joint for a wide variety of reasons, including ( 1 ) where one or more of

the pre-existing implant components was not available or was not selected in a

suitable size and/or shape, (2) where the underlying anatomical measurements were

inaccurate and/or incorrect, (3) where the underlying bony or other anatomical



support structures were unsuitable or incorrectly modified to accommodate the

implant components, (4) where the resulting component placement and/or implant

design resulted in undesirable performance and/or nonperformance of the implant,

and/or (5) where the chosen implant design required excessive removal of underlying

anatomical support structures and/or bone, rending the implant unstable and/or the

support structure unsuitable for long term support of the implant components.

[0001 1] The use of traditional off-the-shelf implants to replace a patient's joint,

for example, a knee joint, hip joint, or shoulder joint, would often reduce or eliminate

the opportunity for further joint repairs if the primary implant failed. In order to fit a

traditional implant component to a patient's articular bone, surgeons typically remove

substantially more of the patient's bone than is necessary to merely clear diseased

bone from the site. This removal of substantial portions of the patient's bone

frequently diminishes the patient's bone stock to the point that only one subsequent

revision implant is possible, and even many of these revision implants would require

medullary stems or other auxiliary support features.

[0001 2] More recently, the joint repair and replacement field has come to

embrace the concept of "patient-specific" and "patient-engineered" implant systems.

With such systems, the surgical implants and associated surgical tools and

procedures are designed or otherwise modified to account for and accommodate one

or more features of the individual anatomy of the patient undergoing the surgical

procedure. Such systems typically utilize non-invasive imaging data, taken of the

individual pre-operatively, to guide the design and/or selection of the implant, surgical

tools, and the planning of the surgical procedure itself. Various objectives of these

newer systems include: ( 1 ) reducing the amount of bony anatomy removed to

accommodate the implant, (2) designing/selecting an implant that replicates and/or

improves the function of the natural joint, (3) increasing the durability and functional

lifetime of the implant, (4) simplifying the surgical procedure for the surgeon, (5)

reducing patient recovery time and/or discomfort, and (6) improving patient

outcomes.



[0001 3] Various embodiments described herein include advancements relevant

to both traditional implants as well as patient-adapted articular implants, allowing

such implants to be tailored (to varying degrees) to better address the needs of

individual patients as well as various patient groupings. While patient-adapted

articular implants offer numerous advantages over traditional one-size-fits-all or few-

sizes-fit-all approaches, various embodiments described herein can be used to

improve surgical outcomes for all types of implants.

[00014] Advantages of the various embodiments described herein can include

better fit, more natural movement of the joint, reduction in the amount of bone

removed during surgery and less invasive surgical procedures. If desired, patient-

adapted articular implants can be selected, designed and/or created from images of

the patient's joint and/or other anatomical structures. Based on the images, patient-

adapted implant components can be selected and/or designed to include features

(e.g., surface contours, curvatures, widths, lengths, thicknesses, and other features)

that match existing features in the single, individual patient's joint as well as features

that approximate an ideal and/or healthy feature that may not exist in the patient prior

to a procedure. Moreover, by altering the design and/or selection approach to

address various potential and actual design implant issues, non-traditional design

approaches have been identified that offer improvements over traditional implant

designs and surgical procedures.

[0001 5] Patient-adapted features can include patient-specific features as well as

patient-engineered features. Patient-specific (or patient-matched) implant component

or guide tool features can include features adapted, designed, modified and/or

manufactured to match or substantially match one or more of the patient's biological

features, for example, one or more biological/anatomical structures, alignments,

kinematics, and/or soft tissue features. Patient-engineered (or patient-derived)

features of an implant component can include features adapted, designed modified

and/or manufactured (e.g., preoperatively designed and manufactured) based at least

partially on patient-specific data in combination with various other data sources

and/or various engineering and design principles to substantially enhance or improve

one or more of the patient's anatomical and/or biological features.



[0001 6] In various embodiments, features of an implant component, guide tool

or related surgical method can be achieved by analyzing patient imaging data and

designing and/or selecting (e.g., preoperatively selecting from a physical or electronic

library of implant components and/or component designs) an implant component, a

guide tool, and/or a procedure having a feature that is matched, optimized and/or

otherwise modified for a particular patient's biology. Such features can include pre-

primary or primary articular implant components having (a) an outer, joint-facing

surface, (b) an inner, bone-facing surface, (c) a peripheral edge, and (d) assorted

internal physical characteristics of the implant. The outer, joint-facing surface can

include a bearing surface or other surfaces, while the inner joint facing surface and/or

the peripheral edge can be designed and/or selected to accommodate one or more

patient-engineered bone cuts selected and/or designed from patient-specific data.

[0001 7] In various embodiments, the implant components, tool and surgical

procedures can be can be applied to any joint including, without limitation, a spine,

spinal articulations, an intervertebral disk, a facet joint, a shoulder, an elbow, a wrist,

a hand, a finger, a hip, a knee, an ankle, a foot, or a toe joint. For example, one

articular implant component can be a femoral implant component for a knee joint.

Moreover, the implant components can be selected and/or designed to accommodate

any number and/or shape of prepared anatomical support surfaces, include

accommodating no prepared surfaces (i.e., attaching to the pre-existing surfaces of

the patient's articular anatomy).

[0001 8] Furthermore, various embodiments described herein can apply to

methods and procedures, and the design of methods and procedures, for

resectioning or otherwise preparing the patient's anatomy in order to implant the

implant components described herein and/or to using the guide tools described

herein

[0001 9] It is to be understood that the features of the various embodiments

described herein are not mutually exclusive and may exist in various combinations

and permutations.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



[00020] The foregoing and other objects, aspects, features, and advantages of

embodiments will become more apparent and may be better understood by referring

to the following description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in

which:

[00021] FIGS. 1A and 1B show schematic representations in a coronal plane of

a patient's distal femur (FIG. 1A) and a femoral implant component (FIG. 1B);

[00022] FIGS. 2A to 2 E show optimized resection cut planes to a patient's

femur based on the medial condyle.

[00023] FIGS. 3A and 3B show resection cut planes for a patient's lateral

condyle posterior chamfer (FIG. 3A) and lateral condyle posterior (FIG. 3B) cut

planes that are independently optimized based on patient-specific data for the lateral

condyle;

[00024] FIGS. 4A-4C illustrate a femoral implant component having six bones

cuts that include one or more parallel and non-coplanar facets;

[00025] FIGS. 5A-5B illustrate a femoral implant component having seven

bones cuts that include one or more parallel and non-coplanar facets;

[00026] FIG. 6 illustrates a resection cut facet separated from one or more

corresponding facets by an intercondylar space and/or by a step cut;

[00027] FIGS. 7A and 7B are schematic views of a femur and patella and

exemplary resection cut planes;

[00028] FIGS. 8A and 8B illustrate a patient-specific femoral model and

posterior and anterior resection cut lines for a patient-specific implant component

having a curvilinear cut;

[00029] FIG. 9A to FIG 9C illustrate steps for performing a curvilinear resection

cut between planar anterior and posterior cuts on a medial condyle;

[00030] FIGS. 10A to 10C illustrate steps for performing a curvilinear resection

cut between planar anterior and posterior cuts on a lateral condyle;



[00031] FIG. 11 shows a guide tool for making distal and posterior resection

cuts to the distal femur;

[00032] FIGS. 12A and 12B show two options for a third guide tool for making

anterior and posterior chamfer cuts;

[00033] FIG. 13 illustrates a guide tool having one or more apertures for

establishing resected holes in a patient's biological structure;

[00034] FIG. 14 illustrates a guide tool having a moveable aperture and

bushing;

[00035] FIG. 15A depicts a set of three medial spacer block inserts having

incrementally increasing thicknesses; FIGS. 15B depicts a set of two medial femoral

trials having incrementally increasing thicknesses; FIGS. 15C depicts a medial

femoral trial in place and a spacer block being inserted to evaluate the balance of the

knee in flexion and extension;

[00036] FIGS. 16A depicts a set of three medial tibial component insert trials

having incrementally increasing thicknesses; FIG. 16B depicts the process of placing

and adding various tibial component insert trials; FIG. 16C depicts the process of

placing the selected tibial component insert;

[00037] FIGS. 17A, 17B, and 17C illustrate a set of three guide tools, which

collectively supplied all of the guide slots and holes to perform each of several

predetermined femoral resection cuts and peg hole placements;

[00038] FIGS. 18A through 18F illustrate a different set of femoral guide tools

to perform each of several predetermined femoral resection cuts and peg hole

placements;

[00039] FIG. 19 is a flow chart illustrating an exemplary process for selecting

and/or designing a patient-adapted total knee implant;

[00040] FIG. 20 depicts an implant or implant design that includes a straight

distal cut, a straight anterior cut, a straight posterior cut, and curvilinear chamfer cuts;



[00041] FIGS. 2 1A through 2 1F illustrate exemplary types of curvatures for one

or more condylar coronal or sagittal curvatures;

[00042] FIGS. 22A and 22B illustrate two femoral implant components, one

having a J-curve that is substantially patient-specific and one having a J-curve that is

partially patient-specific and partially patient-engineered;

[00043] FIG. 23A illustrates the use of a coronal curvature having a longer

radius of curvature versus a coronal curvature having shorter radius of curvature;

[00044] FIG. 23B illustrates an alternate embodiment of the use of a coronal

curvature having a longer radius of curvature versus a coronal curvature having

shorter radius of curvature;

[00045] FIG. 24 illustrates a patient's J-curve can be determined independently

for lateral and medial condyles;

[00046] FIG. 25A shows a five-cut-plane femoral resection design for a femoral

implant component having five bone cuts; FIG. 25B shows a seven-cut-plane femoral

resection design for a femoral implant component having seven bone cuts;

[00047] FIG. 26A shows a patient's femur having five, flexed resection cuts;

FIG. 26B shows the same femur but with five, not flexed resection cuts;

[00048] FIGS. 27A to 27F illustrate patient-adapted femoral implants and

resection cuts for each of the three patients.

[00049] FIG. 28A and 28B show exemplary unicompartmental medial and

lateral tibial implant components without (FIG. 28A) and with (FIG. 28B) a

polyethylene layer or insert;

[00050] FIGS. 29A to 29C depict three different types of step cuts separating

medial and lateral resection cut facets on a patient's proximal tibia;

[00051] FIG. 30A depicts a patient's native tibial plateau in an uncut condition;

[00052] FIG. 30B depicts one embodiment of an intended position of a metal

backed component and insert for treating the tibia of FIG. 30A;



[00053] FIG. 30C depicts an alternate embodiment of an intended position of a

metal backed component and insert for treating the tibia of FIG. 30A;

[00054] Fig. 30D depicts another alternate embodiment of an intended position

of a metal backed component and insert for treating the tibia of FIG. 30A;

[00055] FIGS. 3 1A and 3 1B show exemplary flow charts for deriving a medial

tibial component slope (FIG. 3 1A) and/or a lateral tibial component slope (FIG. 3 1B)

for a tibial implant component;

[00056] FIG. 32 illustrates a coronal plane of the knee with exemplary resection

cuts that can be used to correct lower limb alignment in a knee replacement;

[00057] FIGS. 33A through 33J show exemplary combinations of tibial tray

designs;

[00058] FIGS. 34A through 34F include additional embodiments of tibial implant

components that are cruciate retaining;

[00059] FIGS. 35A through 35K show implant components with exemplary

features that can be selected and/or designed, e.g., derived from patient-specific and

adapted to a particular patient, as well as be included in a library;

[00060] FIG. 36 depicts a condylar J-curve offset that desirably achieves a

similar kinematic motion;

[00061] FIGS. 37A to 37C show exemplary steps for altering a blank tibial tray

and a blank tibial insert to each include a patient-adapted profile, for example, to

substantially match the profile of the patient's resected tibial surface;

[00062] FIGS. 38A to 38D show four different exemplary tibial implant profiles,

for example, having different medial and lateral condyle perimeter shapes;

[00063] FIGS. 39A and 39B show bone cement pockets in an embodiment of

an implant component (FIG. 39A) and in a traditional component (FIG. 39B);

[00064] FIGS. 40A through 40K depict various views of one embodiment of a

set of alignment jigs and associated tools for guiding a surgeon in performing various

femoral cuts in preparation for the implantation of a femoral implant;



[00065] FIG. 4 1 depicts one embodiment of a flexion gap balancer block for use

in a knee brought into flexion;

[00066] FIGS. 42A, 42B and 42C depict views of an additional balancing

technique to properly align a desired external rotation to the knee prosthesis prior to

insertion of a tibial tray and tibial insert;

[00067] FIGS. 43A-43M illustrate exemplary traditional implants including

traditional knee-joint implants (FIGS. 43A and 43B), traditional hip-joint implants

(FIGS. 43C-43G), traditional shoulder-joint implants (FIGS. 43H-43J), and traditional

spinal implants (FIGS. 43K-43M);

[00068] FIGS. 44A and 44B illustrate models for one particular patient receiving

a single compartment knee implant and in need of osteophyte removal prior to

placement of the implant components;

[00069] FIGS. 45A and 45B illustrate models for one particular patient receiving

a bicompartmental knee implant and in need of osteophyte removal prior to

placement of the implant components;

[00070] FIGS 46A through 46E depict various methods of crosslinking materials

using a focused radiation beam and/or x-ray source;

[00071] FIG. 47A depicts a normal humeral head and upper humerus which

forms part of a shoulder joint;

[00072] FIG. 47B depicts a humeral head having an alignment jig designed to

identify and located various portions of the humeral anatomy;

[00073] FIG. 47C depicts an alternative embodiment of a humeral head jig that

utilizes an alternative conforming surface to align the jig;

[00074] FIG. 48A depicts a humeral head with osteophytes;

[00075] FIGS. 48B and 48C depict the humeral head of FIG. 48A with a more

normalized surface that has been corrected by virtual removal of the osteophytes;

[00076] FIG. 49A depicts a humeral head with voids, fissures or cysts;



[00077] FIGS. 49B and 49C depict the humeral head of FIG. 49A with a more

normalized surface that has been corrected by virtual removal of the voids, fissures

or cysts;

[00078] FIG.

[00079] FIG.

[00080] FIG.

[00081] FIG.

FIG. 50C;

[00082] FIG.

[00083] FIG.

normalized surface that has been corrected by virtual removal of the osteophytes;

[00084] FIGS. 5 1C and 5 1D depict two alternative embodiments of a glenoid jig

for use with the glenoid of FIG. 5 1A, each of which incorporates conforming surfaces

that accommodate the osteophytes;

[00085] FIG. 52A depicts a glenoid component with voids, fissures or cysts;

[00086] FIG. 52B depicts the glenoid component of FIG. 52A with a more

normalized surface that has been corrected by virtual "filling" of the voids, fissures or

cysts; and

[00087] FIG. 52C depicts an embodiment of a glenoid jig for use with the

glenoid component of FIG. 52A, which incorporates various conforming surfaces that

accommodate the voids, fissures and/or cysts (and other surfaces) of the glenoid

component.

[00088] Additional figure descriptions are included in the text below. Unless

otherwise denoted in the description for each figure, "M" and "L" in certain figures

indicate medial and lateral sides of the view; "A" and "P" in certain figures indicate

anterior and posterior sides of the view, and "S" and "I" in certain figures indicate

superior and inferior sides of the view.



HEADINGS

[00089] The headings used herein are for convenience only. The headings do

not purport to define, limit, or extend the scope or intent of the language of the

sections and/or the paragraphs to which they pertain.

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE

[00090] The entire disclosure of each of the publications, patent documents,

and other references referred to herein is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety for all purposes to the same extent as if each individual source were

individually denoted as being incorporated by reference.

EQUIVALENTS

[00091] The invention may be embodied in other specific forms without

departing from the spirit or essential characteristics thereof. The foregoing

embodiments are therefore to be considered in all respects illustrative rather than

limiting on the invention described herein. Scope of the invention is thus indicated by

the appended claims rather than by the foregoing description, and all changes that

come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are intended to be

embraced therein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

ADDRESSING ASYMMETRY AND/OR ANATOMICAL VARIATION

[00092] A significant advantage conferred by preoperative imaging, anatomical

modeling and design/selection of surgical implants, tools and procedural steps is the

ability to address, assess, correct, modify and/or accommodate anatomical variation

and/or asymmetry as well as a wide variety of other differences and/or disparities in

the treated anatomy of an individual patient or patient group. The virtually unlimited

number of potential implant sizes and/or shapes that can be designed and/or

selected, in combination with the opportunity for a personalized surgical plan, allows

a physician to optimize the joint repair in many ways, including ( 1 ) minimizing

unnecessary bone resection, (2) restoring and/or improving joint kinematics and



alignment, (3) reducing or minimizing implant wear, fracture and/or fatigue, (4)

improving aesthetics of the joint repair, and (5) simplifying the surgical procedure and

removing a significant amount of surgical "guesswork."

[00093] Where a patient's anatomy is significantly deformed, or the joint has

suffered significant damage and/or degradation, replication of the imaged anatomy

with the implant and/or surgical procedure may not be the optimal solution for the

patient. It may be difficult, however, to identify the presence of such deformity and/or

degradation, and even where such deficiencies are readily apparent, the

reconstruction of such anatomical structures to a healthier and/or improved condition

can be difficult. These difficulties can potentially be ameliorated by the incorporation

of various types and quantities of non-patient-specific data into the assessment,

modeling and/or selection of surgical implants, tools and procedural steps.

[00094] In various embodiments, anatomical data from databases of general

and/or specific patent populations (and/or individuals and/or groups therein) can be

compared to imaged and/or modeled data, and significant variations in one or more

anatomical features (or individual components of such features) can be identified for

further study/assessment. In other embodiments, such database data can be

incorporated into various models and utilized to modify and/or optimize one or more

features of the surgical implants, tools and procedural steps. Accordingly, surgical

implants, tools and procedural steps can be selected and/or designed to incorporate

some patient-specific characteristics in combination with non-patient-specific

characteristics.

[00095] In certain embodiments described herein, an implant or implant system

can include one, two, three, four or more components having one or more patient-

specific features that substantially match one or more of the patient's biological

features, for example, one or more dimensions and/or measurements of an

anatomical/biological structure, such as bone, cartilage, tendon, or muscle; a

distance or space between two or more aspects of a biological structure and/or

between two or more different biological structures; and a biomechanical or kinematic

quality or measurement of the patient's biology. In addition or alternatively, an



implant component can include one or more features that are engineered to optimize

or enhance one or more of the patient's biological features, for example, ( 1 ) deformity

correction and limb alignment (2) preserving bone, cartilage, and/or ligaments, (3)

preserving and/or optimizing other features of the patient's anatomy, such as trochlea

and trochlear shape, (4) restoring and/or optimizing joint kinematics or biomechanics,

and/or (5) restoring and/or optimizing joint-line location and/or joint gap width. In

addition, an implant component can be designed and/or manufactured to include one

or more standard (i.e., non-patient-adapted) features.

[00096] The patient-adapted implant components and guide tools described

herein can include any number of patient-specific features, patient-engineered

features, and/or standard features. Illustrative combinations of patient-specific,

patient-engineered, and standard features of an implant component are provided in

Table 1. Specifically, the table illustrates an implant or implant component having at

least thirteen different features. Each feature can be patient-specific (P), patient-

engineered (PE), or standard (St). As shown, there are at least 105 unique

combinations in which each of thirteen is either patient-specific, patient-engineered,

or standard features.

Table 1: Exemplary combinations of patient-specific (P), patient-engineered
(PE), and standard (St) features1 in an implant

Implant feature numbed

Implant Ϊ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

system
number

1 P P P P P P P P P P P P P
PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE

St St s t s t st
i Ii: I I s t st
s t s t st s t s t s t st s t

s t st s t I I s t st s t
st s t s t st s t s t st s t s t

s t st s t s t st s t
9 s t s t s t st
10 I I s t st
11 s t s t st s t

II s t st s t



Implant feature number

Implant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 " 3" "

system
number

St St St

14 P P P P P P P P P P P St St

15 St

16 P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE

17 PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE

18 P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE

19 PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE

20 P P P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE

2 1 PE PE PE PE PE PE PE

22 P P P P P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE

23 PE PE PE PE PE

24 P P P P P P P P P PE PE PE PE

25 PE PE PE

26 P P P P P P P P P P P PE PE

27 PE

28 PE St St St St St St St St St St St St

29 PE PE St St St St St St St St St St St

30 PE PE PE St St St St St St St St St St

PE PE PE PE St St St St St St St St St

32 PE PE PE PE PE St St St St St St St St

33 PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St St St St St

34 PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St St St St

35 PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St St St

36 PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St St

37 PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St

38 PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St

PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St

40 P PE St St St St St St St St St St St

4 1 PE PE St St St St St St St St St St

42 P PE PE PE St St St St St St St St St

43 PE PE PE PE St St St St St St St St

44 P PE PE PE PE PE St St St St St St St

45 PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St St St St

46 P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St St St

47 PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St St

48 P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St

49 PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St

50 P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St

5 1 P P PE St St St St St St St St St St



implant feature number

lplant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

astern

jmber
52 P P PE PE St St St St St St St St St

53 P P PE PE PE St St St St St St St St

54 P P PE PE PE PE St St St St St St St

55 PE PE PE PE PE St St St St St St

56 P P PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St St St

PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St St

58 P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St

59 P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St

60 P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St

6 1 P P PE St St St St St St St St St

62 P P P PE PE St St St St St St St St

63 P PE PE PE St St St St St St St

64 P P P PE PE PE PE St St St St St St

65 PE PE PE PE PE St St St St St

66 P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St St

67 P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St

68 P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St

69 P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St

70 P P P P PE St St St St St St St St

7 1 P P PE PE St St St St St St St

72 P P P P PE PE PE St St St St St St

73 PE PE PE PE St St St St St

74 P P P P PE PE PE PE PE St St St St

75 P P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE St St St

76 P P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St St

77 P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St

78 P P P P P PE St St St St St St St

79 P P PE PE St St St St St St

80 P P P P P PE PE PE St St St St St

8 1 PE PE PE PE St St St St

82 P P P P P PE PE PE PE PE St St St

83 P P P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE St St

84 P P P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE PE St

85 P P P P PE St St St St St St

86 P P P P P P PE PE St St St St St

87 P P P PE PE PE St St St St

88 P P P P P P PE PE PE PE St St St

89 PE PE PE PE PE St St

90 P P P P P P PE PE PE PE PE PE St



Implant feature number

Implant 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13

system
number

9 1 PE St St St st

ii: m St St I :
97 PE PE St St St
98 1:1: PE PE St St
99 PE PE PE PE

PE St 1
101 PE PE St st
102 1 1 11 PE PE I : It:
103 p p p p p p p PE st s t

1: S = standard, off-the-shelf, P = patient-specific, PE = patient-engineered (e.g. , constant coronal
curvature, derived from the patient's coronal curvatures along articular surface)

2 : Each of the thirteen numbered implant features represents a different exemplary implant feature,
for example, for a knee implant the thirteen features can include: ( 1) femoral implant component M-L
dimension, (2) femoral implant component A-P dimension, (3) femoral implant component bone cut,
(4) femoral implant component sagittal curvature, (5) femoral implant component coronal curvature, (6)
femoral implant component inter-condylar distance, (7) femoral implant component notch location /
geometry, (8) tibial implant component M-L dimension, (9) tibial implant component A-P dimension,
( 10) tibial implant component insert inter-condylar distance, ( 11) tibial implant component insert lock,
( 12) tibial implant component metal backing lock, and ( 13) tibial implant component metal backing
perimeter.

[00097] In various embodiments, the implants and implant systems described

herein can include a combination of implant components, such as a traditional

unicompartmental device with a patient-specific bicompartmental device or a

combination of a patient-specific unicompartmental device with standard

bicompartmental device. Such implant combinations allow for a flexible design of an

implant or implant system that includes both standard and patient-specific features

and components. This flexibility and level of patient-specificity allows for various

engineered optimizations, such as retention of alignments, maximization of bone

preservation, and/or restoration of normal or near-normal patient kinematics.



IMPLANT DESIGN

[00098] A single implant component, guide tool, and/or related method can

include one or more patient-specific features, one or more patient-engineered

features, and/or one or more standard features (e.g., "off-the-shelf). The standard,

off-the-shelf features can be selected to best fit with one or more of the patient-

specific and/or patient-engineered features. For example, in a knee joint, a metal

backed tibial component can include a standard locking mechanism and a patient-

adapted (i.e., patient-specific or patient-engineered) perimeter of the tibial

component. A patient-specific perimeter of the tibial component can be achieved, for

example, by cutting the perimeter of a selected tibial component to match the

patient's cortical bone perimeter in one or more dimensions of one more sections.

Similarly, a polyethylene insert can be chosen that includes a standard locking

mechanism, while the perimeter is adapted for better support to the patient's tibial

bone perimeter or the perimeter of the metal backing.

[00099] In certain aspects, an implant, guide tool, and/or related method can

include one or more patient-adapted features and one or more standard features.

For example, the joint-facing surface of an implant component can include a patient-

specific feature (e.g., curvature) in the axis or axes of motion and one or more

standard features in other axes. Using a curvature in the direction of motion that is

matched to the patient's curvature (patient-specific) or that is optimized based on the

patient's curvature (patient-engineered) can help to maintain and/or improve the

biomechanical aspects of the patient's joint.

[0001 00] As one illustrative example, the joint-facing surface of a condylar portion

of a femoral implant component and/or a corresponding groove in the bearing surface

of a tibial implant component can include a patient-specific sagittal curvature (e.g.,

having one or more patient-specific radii of curvature) and a standard coronal

curvature or radii of curvature. Coronal radii of curvature also can be patient-derived,

but an average or an optimum can be derived across the articular surface that is

constant along the extent of the articular surface in the coronal plane. The patient-

specific sagittal curvature or radii of curvature can be designed from patient-specific



data to match an existing feature of the patient's biology or it can be patient-

engineered from patient-specific data to improve an existing feature of the patient's

biology.

[0001 01] In various embodiments, an implant component can include some

combination of other patient-adapted features. For example, the joint-facing surface

can be designed to, at least in part, substantially negatively-match an opposing

surface at the joint cavity (e.g., the surface of the patient's biological structure, native

or resected, or the surface of an opposing implant component). In certain

embodiments, the joint-facing surface of the implant component can include patient-

adapted features such as a patient-specific sagittal curvature and a patient-

engineered coronal curvature, or a patient-specific sagittal curvature and a patient-

specific coronal curvature. These curvatures can be patient-specific in at least a

portion or the entire joint-facing surface of the implant. Alternatively or in addition,

one or more of these curvatures can be patient-adapted in one condyle, but not

patient-adapted in the other condyle. Moreover, the shape (e.g., curvature) of a first

condyle can be used, for example, to generate a shape (e.g., curvature) for the

second condyle.

[0001 02] In certain embodiments, the joint-facing surface of an implant

component can include one or more standard features. The standard shape of the

joint-facing surface of the component can reflect, at least in part, the shape of typical

healthy subchondral bone or cartilage. For example, the joint-facing surface of an

implant component can include a curvature having standard radii or curvature in one

or more directions.

[0001 03] Alternatively or in addition, an implant component can have a standard

thickness or a standard minimum thickness in select areas. Standard thickness(es)

can be added to one or more sections of the joint-facing surface of the component or,

alternatively, a variable thickness can be applied to the implant component.

[0001 04] An implant (i.e., an implant system) can include one or more implant

components, which, as described above, can each include one or more patient-

specific features, one or more patient-engineered features, and one or more standard



(e.g., off-the-shelf) features. Moreover, an implant system can include one or more

patient-adapted (e.g., patient-specific and/or patient-engineered) implant components

and one or more standard implant components.

[0001 05] For example, a knee implant can include a femoral implant component

having one or more patient-adapted and standard features, and an off-the-shelf tibial

implant component having only standard features. In this example, the entire tibial

implant component can be off-the-shelf. Alternatively, a metal-backed implant

component (or portion of an implant component) can be patient-specific, e.g.,

matched in the A-P dimension or the M-L dimension to the patient's tibial cortical

bone, while the corresponding plastic insert implant component (or corresponding

portion of the implant component) can include a standard off-the-shelf configuration.

[0001 06] Off-the-shelf configuration can mean that the tibial insert has fixed,

standard dimensions to fit, for example, into a standard tibial tray. Off-the-shelf

configuration also can mean that the tibial insert has a fixed, standard dimension or

distance between two tibial dishes or curvatures to accommodate the femoral bearing

surface. The latter configuration is particularly applicable in an implant system that

uses a femoral implant component that is patient-specifically matched in the M-L

dimension to the distal femur of the patient's bone, but uses a standardized

intercondylar notch width on the femoral component to achieve optimal mating with a

corresponding tibial insert. For example, FIGS. 1A and 1B show schematic

representations in a coronal plane of a patient's distal femur (FIG. 1A) and a femoral

implant component (FIG. 1B). As shown in the figures, the implant component M-L

dimension 100 (e.g. epicondylar M-L dimension) patient-specifically matches the

corresponding M-L dimension of the patient's femur 102. However, the intercondylar

M-L dimension (i.e., notch width) of the implant component, 104, can be standard,

which in this figure is shorter than the patient's intercondylar M-L dimension 106. In

this way, the epicondylar M-L dimension of the implant component is patient-specific,

while the intercondylar M-L dimension (i.e., notch width) is designed to be a standard

length, for example, so that is can properly engage during joint motion a tibial insert

having a standard distance between its dishes or curvatures that engage the

condyles of the femoral implant component.



SURGICAL PLANNING

[0001 07] The optimized number of cut planes, depths of cut planes, angles of cut

planes and/or orientations of cut planes can be determined independently for each of

the medial and lateral femoral condyles. This type of independent optimization

between condyles can result in a different number of cut plane facets, different angles

of cut plane facets, and/or different depths of cut plane facets on corresponding

portions of medial and lateral condyles.

[0001 08] In a knee, different resection cuts can be planned for a medial and

lateral femoral condyle. In certain embodiments, a single bone cut can be optimized

in a patient to maximize bone preservation in that select area, for example, a

posterior condyle. Alternatively, multiple or all resection cuts can be optimized.

Since a patient's medial and lateral femoral condyles typically have different

geometries, including, for example, width, length and radii of curvature in multiple

planes, for example, the coronal and the sagittal plane, then one or more resection

cuts can be optimized in the femur individually for each condyle, resulting in resection

cuts placed at a different depths, angles, and/or orientations in one condyle relative to

the other condyle. For example, a horizontal cut in a medial condyle may be

anatomically placed more inferior relative to the limb than a horizontal cut in a lateral

condyle. The distance of the horizontal cut from the subchondral bone may be the

same in each condyle or it can be different in each condyle. Chamfer cuts in the

medial and lateral condyle may be placed in different planes rather than the same

plane in order to optimize bone preservation. Moreover, chamfer cuts in the medial

and lateral condyle may be placed at a different angle in order to maximize bone

preservation. Posterior cuts may be placed in a different plane, parallel or non-

parallel, in a medial and a lateral femoral condyle in order to maximize bone

preservation. A medial condyle may include more bone cut facets than a lateral

condyle in order to enhance bone preservation or vice versa.

[0001 09] In certain embodiments, a measure of bone preservation can include

total volume of bone resected, volume of bone resected from one or more resection

cuts, volume of bone resected to fit one or more implant component bone cuts,



average thickness of bone resected, average thickness of bone resected from one or

more resection cuts, average thickness of bone resected to fit one or more implant

component bone cuts, maximum thickness of bone resected, maximum thickness of

bone resected from one or more resection cuts, maximum thickness of bone resected

to fit one or more implant component bone cuts.

[0001 10] For example, FIGS. 2A to 2E show optimized cut planes based on the

medial condyle. However, FIGS. 3A and 3B show cut planes for the lateral condyle

posterior chamfer (FIG. 3A) and lateral condyle posterior (FIG. 3B) cut planes that

are independently optimized (i.e., relative to the medial condyle posterior chamfer

and medial condyle posterior cut planes, respectively) based on patient-specific data

for the lateral condyle

[0001 11] In certain embodiments, such as those shown in FIGS. 4A-4C and 5A-

5B, an implant component bone cut can include one or more non-parallel and non-

coplanar facets. As shown, the implant component in FIG. 4A includes six bone cuts

while the implant component in FIG. 5A includes an extra posterior chamfer bone cut

for a total of seven bone cuts. Non-coplanar facets can include facets that lie in

parallel but different planes and/or facets that lie in non-parallel planes. As

exemplified by the implant component shown in FIGS. 4A-4B and by the implant

component shown in FIGS. 5A-5B, the medial and lateral facets of a bone cut can be

non-parallel and non-coplanar for one or more bone cuts, for example, for one or

more of the distal bone cut 4410, the posterior bone cut 4430, the first posterior

chamfer bone cut 4452, and the second posterior chamfer bone cut 4454.

Alternatively or in addition, one or more corresponding facets of a bone cut can

include different thicknesses. For example, the implant component shown in FIG. 4A

includes a maximum distal medial facet thickness of 6.2 mm and a maximum distal

lateral facet thickness of 6.3 mm. The independent and optionally patient-derived

thicknesses on corresponding bone cut facets can apply to one or more thickness

measurements, for example, one or more of maximum thicknesses, minimum

thickness, and an average thickness, for example, to match or optimize the particular

patient's anatomy. Moreover, a single bone cut or bone cut facet can include a

variable thickness (e.g., a variable thickness profile across its M-L and/or A-P



dimensions. For example, a bone cut or bone cut facet can include a thickness

profile in one or more dimensions that is patient-derived (e.g., to match or optimize

the patient's anatomy). The implant component in FIG. 5A includes an anterior

chamfer with an 11 mm thickness on the medial side (which includes the medial

implant component peg or post 4465) and a different thickness on the lateral side. As

shown, the implant component in FIG. 5A was selected and/or designed to have a

flex-fit (e.g., having bone cuts rotated posteriorly about the transepicondylar axis,

which can enhance implant component coverage of the posterior portion of the femur

and provide the patient with deeper knee flexion with the implant.

[0001 12] Alternatively or in addition, one or more corresponding facets of a bone

cut can include different surface areas or volumes. For bone cuts having facets

separated by the intercondylar space and asymmetric with respect to the A-P plane

bisecting the implant component, the asymmetric facets appear dissimilar in shape

and/or size (e.g., two-dimensional area). For example, the implant components

shown in FIGS. 4A and 5A include one or more corresponding facets (e.g., distal

medial and lateral facets, posterior medial and lateral facets, and/or posterior chamfer

medial and lateral facets) having different medial facet and lateral facet bone-facing

surface areas, joint-facing surface areas, and/or volumes in between the two

surfaces. In particular, as shown in FIGS. 4A and in 5A, the medial and lateral facets

of the distal bone cut 4410 are asymmetric and appear dissimilar in both shape (e.g.,

surface area perimeter shape) and size (e.g., volume under the surface area). The

independent facet surface areas and/or volumes optionally can be patient-derived

(e.g., to match or optimize the patient's anatomy).

[0001 13] As shown in FIG. 4A, non-coplanar facets can be separated by an

intercondylar space 4414 and/or by a step cut 4415. For example, as shown in the

figure, the distal bone cut 4410 includes non-coplanar medial and lateral facets that

are separated, in part, by the intercondylar space 4414 and, in part, by a step cut

4415.

[0001 14] In certain embodiments, one or more resection cuts can be selected

and/or designed to so that one or more resected cut or facet surfaces substantially



matches one or more corresponding bone cuts or bone cut facets. For example, FIG.

4C shows six resection cut facets that substantially match the corresponding implant

component bone cut facets shown in FIG. 4A. FIG. 5B shows seven resection cut

facets that substantially match the corresponding implant component bone cut facets

of the medial side of the implant component shown in FIG. 4A. The portion 4470

represents additional bone conserved on the lateral side of the of the femur

corresponding to the bone-cut intersection between the lateral distal bone cut facet

4410 and the adjacent anterior chamfer bone cut 4440.

[0001 15] In certain embodiments, a bone-cut facet and/or a resection cut facet

can span the intercondylar space and be separated from another facet by a step cut.

For example, as exemplified in FIG. 6, predetermined resection cuts can be selected

and/or designed to include a facet or part of a facet 4680 separated from one or more

corresponding facets by an intercondylar space 4614 and/or by a step cut 4615.

[0001 16] In addition or alternatively, in certain embodiments one or more of the

implant bone cuts can be asymmetric, for example, asymmetric with respect to a

sagittal or A-P plane, or to a coronal or M-L plane, bisecting the implant component.

For example, as shown in FIGS. 4A and 5A, the anterior chamfer bone cut 4440 is

asymmetric with respect to an A-P plane bisecting the implant component. In

addition, in both figures the lateral distal bone cut facet 4410 is asymmetric with

respect to an A-P plane bisecting the implant component.

[0001 17] The bone cut designs described above, for example, an implant

component bone-facing surface having various numbers of bone cuts, flexed bone

cuts, non-coplanar bone cut facets, step cuts used to separate facets, and

asymmetric bone cuts and bone cut facets, can be employed on a bone-facing

surface of a femoral implant component to save substantial portions of bone. Table 2

shows the different amounts of bone to be resected from a patient for fitting an

implant component with bone cuts shown in FIG. 4A, an implant component with

bone cuts shown in FIG. 4A, and a traditional implant component with traditional

bone cuts. As compared to the traditional implant component, the implant component

shown in FIG. 4A saves 44% of resected patient bone and the implant component



shown in FIG. 5A saves 38% of resected patient bone. However, the implant

component in FIG. 5A is flexed, which can provide enhanced deep knee flexion for

the patient. In certain embodiments, the surgeon or operator can select or apply a

weighting to these two parameters (bone preservation and kinematics) and optionally

other parameters to identify an optimum patient-adapted implant component and,

optionally, a corresponding resection cut strategy that meets the desired parameters

and/or parameter weightings for the particular patient.

Table 2 : Bone preservation comparison using different bone cut designs

Bone Cut Implant Implant (Flexed Traditional
(Stepped) no step) Implant

Distal Medial 3626 2675 5237

Distal Lateral 2593 3077 2042

Medial Posterior Chamfer 1 942 694 3232

Lateral Posterior Chamfer 1 986 715 648

Medial Posterior Chamfer 2 816 921

Lateral Posterior Chamfer 2 612 582 —

Medial Posterior Cut 945 1150 2816

Lateral Posterior Cut 770 966 649

Anterior Chamfer 1 1667 6081 9872

Anterior Chamfer 2 — 1845 —

Anterior Cut 3599 2717 4937

Total bone resection (mm3)* 16556 18346 29433

Reduction in bone resected 44% 38%
as compared to traditional
implant

[000 8] In traditional femoral implant components, the anterior or trochlear bone

cut is located substantially in the coronal plane and is parallel to the posterior

condylar bone cut, as indicated by the dashed anterior resection cut 4710 and

dashed posterior resection cut 4712 shown in FIG. 7A. This can result in a

substantial amount of bone lost from those portions of the patient's femur 4714, 4716.

However, in certain embodiments described herein, the implant's anterior or trochlear

bone cut is substantially non-parallel to the coronal plane, as shown by the dashed



and straight line 4718 in FIG. 7B. For example, the implant's anterior or trochlear

bone cut can substantially match the patient's resected trochlear surface, which can

be selected and/or designed to be parallel to a tangent through the corresponding

peak 4720 and an uncut trochlear surface portion of the patient's trochlea, as shown

in FIG. 7B. By placing the implant bone cut 4718 and the resected surface at an

angle relative to the patient's coronal plane, for example, parallel to a tangent of one

or both medial and lateral trochlear peak and/or the adjacent trochlear surface, a

substantial amount of bone can be preserved.

[0001 19] In certain embodiments, the implant component can include a trochlear

bone cut with two or more non-coplanar facets, as shown by the intersecting solid

lines 4722, 4724 in FIG. 7B. For example, one of the two or more facets (and the

patient's corresponding resected surface) can be substantially parallel to the patient's

lateral uncut trochlear peak 4720 and/or the adjacent uncut trochlear surface. A

second facet (and the patient's corresponding resected surface) can be substantially

parallel to the patient's medial uncut trochlear peak 4726 and/or the adjacent uncut

trochlear surface. This can further enhance the degree of bone preservation.

[0001 20] In certain embodiments, two or more trochlear bone cut facets can be

substantially tangent to the lateral and medial patellar surfaces 4728, 4730 of the

patient's uncut bone. In addition or alternatively, two or more trochlear bone cuts can

be substantially tangent or parallel to the superior and inferior patellar facets, in

particular, when more than two implant trochlear bone cut facets are used. In certain

embodiments, one or more trochlear bone cut facets can be curvilinear.

[0001 21] In a traditional femoral implant component, the posterior bone cut

includes portions on the medial and lateral condyles that are in the same plane and

parallel to each other, and substantially parallel to the anterior cut. However, in

certain embodiments described herein, the implant component can include posterior

condylar bone cut facets on the medial and lateral condyles, respectively, that are

non-coplanar 4732, 4734. Alternatively, or additionally, the implant component can

include one or more posterior condylar facets that are substantially non-parallel with

one or more facts of the anterior bone cut.



[0001 22] In certain embodiments, the posterior bone cut medial and lateral facets

of an implant component can be asymmetric with respect to an A-P plane bisecting

the implant component. Moreover, one or more posterior bone cut facets can be

curvilinear.

[0001 23] In certain embodiments, the distal bone cut of a femoral implant

component includes medial and lateral condylar facets that are in the same plane as

each other and/or are substantially parallel to each other. The facets can be

separated by the intercondylar space and/or by a step cut. In certain embodiments,

the implant component can include a distal bone cut having medial and lateral

condylar facets that are non-coplanar and/or non-parallel.

[0001 24] In certain embodiments, the distal bone cut or bone cut facets is/are

asymmetric with respect to an A-P plane bisecting the implant component. Moreover,

the distal bone cut and/or one or more distal bone cut facets can be curvilinear.

[0001 25] In certain embodiments, the implant component can include a posterior

chamfer bone cut that includes medial and lateral condylar facets that are non-

coplanar and/or non-parallel. In certain embodiments, a posterior chamfer bone cut

of the implant component can include facets that are asymmetric with respect to an

A-P plane bisecting the implant component. Moreover, one or more posterior

chamfer bone cuts and/or one or more posterior chamfer bone cut facets can be

curvilinear.

[0001 26] In certain embodiments, the implant component can include an anterior

chamfer bone cut that includes medial and lateral condylar facets that are non-

coplanar and/or non-parallel. In certain embodiments, an anterior chamfer bone cut

of the implant component can be asymmetric and/or can include facets that are

asymmetric with respect to an anterior-posterior (A-P) plane bisecting the implant

component. Moreover, one or more anterior chamfer bone cuts and/or bone cut

facets can be curvilinear.

[0001 27] If desired, an implant component and associated surgical plan can be

designed to incorporate both straight and curvilinear bone cuts on its bone-facing

surface. Specifically, a femoral implant can be designed to include 3 mm curvilinear



cut depths and corresponding implant thicknesses along the distal portion of each

condyle. The cut depth and implant thickness along each condyle can be designed

independently of the other condyle. In addition, jigs for performing the curvilinear

cuts to the articular bone surface can be designed and/or selected.

[0001 28] In one embodiment, using a computer model generated from patient-

specific data, posterior and anterior resection cut lines are created in the model, as

shown in FIGS. 8A and 8B. To design the curvilinear bone cut line corresponding to

the resection cut on the medial condyle, a medial split line is identified on the

condyle, as shown in FIG. 9A, and then a 3 mm deep cut line is generated to follow

the split line, as shown in FIG. 9B. The resulting virtual curvilinear cut is shown in

FIG 9C. The same steps are performed independently for the lateral condyle, as

shown in FIGS. 10A to 120C.

SURGICAL TOOLS

[0001 29] In conjunction with the planning and execution of a surgical procedure,

surgical tools such as guide tools can be designed and created to facilitate the

surgical procedure. In various embodiments, the guide tools can include one or more

surfaces and/or structures that are designed and/or selected using patient-specific

anatomical data. Desirably, the guide tool surface(s) that conform to or mirror

existing anatomical structures (and/or anatomical structures modified during the

surgical procedure) can be placed adjacent to specific anatomical structures in a

desired position and/or orientation, and provide guiding surfaces and/or other

features that assist a surgeon in creating a desired resection plane, drill hole, etc., as

described herein.

[0001 30] Resection cut guide tools can be designed to be patient-specific on their

bone-facing surface to allow a snap-fit onto a particular patient's femur. Moreover,

other features, such as thickness, joint-facing surface, and peg placement and size,

also can be patient-specific or patient-engineered. Alternatively or in addition, one or

more features can be standard.

[0001 31] For example, a cut guide tool, as shown in FIG. 11, can be designed to

rest on 2 mm thick cartilage relative to CT data and can include a standard tool



thickness of 4 mm; however other standard thicknesses can be used, for example, a

2 mm or a 3 mm thickness. Moreover, the cut guide tool shown in FIG. 11 can

include three optional pin placements for stabilization and a posterior beam to give

stability and rigidity to the tool. The lateral spacer shown on the left side of FIG. 11

can rest on cut tibia to approximate the thickness of asymmetry.

[0001 32] In other embodiments, such as shown in FIGS. 12A and 12B, cut guide

tools can be designed to follow the cut tool shown in FIG. 11 and can complete the

remaining chamfer cuts for the distal femur. Each of the cut tools shown in the figure

includes two pin placements for stabilization. The tool on the left includes short pegs

to be positioned in the peg holes established by a peg hole driver guide tool, for

example, as shown in FIGS. 13 and 14. The tool on the right includes no lateral peg

to allow for external rotation of the guide tool to establish rotated chamfer cuts.

[0001 33] In another embodiment, shown in FIGS. 15A-15C, a medial femoral trial

and a spacer block can be inserted to evaluate the balance of the knee in flexion and

extension. Spacer blocks having different thicknesses can be inserted and evaluated

until an optimized thickness is identified. Optionally, a lateral femoral trial also can be

placed between the lateral portions of the femur and tibia and a lateral spacer block

inserted and evaluated along with the medial spacer block. Medial and lateral spacer

blocks having different thicknesses can be placed and removed until a desired

tension is observed medially and laterally throughout the patient's range of motion.

Then, a tibial implant component and/or tibial implant component insert can be

selected to have a thickness based on the thickness identified by evaluation using the

femoral trial and spacer block. In this way, the selected medial tibial implant

component (and/or tibial implant component insert) and the lateral tibial implant

component (and/or tibial implant component insert) can have different thicknesses.

[0001 34] FIG. 16A depicts a set of three medial tibial component insert trials

having incrementally increasing thicknesses, for example, thicknesses that increase

by 0.5 mm, by 1 mm, by 1.5 mm, or by 2 mm. A corresponding set of lateral tibial

component insert trials (having a range of thicknesses) can be used in conjunction

with the set of medial tibial component insert trials. A tibial component insert trial can



be used, for example, to determine the best insert thickness and/or features of a tibial

component insert during the final implantation steps. By using medial and lateral

tibial component insert trials of different thicknesses and/or configurations, the

balancing, tensioning, alignment, and/or positioning of the joint can be optimized

even in the final steps of the procedure. In certain embodiments, one or more

features of a tibial component insert trial can be patient-adapted to fit the particular

patient. FIG. 16B depicts the process of placing and adding various tibial component

insert trials and FIG. 16C depicts the process of placing the selected tibial component

insert.

[0001 35] In another exemplary embodiment, a set of three guide tools can be

designed and utilized for each patient. FIGS. 17A, 17B, and 17C illustrate the set of

three guide tools, which collectively supply all of the guide slots and holes to perform

each of the predetermined femoral resection cuts and peg hole placements. This set

of guide tools included one or more patient-adapted features. As shown in FIG. 17A,

the first guide tool 10780 in the set provides guide holes 10782 for drilling into the

patient's femur predetermined holes for receiving the femoral implant component

pegs. As shown in the figure, the guide tool 10780 is attached to the patient's

femoral bone 10784. The bone-facing surface of the first guide tool is designed to

snap-fit to 3 mm of cartilage on the patient's distal femur. As shown in FIG. 17B, a

second balancing chip guide tool 10786 provides distal facet resection guide slots

10788, a slot to mark the termination of the distal lateral resection 10790 (which can

be used to establish the step cut between the distal lateral and medial resection

facets), and a guide surface 10792 for making the posterior resection cut. This tool

10786 can be used for balancing and assessing implant fit (e.g., based on the fit of

the guide tool between the femur and cut tibia in knee extension). As shown in FIG.

17C, a third chamfer cutting guide tool 10794 provided guide slots for the remaining

predetermined resection cuts. As shown, the cutting guide slots were identified with

numbers 1-6 to identify the order for performing the resection cuts.

[0001 36] In another embodiment, a set of femoral guide tools was designed and

included to perform predetermined femoral resection cuts and peg hole placements,

as shown in FIGS. 18A through 18F. As shown in FIG. 18A, a femoral trial guide tool



10830 was designed and included to guide the hole placement for the pegs on the

subsequently used guide tools and on the femoral implant component. As shown,

this guide tool 10830 includes marks incorporated into its joint-facing surface to

indicate to the surgeon the locations representing the Whiteside Line 10832 and

Epicondylar Axis 10834. As shown in FIG. 18B, the second guide tool, a balancer

chip guide tool 10836, was designed and included for guiding independent distal

medial 10838 and distal lateral 10840 facet cuts, as well as the step cut 10842. Both

the femoral trial guide tool 10830 and the balancer chip guide tool 10836 included a

bone-facing surface derived from patient-specific data and designed to rest on 3 mm

of cartilage atop the patient's femoral bone surface. The balancer chip guide tool

10836 was provided in six different thicknesses to allow the surgeon to use the tool

10836 for ligament balancing and assessment of the implant fit (e.g., by observing

the space or tightness of the tool 1636 positioned between the femur and cut tibia

during flexion and extension). In addition, a spacing paddle tool 10844, as shown in

FIG. 18C, was designed and included for representing the extra asymmetric lateral

poly thickness when balancing. As shown in FIG. 18D, a chamfer cut guide tool

10846 was designed and included for guiding an anterior resection cut 10848, an

anterior chamfer resection cut 10850, and independent posterior medial 10852 and

posterior lateral 10854 facet cuts. The a chamfer cut guide tool 10846 was designed

with pegs to fit into the previously prepared peg holes in the patient's femur and with

each cutting slot numbered for the order in which the cuts were to be performed. As

shown in FIGS. 18E and 18F, a pair of angled cut guides 10856, 10858 was

designed and included to facilitate the first and second posterior chamfer cuts. As

shown, each angled cut guide 10856, 10858 includes a first surface that matches the

distal resection surface and, optionally, includes pegs to fit into the previously

prepared peg holes in the patient's femur. In the figures, the distal resection surface

includes two non-co-planar facets, which first cut guide surface matches. In addition,

each angled cut guide 10856, 10858 also includes a second cutting guide surface

angled at the predetermined angle of the corresponding chamfer cut such that a

cutting tool placed against the surface cuts into the patient's bone at the

predetermined angle.



DATABASES AND LIBRARIES

[0001 37] In various embodiments, patient-specific measurements selected for

evaluation can be used to select (e.g., from a library), to design, and/or to select and

design an implant component having one or more measurements corresponding to or

derived from the one or more of the assessed and/or derived patient-specific

measurements. For example, the implant component can include one or more

patient-specific measurements and/or one or more patient-engineered

measurements. Optionally, one or more patient-specific models, one or more patient-

adapted surgical steps, and/or one or more patient-adapted surgical guide tools also

can be selected and/or designed to include one or more measurements

corresponding to or derived from the one or more of these patient-specific

measurements.

EXEMPLARY METHODS

[0001 38] The design and/or selection of implant components, tools and surgical

plans for a specific patient, as described herein, can include a wide variety of

considerations, options and balancing of competing objectives. In many cases, it

may not be absolutely necessary to design and/or select a completely personalized

implant and surgical plan, but rather the final implant design can comprise a blending

or "composite" of varying aspects of patient-specific, patient-engineered and/or

standard features. Such blending can encompass the use of various combinations of

such features to create a single implant feature, such as the blending of a patient-

specific condylar curvature with a standard condylar curvature to create a single

condylar feature on the implant. As disclosed herein, the features of one aspect of

the implant need not be symmetrical and/or identical to other aspects of the implant

(i.e., the medial and lateral sides of an implant may be dissimilar and/or asymmetric

in various ways).

[0001 39] FIG. 19 shows one exemplary process for planning the repair and/or

replacement of patient anatomy. These steps can be performed virtually, for

example, by using one or more computers that have or can receive patient-specific

data and specifically configured software or instructions to perform such steps.



[000140] In general step ( 1 ) , image data/models can be acquired and limb

alignment and deformity corrections are determined, to the extent that either is

needed for a specific patient's situation.

[000141] In general step (2), the requisite tibial and femoral dimensions of the

implant components are determined based, at least in part, on patient-specific data

obtained, for example, from image data of the patient's knee.

[000142] In general step (3), a resection cut strategy can be planned to

accommodate user-defined parameters, such using asymmetric cuts and/or implant

designs that correct a patient's misalignment and/or maximize bone preservation. In

one exemplary embodiment, the surgical plan can maximize bone preservation by

virtually determining a resection cut strategy for the patient's femur and/or tibia that

provides minimal bone loss optionally while also meeting other user-defined

parameters such as, for example, maintaining a minimum implant thickness, using

certain resection cuts to help correct the patient's misalignment, removing diseased

or undesired portions of the patient's bone or anatomy, and/or other parameters.

This general step can include one or more of the steps of (i) simulating resection cuts

on one or both articular sides (e.g., on the femur and/or tibia), (ii) applying optimized

cuts across one or both articular sides, (iii) allowing for non-co-planar and/or non-

parallel femoral resection cuts (e.g., on medial and lateral corresponding portions of

the femur) and, optionally, non-co-planar and/or non-parallel tibial resection cuts

(e.g., on medial and lateral corresponding portions of the tibia), and (iv) maintaining

and/or determining minimal material thickness. The minimal material thickness for

the implant selection and/or design can be an established threshold, for example, as

previously determined by a finite element analysis ("FEA") of the implant's standard

characteristics and features. Alternatively, the minimal material thickness can be

determined for the specific implant, for example, as determined by an FEA of the

implant's standard and patient-specific characteristics and features. If desired, FEA

and/or other load-bearing/modeling analysis may be used to further optimize or

otherwise modify the individual implant design, such as where the implant is under or

over-engineered than required to accommodate the patient's biomechanical needs,

or is otherwise undesirable in one or more aspects relative to such analysis. In such



a case, the implant design may be further modified and/or redesigned to more

accurately accommodate the patient's needs, which may have the side effect of

increasing/reducing implant characteristics (i.e., size, shape or thickness) or

otherwise modifying one or more of the various design "constraints" or limitations

currently accommodated by the present design features of the implant. If desired,

this step can also assist in identifying for a surgeon the bone resection design to

perform in the surgical theater and it also identifies the design of the bone-facing

surface(s) of the implant components, which substantially negatively-match the

patient's resected bone surfaces, at least in part.

[000143] In general step (4), a corrected, normal and/or optimized articular

geometry on the femur and tibia can be recreated virtually. For the femur, this

general step can include, for example, the step of: (i) selecting a standard sagittal

profile, or selecting and/or designing a patient-engineered or patient-specific sagittal

profile; and (ii) selecting a standard coronal profile, or selecting and/or designing a

patient-specific or patient-engineered coronal profile. Optionally, the sagittal and/or

coronal profiles of one or more corresponding medial and lateral portions (e.g.,

medial and lateral condyles) can include different curvatures. For the tibia, this

general step includes one or both of the steps of: (iii) selecting a standard anterior-

posterior slope, and/or selecting and/or designing a patient-specific or patient-

engineered anterior-posterior slope, either of which optionally can vary from medial to

lateral sides; and (iv) selecting a standard poly-articular surface, or selecting and/or

designing a patient-specific or patient-engineered poly-articular surface. The patient-

specific poly-articular surface can be selected and/or designed, for example, to

simulate the normal or optimized three-dimensional geometry of the patient's tibial

articular surface. The patient-engineered poly-articular surface can be selected

and/or designed, for example, to optimize kinematics with the bearing surfaces of the

femoral implant component. This step can be used to define the bearing portion of

the outer, joint-facing surfaces (i.e., articular surfaces) of the implant components.

[000144] In general step (5), a virtual implant model (for example, generated and

displayed using a computer specifically configured with software and/or instructions

to assess and display such models) can be assessed and can be altered to achieve



normal or optimized kinematics for the patient. For example, the outer joint-facing or

articular surface(s) of one or more implant components can be assessed and

adapted to improve kinematics for the patient. This general step can include one or

more of the steps of: (i) virtually simulating biomotion of the model, (ii) adapting the

implant design to achieve normal or optimized kinematics for the patient, and (iii)

adapting the implant design to avoid potential impingement.

[000145] The exemplary process described herein can yield both a

predetermined surgical resection design for altering articular surfaces of a patient's

bones during surgery and a design for an implant that specifically fits the patient, for

example, following the surgical bone resectioning. Specifically, the implant selection

and/or design, which can include manufacturing or machining the implant to the

selected and/or designed specifications using known techniques, can include one or

more patient-engineered bone-facing surfaces that may negatively-match the

patient's resected bone surface. The implant also can include other features that are

patient-adapted, such as minimal implant thickness, articular geometry, and

kinematic design features. This process can be applied to various joint implants and

to various types of joint implants. For example, this design process can be applied to

a total knee, cruciate retaining, posterior stabilized, and/or ACL/PCL retaining knee

implants, bicompartmental knee implants, unicompartmental knee implants, and other

joint implants, for example, for the shoulder, hip, elbow, spine, or other joints. For

example, the thickness of an acetabular cup, either metal backing or polyethylene or

ceramic or other insert, can be adapted based on the patient's geometry, e.g. depth

of the actebular fossa, AP, ML, S I dimensions or other parameters including femoral

parameters.

[000146] Another advantage to this process is that the selection and/or design

process can incorporate any number of target parameters such that any number of

implant component features and resection cuts can be selected and/or designed to

meet one or more parameters that are predetermined to have clinical value. For

example, in addition to bone preservation, a selection and/or design process can

include target parameters to restore a patient's native, normal kinematics, or to

provide optimized kinematics. For example, the process for selecting and/or



designing an implant and/or resection cuts can include target parameters such as

reducing or eliminating the patient's mid-flexion instability, reducing or eliminating

"tight" closure, improving or extending flexion, improving or restoring cosmetic

appearance, and/or creating or improving normal or expected sensations in the

patient's knee. The design for a tibial implant can provide an engineered surface that

replicates the patient's normal anatomy yet also allows for low contact stress on the

tibia.

[0001 47] If desired, the optimization of resection cuts and implant component

bone cuts can result in a cut design that has any number of cut planes or facets,

depths of cut planes or facets, angles of cut planes or facets, and/or orientations of

cut planes or facets. In addition to optimizing the cut planes to minimize bone loss

and maximize implant thickness, various other parameters can be included in the cut

plane optimization. For example, a flexed cut design can be used to help preserve,

restore, or enhance the patient's joint kinematics. Additional parameters that may be

included in the determination of optimized resection and bone cuts can include, but

are not limited to, one or more of: ( 1 ) deformity correction and/or limb alignment (2)

maximizing preservation of cartilage, or ligaments, (3) maximizing preservation

and/or optimization of other features of the patient's anatomy, such as trochlea and

trochlear shape, (4) further restoration and/or optimization of joint kinematics or

biomechanics (5) restoration or optimization of joint-line location and/or joint gap

width, and (6) preservation, restoration, or enhancement of other target features.

[000148] Various of the described embodiments will be best suited for treating

non-uniform or tilted natural anatomy and/or resections of partial or total knees, while

others will be more appropriate for the treatment of non-uniform or tilted natural

anatomy and/or resections of other joints, including a spine, spinal articulations, an

intervertebral disk, a facet joint, a shoulder, an elbow, a wrist, a hand, a finger, a hip,

an ankle, a foot, or a toe joint.

EXEMPLARY FEMORAL IMPLANTS AND TOOLS/TECHNIQUES

[000149] Certain embodiments described herein include a femoral implant

component having one or more patient-adapted (e.g., patient-specific or patient-



engineered) features and, optionally, one or more standard features. Various

embodiments herein are directed to implants or implant designs optimized to achieve

minimal implant thickness, which can include the incorporation of a higher number of

bone cuts, for example, six, seven, eight, nine or more bone cuts, on the inner, bone-

facing surface of the implant. The bone cuts can be oriented in various dimensions,

for example, in a flexed-orientation. Moreover, certain embodiments can include on

the inner, bone-facing surface any combination of straight cuts and curvilinear cuts.

One or more curvilinear cuts can be designed to substantially positively-match the

patient's uncut articular surface, such as a subchondral bone surface exposed by

resurfacing. Alternatively, one or more curvilinear cuts can be designed to

substantially positively-match a cut surface of the patient's bone, for example, a cut

curvilinear surface.

[0001 50] Various embodiments described herein include examples of implants

and implant designs that include a straight anterior cut, a straight posterior cut, and a

curvilinear cut in between. Moreover, as depicted in FIG. 20, an implant 2400 can

include a planar distal cut 2410, a straight anterior cut 2420, a straight posterior cut

2430, and curvilinear chamfer cuts 2440 in between to substantially negatively-match

corresponding resected surface(s) of the femur 2450. Of course, various

embodiments described herein can include implants or implant designs that include

on the inner, bone-facing surface one or no straight cuts and portions that

substantially positively-match an uncut articular bone surface.

[0001 51] In certain embodiments, both medial and lateral condyles include the

same minimum implant thickness.

[0001 52] The one or more patient-adapted dimensions or features of one or both

condyles can include, for example, width in one or more locations, height in one or

more locations, intercondylar distance in one or more locations, and one or more

curvatures of at least a portion of the joint-facing surface of the condyle. The

curvatures can include, for example, one or more of a sagittal curvature on the medial

condyle, a coronal curvature on the lateral condyle, a sagittal curvature on the lateral

condyle and a coronal curvature on the lateral condyle. The dimensions or features



on the medial and lateral condyles of the implant component can be designed and/or

selected independently of the corresponding dimensions on the other condyle,

provided that patient-specific data (e.g., image data) is available for the appropriate

condyle.

[0001 53] In certain embodiments, one or more of the condylar width, area, and

height of an implant component can be designed and/or selected preoperatively to be

patient-adapted in one or more locations along one or both condyles.

[0001 54] Different curvatures can be selected on the medial condyle and the

lateral condyle of an implant component. Moreover, one or more curvatures of one

condyle can be patient-specific, in whole or in part, while one or more curvatures on

the same condyle or on the other condyle can be patient-engineered, in whole or in

part, or standard, in whole or in part.

[0001 55] The one or more patient-adapted (i.e., patient-specific or patient-

engineered) curvatures and standard curvatures on the joint-facing surface of a

femoral implant component can be combined in a condyle to take on any overall

shape. FIGS. 2 1A through 2 1F illustrate exemplary types of curvatures 3300, 3310,

3320, 3330, 3340 for one or more condylar coronal or sagittal curvatures. An implant

component condyle can include a surface curvature corresponding to a section of any

one or more geometric shapes, such as a circle, a parabola, a hyperbola, an

ellipsoid, and any other geometric shape, optionally standard or patient-adapted or

patient-derived. The curvature also can include, in part, a substantially straight line

portion, as illustrated by the curvature 3350 in FIG. 2 1F. Different portions of a

condyle, such as the anterior portion, the distal portion, the posterior portion, the

load-bearing portion, and/or the non-load-bearing portion, each can include a

different curvature than one or more other portions, in a sagittal plane or in a coronal

plane or in an axial plane in a trochlea, for example. For example, in certain

embodiments the load bearing-portion of the medial condyle can include a different

curvature than the non-load-bearing portions of the same condyle, and either or both

of which can optionally, be different than any or all sections of the lateral condyle.

Similarly, in certain embodiments the load bearing-portion of the lateral condyle can



include a different curvature than the non-load-bearing portions of the same condyle,

and either or both of which can optionally, be different than any or all sections of the

medial condyle. These curvature features also can apply to the curved portion on

one or both of the lateral and medial surfaces of the proximal tibia that engage the

lateral and medial femoral condyles during normal motion.

[0001 56] FIGS. 22A and 22B illustrate two femoral implant components, one

having a J-curve that is substantially patient-specific and one having a J-curve that is

partially patient-specific and partially patient-engineered. Specifically, both implant

components shown on the right side of the figure were designed based on patient-

specific data. However, the top implant component includes a J-curve that, at least in

its load-bearing portion, substantially positively-matches the patient's J-curve. The

bottom implant component includes a J-curve that was engineered in region 3510 to

diverge from the patient-specific J-curve. These engineered alterations from a

patient's existing J-curve can be employed for example, to match or approximate the

height of the patient's existing or missing cartilage, to correct an abnormality in the

patient's existing J-curve (e.g., arthritic flattening of the condyle, subchondral cysts,

or osteophyte formation), to match one or more features of a corresponding implant

component (e.g., a tibial implant component), and/or to optimize the patient's

biomechanics or one or more other parameters determined by a clinician or operator

to be important.

[0001 57] In certain preferred embodiments, the femoral implant component is

preoperatively designed and/or selected to include one or both condylar, bearing

surfaces having a sagittal curvature (e.g., a J-curve) that, at least in part, substantially

positively-matches or is derived from the corresponding sagittal curvature of the

patient's condyle, e.g. portions of cartilage or subchondral bone or combinations

thereof, as determined from patient-specific data including, for example, image data.

In addition, the coronal curvature of the implant component can include a standard

curvature, for example, selected by choosing from among a family of 5, 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , or

10 implants or implant blanks the one that includes a coronal curvature that is most

similar to the patient's coronal curvature in one or more locations on the curvature.

Alternatively, an implant component condyle curvature can be selected by choosing



from among a family of implants or implant blanks the one that, as compared to the

patient's curvature, includes longer and/or shorter radii of curvature at a load-bearing

portion of the curvature, in order to achieve a less constraining or a more constraining

biomechanical situation during knee motion. As previously described, FIG. 23A

illustrates the use of a coronal curvature having a longer radius of curvature versus a

coronal curvature having shorter radius of curvature.

[0001 58] The radii of curvature of a human femoral condyle coronal curvature

typically range from 20 to 30 mm. In certain embodiments, one or both femoral

implant component condyles and/or the corresponding curvature of the bearing

surface on the tibial implant component, include a coronal curvature that matches a

particular patient's coronal curvature. In certain embodiments, one or both femoral

implant component condyles and/or the corresponding curvature of the bearing

surface on the tibial implant component, include a standard coronal curvature within

the range of typical human coronal curvatures, for example, from about 20 mm to

about 30 mm. In certain embodiments, one or both femoral implant component

condyles and/or the corresponding curvature of the bearing surface on the tibial

implant component, include a standard coronal curvature outside of the range of

typical human coronal curvatures, for example, less than 20 mm, about 15 mm, less

than 15 mm, greater than 30 mm, 35 mm, greater than 35 mm, between about 30

mm and about 40 mm, 40 mm, and/or greater than 40 mm. The tibial implant

component can be designed to match or reflect at least one of a sagittal femoral

curvature or a coronal femoral curvature. The corresponding radii on the tibial

implant component can be applied or derived from the femur in a ratio, e.g., 1: 1 , 1:2,

1:3, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, 1:1 0, 1:15, 1:20, in at least one of a sagittal dimension or a coronal

dimension, or combinations thereof, medially only, laterally only, or both. For

example, in certain embodiments, at least a portion of the femoral implant's coronal

curvature (e.g., the center portion of the condyle) and/or the corresponding portion of

the tibial implant component curvature can correspond to a section of a circle having

a radius of curvature less than 20 mm, less than 15 mm, 15 mm, greater than 30 mm,

35 mm, greater than 35 mm, 40 mm, and/or greater than 40 mm.



[0001 59] The sagittal and/or coronal curvatures of a patient's condyle can be

determined from image data by assessing the surface of the condyle in a

substantially sagittal or coronal plane. Alternatively or in addition, the curvature(s)

also can be assessed in an axial plane, for example for a patella, a trochlea, a

glenoid, or an acetabulum. For example, as shown in FIG. 24, a patient's J-curve

can be determined independently for lateral and medial condyles. Then, one or both

of the patient's lateral and medial condylar J-curves can be applied to one or more

sections of a femoral implant component's medial and/or lateral J-curves. For

example, the distal point of the lateral condyle through a range of motion 3810 and

the distal point of the medial condyle through a range of motion 3820 can

independently be applied, respectively, to a lateral sagittal plane 3830 defined by the

patient's epicondylar axis and to a medial sagittal plane 3840 defined by the patient's

epicondylar axis to yield independent lateral and medial J-curves that are applied to

the patient-specific implant component.

[0001 60] In certain embodiments, as shown in FIG. 24, a model of a patient's

femur can be generated from images of the patient's femur. The images can include,

for example, x-ray, cone beam CT, digital tomosynthesis, ultrasound, laser imaging,

MRI, CT, PET, SPECT, and/or other images and combinations thereof. In certain

embodiments, as shown in FIG. 24, the patient's J-curve can be transferred onto a

single plane (e.g., a substantially sagittal plane) and then that planar curvature, or a

portion thereof, can be transferred into the design of the femoral implant component

as a single planar curvature.

[0001 61] In certain embodiments, the patient's J-curve can lie in more than one

plane and more than one plane can be used to transfer and apply the J-curve to the

implant component, for example, such that the J-curve lies in one plane for a portion

and then angles away from that plane for a portion. Moreover, in certain

embodiments, one or both of the implant component's condylar J-curves or portions

thereof can match the patient's J-curve planar orientation. For example,

corresponding medial and lateral planes that include portions of the patient's medial

and lateral J-curves, respectively, can be non-parallel to each other (e.g., angled

toward each other anteriorly) or otherwise angled relative to an anatomical feature



(e.g., the epicondylar axis, femoral mechanical axis, trochlear J-curve, and/or some

other feature). The corresponding J-curve portions of the femoral implant component

and, optionally, the tibial implant component can be designed to match this planar

orientation. For example, the J-curve or portions thereof (e.g., the distal and/or

posterior load-bearing portions) can match the patient's J-curve in a sagittal direction

or in both a sagittal and coronal direction.

[0001 62] In one embodiment, the medial or lateral femoral condyle can have a

constant coronal curvature, which can be standard or patient-derived or selected. The

constant coronal curvature can be the same on the medial and the lateral condyle or

it can be different. The constant coronal curvature can be combined with a patient-

specific or patient -derived, at least in part, sagittal curvature on one or both

condyles.

[0001 63] In one exemplary embodiment, shown in FIG. 25A, a five-cut-plane

femoral resection design for a femoral implant component having five bone cuts can

be utilized. FIG. 25B shows an alternative seven-cut-plane femoral resection design

for a femoral implant component having seven bone cuts. Each cut design can be

performed on the same patient femur (i.e., having identical bone volumes). In

addition, the corresponding five-bone-cut implant component and seven-bone-cut

implant component can be designed to meet or exceed the same minimum implant

thickness. In one embodiment, after performing the resection cuts, the model of the

patient's femur having five resection cuts retained bone volume of 103,034 mm3,

while the model of the patient's femur having seven bone cuts retained a bone

volume of 104,220 mm3. As this analysis shows, the seven-bone-cut implant

component saved substantially more of the patient's bone stock, in this case more

than 1,000 mm3, as compared to the five-bone cut implant component.

[0001 64] A similar analysis was performed to assess relative bone loss between

a five-cut design and a five-flexed cut design. FIG. 26B shows a patient's femur

having five, not flexed resection cuts and FIG. 26A shows the same femur but with

five, flexed resection cuts. As shown, the model having five, not flexed resection cuts

retains a bone volume of 109,472 mm3, while the model having five, flexed resection



cuts retains a bone volume of 105,760 mm3. As this analysis shows, the not-flexed-

five-bone-cut implant component saved substantially more of the patient's bone

stock, in this case nearly 4,000 mm3, as compared to the flexed-five-bone-cut cut

implant component. However, as noted in various embodiments described herein,

the flexed cut design can offer other advantages, such as greater posterior coverage

and enhanced deep-knee flexion, which can be weighed relative to all selected

parameters and accordingly integrated in the selection and/or design of an implant

component.

[0001 65] In summary, the component designs described in this example can

save patient bone stock as compared to a traditional implant component and thereby

allow the implant to be pre-primary. Alternatively or in addition, the implant

components may include cut planes (i.e., of resection cuts and bone cuts) that are

optimized based on patient-specific data to meet one or more user-defined

parameters, as described above. For example, cut planes can be symmetric or

asymmetric, parallel or non-parallel, aligned perpendicular to the sagittal plane or not

perpendicular, varied from medial to lateral condyle, and/or can include other

orientations. The cut plane designs may include a "flexed" (i.e., rotated or offset

relative to the biomechanical or anatomical axes) orientation. Moreover, the design

of attachment pegs may also be flexed relative to the biomechanical or anatomical

axes.

[0001 66] One alternative embodiment of patient-adapted femoral implant

components can include six bone cuts. The bone cut design can be designed in

conjunction with corresponding resection cuts. FIGS. 27 and 27B, FIGS. 27C and

27D, and FIGS. 27E and 27F, show the patient-adapted femoral implant and

resection cuts, respectively, for each of the three patients. As exemplified in FIG.

27A, the six bone cuts included an anterior bone cut 10310, medial 10320M and

lateral 10320L facets of a distal bone cut, medial 10330M and lateral 10330L facets

of a posterior bone cut, an anterior chamfer bone cut 10340, medial 10350M and

lateral 10350L facets of a first posterior chamfer bone cut, and medial 10360M and

lateral 10360L facets of a second posterior chamfer bone cut. In addition, the

femoral implant component 10305 included a stepped (or "step") cut 10320 between



the medial facet 10320M and lateral facet 10320L of the distal bone cut in order to

provide enhanced preservation of distal medial bone stock. FIG. 27C relating to the

second patient and FIG. 27E relating to the third patient include similar features as

those numbered in FIGS 27A. As the figures show, the non-coplanar distal bone cut

facets, which can be connected by a stepped cut, allow for independent and

optionally minimum resection depths on the medial and lateral portions of an

otherwise continuous bone cut (e.g., anterior bone cut, anterior chamfer bone cut, or

distal bone cut).

[0001 67] Moreover, as shown by a comparison of the figures, the implant

component bone cuts for each patient was engineered to specifically-match the

resection cuts for the patient (e.g., in cut and/or facet surface areas, angles, relative

orientations, and/or other features). For example, as exemplified in FIG. 27B, the

resection cuts included an anterior resection cut 10310', medial 10320M' and lateral

10320L' facets of a distal resection cut, medial 110330M' and lateral 10330L' facets

of a posterior resection cut, an anterior chamfer resection cut 10340', medial

10350M' and lateral 10350L' facets of a first posterior chamfer resection cut, and

medial 10360M' and lateral 10360L' facets of a second posterior chamfer resection

cut. In addition, the femoral implant component included a stepped (or "step")

resection cut 10370' between the medial facet 10320M' and lateral facet 10320L' of

the distal resection cut. FIG. 27D relating to the second patient and FIG. 27F relating

to the third patient include similar features as those numbered in FIGS 27B. As

shown by the figures, the stepped cut 10320' saves substantial bone stock, for

example, at the distal medial facet 10320M' in comparison to a distal medial facet cut

having the same depth as the distal lateral facet cut.

EXEMPLARY TIBIAL DEVICES AND TOOLS/TECHNIQUES

[0001 68] Certain embodiments described herein can include a tibial implant

component having one or more patient-adapted (e.g., patient-specific or patient-

engineered) features and, optionally, one or more standard features. Optionally, the

one or more patient-adapted features can be designed and/or selected to fit the

patient's resected tibial surface. For example, depending on the patient's anatomy



and desired postoperative geometry or alignment, a patient's lateral and/or medial

tibial plateaus may be resected independently and/or at different depths, for example,

so that the resected surface of the lateral plateau is higher (e.g., 1 mm, greater than 1

mm, 2 mm, and/or greater than 2 mm higher) or lower (e.g., 1 mm, greater than 1

mm, 2 mm, and/or greater than 2 mm lower) than the resected surface of the medial

tibial plateau.

[0001 69] Accordingly, in certain embodiments, tibial implant components can be

independently designed and/or selected for each of the lateral and/or medial tibial

plateaus. For example, the perimeter of a lateral tibial implant component and the

perimeter of a medial tibial implant component can be independently designed and/or

selected to substantially match the perimeter of the resection surfaces for each of the

lateral and medial tibial plateaus. FIG. 28A and 28B show exemplary

unicompartmental medial and lateral tibial implant components without (FIG. 28A)

and with (FIG. 28B) a polyethylene layer or insert. As shown, the lateral tibial implant

component and the medial tibial implant component have different perimeters

shapes, each of which substantially matches the perimeter of the corresponding

resection surface (see arrows). In addition, the polyethylene layers or inserts 6010

for the lateral tibial implant component and the medial tibial implant component have

perimeter shapes that correspond to the respective implant component perimeter

shapes. In certain embodiments, one or both of the implant components can be

made entirely of a plastic or polyethylene (rather than having a having a polyethylene

layer or insert) and each entire implant component can include a perimeter shape

that substantially matches the perimeter of the corresponding resection surface.

[0001 70] Moreover, the height of a lateral tibial implant component and the height

of a medial tibial implant component can be independently designed and/or selected

to maintain or alter the relative heights generated by different resection surfaces for

each of the lateral and medial tibial plateaus. For example, the lateral tibial implant

component can be thicker (e.g., 1 mm, greater than 1 mm, 2 mm, and/or greater than

2 mm thicker) or thinner (e.g., 1 mm, greater than 1 mm, 2 mm, and/or greater than 2

mm thinner) than the medial tibial implant component to maintain or alter, as desired,

the relative height of the joint-facing surface of each of the lateral and medial tibial



implant components. As shown in FIG. 28A and FIG. 28B, the relative heights of the

lateral and medial resection surfaces 6020 is maintained using lateral and medial

implant components (and lateral and medial polyethylene layers or inserts) that have

the same thickness. Alternatively, the lateral implant component (and/or the lateral

polyethylene layer or insert) can have a different thickness than the medial implant

component (and/or the medial polyethylene layer or insert). For embodiments having

one or both of the lateral and medial implant components made entirely of a plastic or

polyethylene (rather than having a having a polyethylene layer or insert) the thickness

of one implant component can be different from the thickness of the other implant

component.

[0001 71] Different medial and lateral tibial cut heights also can be applied with a

one piece implant component, e.g., a monolithically formed, tibial implant component.

In this case, the tibial implant component and the corresponding resected surface of

the patient's femur can have an angled surface or a step cut connecting the medial

and the lateral surface facets. For example, FIGS. 29A to 29C depict three different

types of step cuts separating medial and lateral resection cut facets on a patient's

proximal tibia. In certain embodiments, the bone-facing surface of the tibial implant

component is selected and/or designed to match these surface depths and the step

cut angle, as well as other optional features such as perimeter shape.

[0001 72] In certain embodiments, the medial tibial plateau facet can be oriented

at an angle different than the lateral tibial plateau facet or it can be oriented at the

same angle. One or both of the medial and the lateral tibial plateau facets can be at

an angle that is patient-specific, for example, similar to the original slope or slopes of

the medial and/or lateral tibial plateaus, for example, in the sagittal plane. Moreover,

the medial slope can be patient-specific, while the lateral slope is fixed or preset or

vice versa, as exemplified in Table 3 .

Table 3 : Exemplary designs for tibial slopes

MEDIAL SIDE IMPLANT SLOPE LATERAL SIDE IMPLANT SLOPE

Patient-matched to medial plateau Patient-matched to lateral plateau

Patient-matched to medial plateau Patient-matched to medial plateau



MEDIAL SIDE IMPLANT SLOPE LATERAL SIDE IMPLANT SLOPE

Patient-matched to lateral plateau Patient-matched to lateral plateau

Patient-matched to medial plateau Not patient-matched, e.g., preset, fixed or
intraoperatively adjusted

Patient-matched to lateral plateau Not patient-matched, e.g., preset, fixed or
intraoperatively adjusted

Not patient matched, e.g. preset, fixed or Patient-matched to lateral plateau
intraoperatively adjusted

Not patient matched, e.g., preset, fixed or Patient-matched to medial plateau
intraoperatively adjusted

Not patient matched, e.g. preset, fixed or Not patient-matched, e.g. preset, fixed or
intraoperatively adjusted intraoperatively adjusted

[0001 73] The exemplary combinations described in Table 3 are applicable to

implants that use two unicompartmental tibial implant components with or without

metal backing, one medial and one lateral. They also can be applicable to implant

systems that use a single tibial implant component including all plastic designs or

metal backed designs with inserts (optionally a single insert for the medial and lateral

plateau, or two inserts, e.g., one medial and one lateral), for example PCL retaining,

posterior stabilized, or ACL and PCL retaining implant components.

[0001 74] In various embodiments, the slope can be set via the alignment of the

metal backed component(s). Alternatively, the metal backed component(s) can have

substantially no slope in their alignment, while the medial and/or lateral slopes or both

are contained or set through the insert topography or shape. Various embodiments of

such implants are disclosed in FIGS. 30A-30D.

[0001 75] Fig. 30D depicts one alternate embodiment of a metal backed

component 17200 implanted with no significant slope. The tibial insert topography is,

however, asymmetrical, and, in this case either selected or designed to closely

approximate the patient's native tibial slope. In this example, this is achieved by

selecting or designing a tibial insert 17215 that is substantially thicker anterior when

compared to posterior. The difference in insert height anteriorly and posteriorly

results in a slope similar to the patient's slope.



[0001 76] The various embodiments described herein, and derivations thereof,

can be applied to a medial plateau, a lateral plateau or combinations thereof or both.

In various alternative embodiments, and derivations thereof, various combinations of

tilted and/or untilted inserts and/or tilted and/or untilted metal backed components

can be utilized to achieve a wide variety of surgical corrections and/or account for a

wide variation in patient anatomy and/or surgical cuts necessary for treating the

patient. For example, where the natural slope of a patient's tibia requires a non

uniform resection (i.e., the cut is non-planar across the bone or is tilted and non-

perpendicular relative to the mechanical axis of the bone, whether medially-laterally,

anterior-posteriorly, or any combination thereof) or the surgical correction creates

such a non-uniform or tilted resection, one or more correction factors can be

designed into the metal backed component, into the tibial insert, or into any

combination of the two. Moreover, the slope can naturally or artificially be made to

vary from one side of the knee to the other, or anterior to posterior, and the implant

components can account for such variation.

[0001 77] In various embodiments, the slope can preferably be between 0 and 7

degrees, but other embodiments with other slope angles outside that range can be

used. The slope can vary across one or both tibial facets from anterior to posterior.

For example, a lesser slope, e.g. 0-1 degrees, can be used anteriorly, and a greater

slope can be used posteriorly, for example, 4-5 degrees. Variable slopes across at

least one of a medial or a lateral tibial facet can be accomplished, for example, with

use of burrs (for example guided by a robot) or with use of two or more bone cuts on

at least one of the tibial facets. In certain embodiments, two separate slopes can be

used medially and laterally. Independent tibial slope designs can be useful for

achieving bone preservation. In addition, independent slope designs can be

advantageous in achieving implant kinematics that will be more natural, closer to the

performance of a normal knee or the patient's knee.

[0001 78] In certain embodiments, the slope can be fixed, e.g. at 3, 5 or 7 degrees

in the sagittal plane. In certain embodiments, the slope, either medial or lateral or

both, can be patient-specific. The patient's medial slope can be used to derive the

medial tibial component slope and, optionally, the lateral component slope, in either a



single or a two-piece tibial implant component. The patient's lateral slope can be

used to derive the lateral tibial component slope and, optionally, the medial

component slope, in either a single or a two-piece tibial implant component. A

patient's slope typically is between 0 and 7 degrees. In select instances, a patient

may show a medial or a lateral slope that is greater than 7 degrees. In this case, if

the patient's medial slope has a higher value than 7 degrees or some other pre

selected threshold, the patient's lateral slope can be applied to the medial tibial

implant component or to the medial side of a single tibial implant component. If the

patient's lateral slope has a higher value than 7 degrees or some other pre-selected

threshold, the patient's medial slope can be applied to the lateral tibial implant

component or to the lateral side of a single tibial implant component. Alternatively, if

the patient's slope on one or both medial and lateral sides exceeds a pre-selected

threshold value, e.g., 7 degrees or 8 degrees or 10 degrees, a fixed slope can be

applied to the medial component or side, to the lateral component or side, or both.

The fixed slope can be equal to the threshold value, e.g., 7 degrees or it can be a

different value. FIGS. 3 1A and 3 1B show exemplary flow charts for deriving a medial

tibial component slope (FIG. 3 1A) and/or a lateral tibial component slope (FIG. 3 1B)

for a tibial implant component.

[0001 79] In certain embodiments, the medial and lateral tibial plateau can be

resected at the same angle. For example, a single resected cut or the same multiple

resected cuts can be used across both plateaus. In other embodiments, the medial

and lateral tibial plateau can be resected at different angles. Multiple resection cuts

can be used when the medial and lateral tibial plateaus are resected at different

angles. Optionally, the medial and the lateral tibia also can be resected at a different

distance relative to the tibial plateau. In this setting, the two horizontal plane tibial

cuts medially and laterally can have different slopes and/or can be accompanied by

one or two vertical or oblique resection cuts, typically placed medial to the tibial

plateau components. FIGS. 32 and FIGS. 29A to 29C show several exemplary tibial

resection cuts, which can be used in any combination for the medial and lateral

plateaus.



[0001 80] The medial tibial implant component plateau can have a flat, convex,

concave, or dished surface and/or it can have a thickness different than the lateral

tibial implant component plateau. The lateral tibial implant component plateau can

have a flat, convex, concave, or dished surface and/or it can have a thickness

different than the medial tibial implant component plateau. The different thickness

can be achieved using a different material thickness, for example, metal thickness or

polyethylene or insert thickness on either side. In certain embodiments, the lateral

and medial surfaces are selected and/or designed to closely resemble the patient's

anatomy prior to developing the arthritic state.

[0001 81] Alternatively, the height of the medial and/or lateral tibial component

plateau, e.g. metal only, ceramic only, metal backed with polyethylene or other insert,

with single or dual inserts and single or dual tray configurations, can be determined

based on the patient's femoral shape. For example, if the patient's lateral condyle

has a smaller radius than the medial condyle and/or is located more superior than the

medial condyle with regard to its bearing surface, the height of the tibial component

plateau can be adapted and/or selected to ensure an optimal articulation with the

femoral bearing surface. In this example, the height of the lateral tibial component

plateau can be adapted and/or selected so that it is higher than the height of the

medial tibial component plateau. Since polyethylene is typically not directly visible on

standard x-rays, metallic or other markers can optionally be included in the inserts in

order to indicate the insert location or height, in particular when asymmetrical medial

and lateral inserts or inserts of different medial and lateral thickness are used.

[0001 82] Alternatively, the height of the medial and/or lateral tibial component

plateau, e.g. metal only, ceramic only, metal backed with polyethylene or other insert,

with single or dual inserts and single or dual tray configurations can be determined

based on the shape of a corresponding implant component, for example, based on

the shape of certain features of the patient's femoral implant component. For

example, if the femoral implant component includes a lateral condyle having a

smaller radius than the medial condyle and/or is located more superior than the

medial condyle with regard to its bearing surface, the height of the tibial implant

component plateaus can be adapted and/or selected to ensure an optimal articulation



with the bearing surface(s) of the femoral implant component. In this example, the

height of the lateral tibial implant component plateau can be adapted and/or selected

to be higher than the height of the medial tibial implant component plateau.

[0001 83] The matching of radii can also occur in the sagittal plane. For example,

a cutter can be used to cut a fixed coronal curvature into a tibial insert or all

polyethylene tibia that is matched to or derived from a femoral implant or patient

geometry. The path and/or depth that the cutter is taking can be driven based on the

femoral implant geometry or based on the patient's femoral geometry prior to the

surgery. Medial and lateral sagittal geometry can be the same on the tibial inserts or

all poly tibia. Alternatively, each can be cut separately. By adapting or matching the

tibial poly geometry to the sagittal geometry of the femoral component or femoral

condyle, a better functional result may be achieved. For example, more physiologic

tibiofemoral motion and kinematics can be enabled. Alternatively, the path and/or

depth that the cutter is taking can be driven based on the patient's tibial geometry

prior to the surgery, optionally including estimates of meniscal shape. Medial and

lateral sagittal geometry can be the same on the tibial inserts or all poly tibia.

Alternatively, each can be cut separately. By adapting or matching the tibial poly

geometry to the sagittal geometry of the patient's tibial plateau, a better functional

result may be achieved. For example, more physiologic tibiofemoral motion and

kinematics can be enabled. In the latter embodiment at least portions of the femoral

sagittal J-curve can be matched to or derived from or selected based on the tibial

implant geometry or the patient's tibial curvature, medially or laterally or combinations

thereof.

[0001 84] The medial and/or the lateral component can include a trough. The

medial component can be dish shaped, while the lateral component includes a

trough. The lateral component can be dish shaped, while the medial component

includes a trough. The lateral component can be convex, while the medial

component includes a trough. The shape of the medial or lateral component can be

patient derived or patient matched in one, two or three dimensions, for example as it

pertains to its perimeter as well as its surface shape. The convex shape of the lateral

component can be patient derived or patient matched in one, two or three



dimensions. The trough can be straight. The trough can also be curved. The

curvature of the trough can have a constant radius of curvature or it can include

several radii of curvature. The radii can be patient matched or patient derived, for

example based on the femoral geometry or on the patient's kinematics. These

designs can be applied with a single-piece tibial polyethylene or other plastic insert or

with two-piece tibial polyethylene or other plastic inserts. FIGS. 33A through 33J

show exemplary combinations of tibial tray designs. FIGS. 34A through 34F include

additional embodiments of tibial implant components that are cruciate retaining.

[0001 85] The tibial implant surface topography can be selected for, adapted to or

matched to one or more femoral geometries. For example, the distance of the lowest

point of the medial dish or trough to the lowest point of the lateral dish or trough can

be selected from or derived from or matched to the femoral geometry, e.g. an

intercondylar distance or an intercondylar notch width (see FIGS. 35G - 35K). In this

manner, the tibial component(s) can be adapted to the femoral geometry, ensuring

that the lowest point of the femoral bearing surface will mate with the lowest point of

the resultant tibial bearing surface. For example, an exemplary femoral geometry

may be determined or derived, and then a matching or appropriate tibial implant

geometry and surface geometry can be derived from the femoral geometry (i.e., from

anatomical or biomechanical or kinematic features in the sagittal and/or coronal plane

of the femur) or from a combination of the femoral geometry with the tibial geometry.

In such combination cases, it may be desirable to optimize the tibial implant geometry

based on a weighted combination of the tibial and femoral anatomical or

biomechanical or kinematic characteristics, to create a hybrid implant that

accomplishes a desired correction, but which accommodates the various structural,

biomechanical and/or kinematic features and/or limitations of each individual portion

of the joint. In a similar manner, multi-complex joint implants having three or more

component support structures, such as the knee (i.e., patella, femur and tibia), elbow

(humerus, radius and ulna), wrist (radius, ulna and carpals), and ankle (fibula, tibia,

talus and calcaneus) can be modeled and repaired/replaced with components

modeled, derived and manufactured incorporating features of two or more mating

surfaces and underlying support structures of the native joint.



[0001 86] The slope for tibial cuts typically is between 0 and 7 or 0 and 8 degrees

in the sagittal plane. Rarely, a surgeon may elect to cut the tibia at a steeper slope.

The slope can be selected or designed into a patient-specific cutting jig using a

preoperative imaging test. The slope can be similar to the patient's preoperative

slope on at least one of a medial or one of a lateral side. The medial and lateral tibia

can be cut with different slopes. The slope also can be different from the patient's

preoperative slope on at least one of a medial or one of a lateral side.

[0001 87] Certain embodiments of tibial trays can have the following features,

although other embodiments are possible: modular insert system (polymer); cast

cobalt chrome; standard blanks (cobalt portion and/or modular insert) can be made in

advance, then shaped patient-specific to order; thickness based on size (saves bone,

optimizes strength); allowance for 1-piece or 2-piece insert systems; and/or different

medial and lateral fins.

[0001 88] The tibial cut height can differ medially and laterally, as shown in FIGS.

32 and FIGS. 29A to 29C. In some patients, the uncut lateral tibia can be at a

different height, for example, higher or lower, than the uncut medial tibia. In this

instance, the medial and lateral tibial cuts can be placed at a constant distance from

the uncut medial and the uncut lateral tibial plateau, resulting in different cut heights

medially or laterally. Alternatively, they can be cut at different distances relative to

the uncut medial and lateral tibial plateau, resulting in the same cut height on the

remaining tibia. Alternatively, in this setting, the resultant cut height on the remaining

tibia can be elected to be different medially and laterally. In certain embodiments,

independent design of the medial and lateral tibial resection heights, resection

slopes, and/or implant component (e.g., tibial tray and/or tibial tray insert), can

enhance bone perseveration on the medial and/or lateral sides of the proximal tibia

as well as on the opposing femoral condyles.

[0001 89] As shown in FIGS. 33B through 33J, the medial portion of a tibial

implant may be higher or lower than the lateral tibial portion to compensate for

different sizes of the medial and lateral femoral condyle. This method can facilitate

maintenance of a patient's normal J-curve and thus help preserve normal knee



kinematics. Alternatively, the effect may be achieved by offsetting the higher tibial

articular surface to be the same height as the other compartment. If the condylar J-

curve is offset by the same amount, the same kinematic motion can be achieved, as

illustrated in FIG. 36. In this embodiment, the gray wheel 19500 (femoral condyle)

and track 19510 (tibial implant surface) are offset by the same amount as the orange

wheel 19520 and track 19530. When rolling the gray wheel 19500 over the gray

track 19510, a similar motion path 19540 (blue dotted curve) results as for the orange

wheel 19520 and track 19530. Since in this case the tibial implant surface is

desirably offset perpendicular to the surface, this will result in a new surface

curvature that may be different than that of the other compartment. Offsetting the

femoral J-curve by the corresponding amount desirably reduces the amount of bone

to be removed from the femoral condyle.

[0001 90] A different tibial slope can be applied on the medial and the lateral side.

A fixed slope can be applied on one side, while the slope on the other side can be

adapted based on the patient's anatomy. For example, a medial slope can be fixed

at 5 degrees, while a lateral slope matches that of the patient's tibia. In this setting,

two unicondylar tibial inserts or trays can be used. Alternatively, a single tibial

component, optionally with metal backing, can be used wherein said component does

not have a flat, bone-facing surface, but includes, for example, an oblique portion to

connect the medial to the lateral side substantially negatively-match resected lateral

and medial tibial surfaces as shown, for example, in FIGS. 32 and FIGS. 29A to 29C.

[0001 9 1] Each of the two contact areas of the polyethylene insert of the tibial

implant component that engage the femoral medial and lateral condyle surfaces can

be any shape, for example, convex, flat, or concave, and can have any radii of

curvature. In certain embodiments, any one or more of the curvatures of the medial

or lateral contact areas can include patient-specific radii of curvature. Specifically,

one or more of the coronal curvature of the medial contact area, the sagittal curvature

of the medial contact area, the coronal curvature of the lateral contact area, and/or

the sagittal curvature of the lateral contact area can include, at least in part, one or

more patient-specific radii of curvature. In certain embodiments, the tibial implant

component is designed to include one or both medial and lateral bearing surfaces



having a sagittal curvature with, at least in part, one or more patient-specific radii of

curvature and a standard coronal curvature. In certain embodiments, the bearing

surfaces on one or both of the medial and lateral tibial surfaces can include radii of

curvature derived from (e.g., the same length or slightly larger, such as 0-1 0% larger

than) the radii of curvature on the corresponding femoral condyle. Having patient-

adapted sagittal radii of curvature, at least in part, can help achieve normal

kinematics with full range of motion.

[0001 92] In preferred embodiments, one or both tibial medial and lateral contact

areas have a standard concave coronal radius that is larger, for example slightly

larger, for example, between 0 and 1 mm, between 0 and 2 mm, between 0 and 4

mm, between 1 and 2 mm, and/or between 2 and 4 mm larger, than the convex

coronal radius on the corresponding femoral component. By using a standard or

constant coronal radius on a femoral condyle with a matching standard or constant

coronal radius or slightly larger on a tibial insert, for example, with a tibial radius of

curvature of from about 1.05x to about 2x, or from about 1.05x to about 1.5x, or from

about 1.05x to about 1.25x, or from about 1.05x to about 1. 1 Ox, or from about 1.05x

to about 1.06x, or about 1.06x of the corresponding femoral implant coronal

curvature. The relative convex femoral coronal curvature and slightly larger concave

tibial coronal curvature can be selected and/or designed to be centered to each about

the femoral condylar centers.

[0001 93] In the sagittal plane, one or both tibial medial and lateral concave

curvatures can have a standard curvature slightly larger than the corresponding

convex femoral condyle curvature, for example, between 0 and 1 mm, between 0 and

2 mm, between 0 and 4 mm, between 1 and 2 mm, and/or between 2 and 4 mm

larger, than the convex sagittal radius on the corresponding femoral component. For

example, the tibial radius of curvature for one or both of the medial and lateral sides

can be from about 1.1x to about 2x, or from about 1.2x to about 1.5x, or from about

1.25x to about 1.4x, or from about 1.30x to about 1.35x, or about 1.32x of the

corresponding femoral implant sagittal curvature. In certain embodiments, the depth

of the curvature into the tibial surface material can depend on the height of the

surface into the joint gap. As mentioned, the height of the medial and lateral tibial



component joint-facing surfaces can be selected and/or designed independently. In

certain embodiments, the medial and lateral tibial heights are selected and/or

designed independently based on the patient's medial and lateral condyle height

difference. In addition or alternatively, in certain embodiments, a threshold minimum

or maximum tibial height and/or tibial insert thickness can be used. For example, in

certain embodiments, a threshold minimum insert thickness of 6 mm is employed so

that no less than a 6 mm medial tibial insert is used.

[0001 94] In certain embodiments, tibial trays can be designed with the following

features, although other embodiments are possible: modular insert system (polymer);

cast cobalt chrome; standard blanks (cobalt portion and/or modular insert) can be

made in advance, then shaped patient-specific to order; thickness based on size

(saves bone, optimizes strength); allowance for 1-piece or 2-piece insert systems;

and/or different medial and lateral fins.

[0001 95] Various tibial tray embodiments can include the following features,

although other embodiments are possible: modular insert system (polymer); cast

cobalt chrome; standard blanks (cobalt portion and/or modular insert) can be made in

advance, then shaped patient-specific to order; thickness based on size (saves bone,

optimizes strength); allowance for 1-piece or 2-piece insert systems; and/or different

medial and lateral fins.

[0001 96] If desired, a locking mechanism for securing a tibial insert into a tibial

tray can be designed and manufactured as an integral portion of the tibial tray. In

some embodiments, the locking mechanism can be significantly smaller than the

upper surface of the tray, to allow for perimeter matching of the tray, whereby

subsequent machining and/or processing of the outer periphery and upper portion of

the tibial tray (to patient-matched dimensions) will not significantly degrade or

otherwise affect the locking mechanism (i.e., the final patient-matched perimeter of

the implant does not cut-into the lock). In an alternative embodiment, the locking

mechanism may extend along the entire upper surface of the tibial tray, whereby

perimeter matching of the tray results in removal of some portion of the locking

mechanism, yet the remainder of the locking mechanism is still capable of retaining



the tibial insert on the tibial tray (i.e., the final patient-matched perimeter of the

implant cuts into some of the lock structure, but sufficient lock structure remains to

retain the insert in the tray). Such embodiments may have locking mechanisms pre

formed in a library of pre-formed tibial tray blanks. As another alternative, one or

more locking mechanism designs may be incorporated into the implant design

program, with an appropriate locking mechanism design and size chosen at the time

of implant design, and ultimately formed into (or otherwise attached to) a tibial tray

(chosen or designed to match patient anatomy) during the process of designing,

manufacturing and/or modifying the implant for use with the specific patient. Such

design files can include CAD files or subroutines of locking mechanism of various

sizes, shaped and/or locking features, with an appropriate locking mechanism chosen

at an appropriate time. If desired, the design program can ultimately analyze the

chosen/designed lock and locking mechanism to confirm that the final lock will be

capable of retaining the insert within the tray under loading and fatigue conditions,

and alerting (or choosing an alternative design) if FEA or other analyses identifies

areas of weakness and/or concern in the currently-chosen design.

[0001 97] Standard blank tibial trays and/or inserts can be prepared in multiple

sizes, e.g., having various AP dimensions, ML dimensions, and/or stem and keel

dimensions and configurations. For example, in certain-sized embodiments, the stem

can be 13 mm in diameter and 40 mm long and the keel can be 3.5 mm wide, 15

degrees biased on the lateral side and 5 degrees biased on the medial side.

However, in other-sized embodiments (e.g., having larger or small tray ML and/or AP

dimensions, the step and keel can be larger, smaller, or have a different

configuration.

[0001 98] FIGS. 37A to 37C show exemplary steps for altering a blank tibial tray

and a blank tibial insert to each include a patient-adapted profile, for example, to

substantially match the profile of the patient's resected tibial surface. In particular, as

shown in FIG. 37A, standard cast tibial tray blanks and standard machined insert

blanks (e.g., having standard locking mechanisms) can be finished, e.g., using CAM

machining technology, to alter the blanks to include one or more patient-adapted

features. For example, as shown in FIG. 37B, the blank tray and insert can be finish



machined to match or optimize one or more patient-specific features based on

patient-specific data. The patient-adapted features machined into the blanks can

include for example, a patient-specific perimeter profile and/or one or more medial

coronal, medial sagittal, lateral coronal, lateral sagittal bone-facing insert curvatures.

FIG. 37C illustrates a finished tibial implant component that includes a patient-specific

perimeter profile and/or one or more patient-adapted bone-facing insert curvatures.

[0001 99] FIGS. 38A to 38D show four different exemplary tibial implant profiles,

for example, having different medial and lateral condyle perimeter shapes that

generally match various different relative medial and lateral condyle perimeter

dimensions. In certain embodiments, a tibial tray and/or insert can be selected (e.g.,

preoperatively or intraoperatively) from a collection or library of implants for a

particular patient (i.e., to best-match the perimeter of the patient's cut tibial surface)

and implanted without further alteration to the perimeter profile. However, in certain

embodiments, these different tibial tray and/or insert perimeter profiles can serve as

blanks. For example, one of these tibial tray and/or insert profiles can be selected

preoperatively from a library (e.g., an actual or virtual library) for a particular patient to

best-match the perimeter of the patient's cut tibial surface. Then, the selected

implant perimeter can be designed or further altered based on patient-specific data,

for example, to substantially match the perimeter of the patient's cut tibial surface.

ASYMMETRIC CEMENT POCKETS

[000200] In various embodiments, the design of a bone cement pocket or

pockets of an implant component also may include features that are patient-specific

and/or optimized according to one or more of the parameters discussed above.

FIGS. 39A and 39B show bone cement pockets in a component of certain

embodiments (FIG. 39A) and in a traditional component (FIG. 39B). As shown in

FIG. 39A, each section or facet of the bone-facing surface of the component can

have an independent cement pocket. One or more of the cement pockets can be

offset from the periphery by 2 mm or more. Each pocket can have a maximum depth

of less than 0.9 mm, for example, 0.5 mm or less.



ASYMMETRIC/ADJUSTABLE SPACERS FOR BALANCING

[000201] In various embodiments, a variety of surgical tools, inserts and/or

implant components can be utilized during a surgical procedure to modify and/or

optimize a surgical repair as well as to verify the suitability and/or acceptability of the

procedure and/or implant components in relation to the patient's actual anatomy. In

addition to implant characteristics, various features of surgical tools can be adapted

and/or designed to accommodate asymmetry and/or anatomic variation during the

surgical procedure. For example, FIG. 40G depicts a sizing tool or spacer 18150 for

use in adjusting and optimizing alignment, tension, balance, and position (e.g., as

described in Table 4) during a knee implant surgery (see FIGS. 40A-40K). The

sizing tool 18150 may be one of a series of spacers utilized to determine an optimal

size and shape for a tibial tray insert for ultimate placement in the knee joint.

Desirably each spacer corresponds to one or more of a plurality of tibial inserts in the

surgical kit, although various embodiments could include one or more "adjustable"

spacers having detents or other mechanisms that facilitate adjustment and

measurement of the of the joint space (with the medial and lateral sides

independently adjustable, if desired) . In particular, a first side 18160 of the spacer

has a first height and/or alignment, and a second side 18170 of the spacer has a

second height and/or alignment (allowing for medial/lateral distal femoral component

bearing surface or cut asymmetry). The superior surfaces of the spacer desirably

engage the cut surface of the femur and the inferior surfaces engage the cut surfaces

of the tibia. In various embodiments, the various spacers can be patient-adapted to

fit the particular patient, and may incorporate perimeter matching or other indicia to

correspond to some or all of the perimeter of the cut and/or uncut bone surfaces (i.e.,

the outer perimeter of the jig matches the outer perimeter of the bone surfaces - cut

and/or uncut). In certain embodiments, the spacers can include a resection surface

to guide a subsequent surgical bone cut. Desirably, the thinnest insert that properly

balances the knee will be chosen, reducing the chance for "overstuffing" of the knee

joint.



Table 4 : Exemplary approach options for optimizing soft-tissue tension,
ligament tension, ligament balance, and/or flexion and extension gap

Option # Description of Exemplary Option

1 Position of one or more femoral bone cuts

2 Orientation of one or more femoral bone cuts

3 Location of femoral component

4 Orientation of femoral component, including rotational alignment in

axial, sagittal and coronal direction

5 Position of one or more tibial bone cuts

6 Orientation of one or more tibial bone cuts including sagittal slope,

mediolateral orientation

Location of tibial component

8 Orientation of tibial component, including rotational alignment in

axial, sagittal and coronal direction

9 Tibial component height

10 Medial tibial insert or component or composite height

1 1 Lateral tibial insert or component or composite height

12 Tibial component profile, e.g., convexity, concavity, trough, radii of

curvature

13 Medial tibial insert or component or composite profile, e.g.

convexity, concavity, trough, radii of curvature

14 Lateral tibial insert or component or composite profile, e.g.

convexity, concavity, trough, radii of curvature

15 Select soft-tissue releases, e.g. partial or full releases of retinacula

and/or ligaments, "pie-crusting" etc.

[000202] FIG. 40G depicts a spacer being inserted in extension between the

femur and tibia. FIG. 4 1 depicts a flexion gap balancer block for use in a knee

brought into flexion. As best seen in FIG. 40H, one or more balancer blocks 18200

(of varying heights) can be placed between the cut surface of the tibia and the uncut



posterior femoral condyles of the femur (with the femur in flexion) until proper

alignment and orientation of the flexion gap is reached, and then an AP cut guide

18210 is positioned relative to the balancer block 18200 (at the surgeon's preference)

and then the guide 18200 is pinned in place and the block 18200 removed. The

guide 18210 includes a pair of cutting guides 18220, 18230 which can be used by the

surgeon to align the posterior femoral cuts. The cuts may be asymmetric, as desired,

typically representing asymmetric posterior cut locations on the implant, and they

allow fine-tuning of the external femoral rotation of the joint replacement. In various

embodiments, the outer perimeters of the various jigs and blocks may matching some

or all of the perimeter (cut and/or uncut) of the adjacent bone or bones, or may

otherwise incorporate indicia identifying the margins of such adjacent surfaces.

[000203] FIGS. 42A, 42B and 42C depict an additional balancing technique to

properly align a desired external rotation to the knee prosthesis prior to insertion of a

tibial tray and tibial insert. FIG. 42A depicts the spacer of FIG. 40G in a desired

position between a cut femur and cut tibia. FIG. 42B depicts a flexion block 18300

between the cut femur (now incorporating a femoral implant) and the cut tibial

surface. Desirably, the first and second sides of this block are positioned and aligned

such that, when the replacement femoral condyle surfaces contact the block, the

implant "tilts" or externally rotates the femoral component a desired amount, which in

this example is approximately 5.77 degrees (FIG. 42C). Once the proper size of

block 18300 is determined, the surgeon can choose a corresponding tibial spacer

(not shown) and tibial tray combination that achieves this same desired alignment for

the femoral component.

APPLICATION TO SPECIFIC JOINTS

[000204] Many of the devices, systems, methods and/or processes described

herein in connection with specific joints or joint components can be directly applied to

other joints and/or anatomical features, or can be applied to such features with

various additions, subtractions and/or modifications. While many embodiments may

be described with regards to a knee joint, the various embodiments described herein

can be applied to other joints or joint surfaces in the body, including knees, hips,



ankles, feet, toes, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hands, and the spine or spinal joints. In

addition, various embodiments can be applied to non-joint structures.

[000205] The concepts described herein can be embodied in various types of

articular implants including, but not limited to, knee-joint implants, hip-joint implants,

shoulder-joint implants, and spinal implants (e.g., intervertebral implants and facet

joint implants), as well as related surgical tools (e.g., guide tools) and methods.

Exemplary traditional implants are illustrated in FIGS. 43A-43M. In particular, FIGS.

43A and 43B illustrate exemplary traditional knee-joint implants as described, for

example, in US Patent No. 5,824,1 05 and 5,1 33,758, respectively; FIGS. 43C-43G

illustrate traditional hip-joint implants, including Austin Moore-type, Thompson-type,

and Bipolar hip-type prostheses; FIGS. 43H-43J illustrate traditional shoulder-joint

implants as described, for example, in US Patent No. 7,1 75,663; and FIGS. 43K-43M

illustrate traditional spinal implants, as described, for example, in US Patent No.

7,1 66,129 and at the web site, www.facetsolutions.com/AFRSproduct.html .

COLLECTING AND MODELING PATIENT DATA

[000206] In many embodiments, a computer program or other automated

processing equipment can be utilized in effectuating the various methods and

systems described herein. An initial step in assessing one or more anatomical

features of a patient is to obtain information about the size, shape and/or condition of

the relevant patient anatomy. For an orthopedic implant, this process typically

includes obtaining one or more images of the patient's anatomy of interest (which can

include a joint and/or other relevant patient anatomy - i.e., adjacent anatomical areas

and or other features of interest) using, for example, non-invasive imaging modalities

or scans (including those previously described, as well as those known in the art).

The raw electronic image data can be used to create one or more representations or

"models" of the patient's anatomy. These representations can include electronic

models as well as 2-Dimensional images and/or 3-Dimensional physical

reproductions of the patient anatomy.

[000207] In various embodiments, the models can include anatomic reference

points and/or limb alignments, including alignment angles within the same and



between different joints as well as comparisons to simulated normal limb

alignment(s). Any anatomic features related to the misalignment can be selected and

imaged. For example, in certain embodiments, such as for a knee or hip implant, the

imaging test can include data from at least one of, or several of, a hip joint, knee joint

and ankle joint. The imaging test can be obtained in lying, prone, supine or standing

position. The imaging test can include only the target joint, or both the target joint

and also selected data through one or more adjoining joints.

[000208] The reference points can be located on or in the joint that will receive

the patient-specific implant. For example, the reference points can include weight-

bearing surfaces or locations in or on the joint, a cortex in the joint, and/or an

endosteal surface of the joint. The reference points also can include surfaces or

locations outside of but related to the joint. Specifically, reference points can include

surfaces or locations functionally related to the joint. For example, in embodiments

directed to the knee joint, reference points can include one or more locations ranging

from the hip down to the ankle or foot. The reference points also can include

surfaces or locations homologous to the joint receiving the implant. For example, in

embodiments directed to a knee, a hip, or a shoulder joint, reference points can

include one or more surfaces or locations from the contralateral knee, hip, or

shoulder joint.

[000209] Using the image data, one or more mechanical or anatomical axes,

angles, planes or combinations thereof can be determined. In various embodiments

relating to knee implants, such axes, angles, and/or planes can include, or be derived

from, one or more of a Whiteside's line, Blumensaat's line, transepicondylar line,

femoral shaft axis, femoral neck axis, acetabular angle, lines tangent to the superior

and inferior acetabular margin, lines tangent to the anterior or posterior acetabular

margin, femoral shaft axis, tibial shaft axis, transmalleolar axis, posterior condylar

line, tangent(s) to the trochlea of the knee joint, tangents to the medial or lateral

patellar facet, lines tangent or perpendicular to the medial and lateral posterior

condyles, lines tangent or perpendicular to a central weight-bearing zone of the

medial and lateral femoral condyles, lines transecting the medial and lateral posterior

condyles, for example through their respective center points, lines tangent or



perpendicular to the tibial tuberosity, lines vertical or at an angle to any of the

aforementioned lines, and/or lines tangent to or intersecting the cortical bone of any

bone adjacent to or enclosed in a joint. Moreover, estimating a mechanical axis, an

angle, or plane also can be performed using image data obtained through two or

more joints, such as the knee and ankle joint, for example, by using the femoral shaft

axis and a centerpoint or other point in the ankle, such as a point between the

malleoli.

[00021 0] As one example, if surgery of the knee or hip is contemplated, the

imaging test can include acquiring data through at least one of, or several of, a hip

joint, knee joint or ankle joint. As another example, if surgery of the knee joint is

contemplated, a mechanical axis can be determined. For example, the centerpoint of

the hip knee and ankle can be determined. By connecting the centerpoint of the hip

with that of the ankle, a mechanical axis can be determined in the coronal plane. The

position of the knee relative to said mechanical axis can be a reflection of the degree

of varus or valgus deformity. The same determinations can be made in the sagittal

plane, for example to determine the degree of genu antecurvatum or recurvatum.

Similarly, any of these determinations can be made in any other desired planes, in

two or three dimensions.

[00021 1] The raw image information and models thereof can be used to simulate

biomotion of one or more joints and/or extremities, such as a knee joint, or a knee

and ankle joint, or a hip, knee and/or ankle joint. In various embodiments, a

computer can model the existing patient anatomy for various uses, including ( 1 ) to

create patient-specific imaging data and/or models thereof, (2) to identify deficiencies

in the existing anatomy, (3) to determine if replication of the existing patient anatomy

would create a desired or acceptable outcome for the joint repair/replacement

procedure, (4) to derive, identify and/or plan modifications or alterations to the

existing anatomy to create one or more desired anatomical features for the patient's

anatomy, (5) to design joint repair/replacement implant components, surgical tools

and surgical procedures for treating the relevant patient anatomy, and/or (6) to plan

surgical repair and replacement procedures for display to and/or further use by

surgeons and/or patients.



[00021 2] Various additional information can be incorporated into various

model(s), including patient-specific kinematic data, such as obtained in a gait lab. If

desired, patient-specific navigation data, for example generated using a surgical

navigation system, image guided or non-image guided can be fed into the computer

program. This kinematic or navigation data can, for example, be generated by

applying optical or RF markers to the limb and by registering the markers and then

measuring limb movements, for example, flexion, extension, abduction, adduction,

rotation, and other limb movements. Optionally, other data including anthropometric

data may be added for each patient. These data can include but are not limited to

the patient's age, gender, weight, height, size, body mass index, and race. Desired

limb alignment and/or deformity correction can also be added into the model.

[00021 3] A patient-specific biomotion model can be derived that includes

combinations of parameters. The biomotion model can simulate various activities of

daily life including normal gait, stair climbing, descending stairs, running, kneeling,

squatting, sitting and any other physical activity. The biomotion model can start out

with standardized activities, typically derived from reference databases. These

reference databases can be, for example, generated using biomotion measurements

using force plates and motion trackers using radiofrequency or optical markers and

video equipment.

[000214] In addition to (or if place of) the above-mentioned measurements, it

may be desirable to obtain measurements of the targeted joint (as well as

surrounding anatomical areas and or other joints of the patient's anatomy) in a load-

bearing or otherwise "real-world" condition. Such measurements can potentially yield

extremely useful data on the alignment and/or movement of the joint and surrounding

structures (as well as the loading conditions of the various joint components) -

information which may be difficult to obtain or model from standard imaging

techniques (i.e., sitting or lying X-rays, CT-scans and/or MRI imaging). Such load-

bearing measurements can include imaging of the patient standing, walking and/or

carrying loads of varying sizes and/or weights, as well as other activity appropriate

and/or relevant to the joint and/or extremity of interest.



[00021 5] It may also be desirable to model various of the patient measurements

(especially non-load-bearing measurements as described above) to simulate the

targeted joint and surrounding anatomy virtually. Such simulations can include

virtually modeling the alignment and load bearing condition of the joint and

surrounding anatomical structures for the patient standing and/or moving (i.e.,

walking, running, jumping, squatting, kneeling, walking up and down stairs or

inclines/declines, picking up objects, etc.). Such simulations can be used to obtain

valuable anatomical, biomechanical and kinematic data including the loaded

condition of various joint components, component positions, component movement,

joint and/or surrounding tissue anatomical or biomechanical constraints or limitations,

as well as estimated mechanical axes in one or more directions (i.e., coronal, sagittal

or combinations thereof). This information could then be utilized (alone or in

combination with other data described herein) to design various features of a joint

resurfacing/replacement implant. This method can be incorporated in the various

embodiments described herein as additional patient measurement and

anatomical/joint modeling and design data. This analysis is applicable to many

different joints, including those of the medial condyle, a lateral condyle, a trochlea, a

medial tibia, a lateral tibia, the entire tibia, a medial patella, a lateral patella, an entire

patella, a medial trochlea, a central trochlea, a lateral trochlea, a portion of a femoral

head, an entire femoral head, a portion of an acetabulum, an entire acetabulum, a

portion of a glenoid, an entire glenoid, a portion of a humeral head, an entire humeral

head, a portion of an ankle joint, an entire ankle joint, and/or a portion or an entire

elbow, wrist, hand, finger, spine, or facet joint.

[00021 6] The biomotion model can then be individualized with use of patient-

specific information including at least one of, but not limited to the patient's age,

gender, weight, height, body mass index, and race, the desired limb alignment or

deformity correction, and the patient's imaging data, for example, a series of two-

dimensional images or a three-dimensional representation of the joint for which

surgery is contemplated.

[00021 7] Depending on the clinical application, a single or any combination or all

of the measurements described in Table 5 and/or known in the art can be used.



Additional patient-specific measurements and information that be used in the

evaluation can include, for example, joint kinematic measurements, bone density

measurements, bone porosity measurements, identification of damaged or deformed

tissues or structures, and patient information, such as patient age, weight, gender,

ethnicity, activity level, and overall health status. Moreover, the patient-specific

measurements may be compared, analyzed of otherwise modified based on one or

more "normalized" patient model or models, or by reference to a desired database of

anatomical features of interest. For example, a series of patient-specific femoral

measurements may be compiled and compared to one or more exemplary femoral or

tibial measurements from a library or other database of "normal" femur

measurements. Comparisons and analysis thereof may concern, but is not limited to

one, more or any combination of the following dimensions: femoral shape, length,

width, height, of one or both condyles, intercondylar shapes and dimensions, trochlea

shape and dimensions, coronal curvature, sagittal curvature, cortical/cancellous bone

volume and/or quality, etc., and a series of recommendations and/or modifications

may be accomplished. Any parameter mentioned in the specification and in the

various Tables throughout the specification including anatomic, biomechanical and

kinematic parameters can be utilized, not only in the knee, but also in the hip,

shoulder, ankle, elbow, wrist, spine and other joints. Such analysis may include

modification of one or more patient-specific features and/or design criteria for the

implant to account for any underlying deformity reflected in the patient-specific

measurements. In alternative embodiments, the various anatomical features may be

differently "weighted" during the comparison process (utilizing various formulaic

weightings and/or mathematical algorithms), based on their relative importance or

other criteria chosen by the designer/programmer and/or physician.

Table 5 : Exemplary patient-specific measurements of biological features that
can be used in the creation of a model and/or in the selection and/or design of
an implant component

Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
Joint-line, joint gap - Location relative to proximal reference point

- Location relative to distal reference point
- Angle
- Gap distance between opposing surfaces in one or



Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
more locations
Location angle and/or distance relative to
contralateral joint

Soft tissue tension Joint gap distance
and/or balance Joint gap differential, e.g., medial to lateral
Medullary cavity Shape in one or more dimensions

Shape in one or more locations
Diameter of cavity
Volume of cavity

Subchondral bone Shape in one or more dimensions
Shape in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more dimensions
Thickness in one or more locations
Angle, e.g., resection cut angle

Cortical bone Shape in one or more dimensions
Shape in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more dimensions
Thickness in one or more locations
Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Endosteal bone Shape in one or more dimensions

Shape in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more dimensions
Thickness in one or more locations
Angle, e.g., resection cut angle

Cartilage Shape in one or more dimensions
Shape in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more dimensions
Thickness in one or more locations
Angle e.g.. resection cut angle

Intercondylar notch Shape in one or more dimensions
Location
Height in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Angle, e.g., resection cut angle

Medial condyle 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations



Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
- Curvature in one or more locations
- Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
- Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
- Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
- Resection surface at an intended resection level

Lateral condyle - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions

- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Trochlea - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

- Height in one or more locations
- Length in one or more locations

Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations

- Thickness in one or more locations
- Curvature in one or more locations
- Groove location in one or more locations
- Trochlear angle e.g. groove angle in one or more

locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions

- Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
- Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
- Resection surface at an intended resection level

Medial trochlea - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions

- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an



Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Central trochlea - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

- Height in one or more locations
- Length in one or more locations
- Width in one or more locations
- Depth in one or more locations
- Thickness in one or more locations

Curvature in one or more locations
Groove location in one or more locations

- Trochlear angle, e.g. groove angle in one or more
locations

- Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
- Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
- Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Lateral trochlea - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions

- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Entire tibia - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

- Height in one or more locations
- Length in one or more locations
- Width in one or more locations
- Depth in one or more locations
- Thickness in one or more locations

Curvature in one or more locations
- Slope in one or more locations and/or directions (e.g.

medial and/or lateral)
- Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
- Axes. e.g.. A-P and/or M-L axes
- Osteophytes
- Plateau slope(s). e.g.. relative slopes medial and

lateral



Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
Plateau heights(s). e.g.. relative heights medial and
lateral
Bearing surface radii e.g.. e.g.. relative radii medial
and lateral
Perimeter profile
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Medial tibia 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness or height in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
Perimeter profile
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Lateral tibia 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness/height in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
Perimeter profile
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Entire patella 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
Perimeter profile



Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle

Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Medial patella - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

- Height in one or more locations
- Length in one or more locations
- Width in one or more locations

Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations

- Curvature in one or more locations
- Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
- Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
- Resection surface at an intended resection level

Central patella 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions

- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Lateral patella 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all
Height in one or more locations

- Length in one or more locations
- Width in one or more locations
- Depth in one or more locations
- Thickness in one or more locations
- Curvature in one or more locations

Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
- Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
- Resection surface at an intended resection level

Femoral head 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations



Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions

- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
- Anteversion or retroversion

Portions or all of bone perimeter at an intended
resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Femoral neck - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

- Height in one or more locations
- Length in one or more locations
- Width in one or more locations
- Depth in one or more locations

Thickness in one or more locations
Angle in one or more locations

- Neck axis in one or more locations
- Curvature in one or more locations
- Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
- Angle e.g.. resection cut angle

Anteversion or retroversion
- Leg length
- Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
- Resection surface at an intended resection level

Femoral shaft - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations

- Angle in one or more locations
Shaft axis in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations

- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
- Anteversion or retroversion

Leg length
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Acetabulum - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations



Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
- Length in one or more locations
- Width in one or more locations

Depth in one or more locations
- Thickness in one or more locations
- Curvature in one or more locations
- Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
- Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
- Anteversion or retroversion

Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
- Resection surface at an intended resection level

Glenoid - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions

- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
- Anteversion or retroversion

Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Humeral head - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

- Height in one or more locations
- Length in one or more locations
- Width in one or more locations

Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations

- Curvature in one or more locations
- Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
- Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
- Anteversion or retroversion
- Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
- Resection surface at an intended resection level

Humeral neck - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations



Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
- Angle in one or more locations

Neck axis in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions

- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
- Anteversion or retroversion
- Arm length

Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Humeral shaft - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

- Height in one or more locations
- Length in one or more locations
- Width in one or more locations
- Depth in one or more locations

Thickness in one or more locations
Angle in one or more locations

- Shaft axis in one or more locations
- Curvature in one or more locations
- Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
- Anteversion or retroversion

Arm length
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
- Resection surface at an intended resection level

Ankle joint - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions

- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Elbow - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

- Height in one or more locations
- Length in one or more locations
- Width in one or more locations

Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations



Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Wrist 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
Angle, e.g., resection cut angle
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Hand 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
Angle e.g.. resection cut angle
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Finger 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
Angle
Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
Resection surface at an intended resection level

Spine 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all



Anatomical feature Exemplary measurement
- Height in one or more locations
- Length in one or more locations

Width in one or more locations
- Depth in one or more locations
- Thickness in one or more locations
- Curvature in one or more locations
- Slope in one or more locations and/or directions
- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle

Portions or all of cortical bone perimeter at an

intended resection level
- Resection surface at an intended resection level

Spinal facet joint - 2D and/or 3D shape of a portion or all

Height in one or more locations
Length in one or more locations
Width in one or more locations
Depth in one or more locations
Thickness in one or more locations
Curvature in one or more locations
Slope in one or more locations and/or directions

- Angle, e.g., resection cut angle

[00021 8] In certain embodiments, models can be generated to show defects of

interest in a patient's joint. For example, a model or set of models of a patient's joint

can be generated showing defects of interest and, optionally, another model or set of

models can be generated showing no defects (e.g., as defect and reference, or

before and after models).

MODIFYING, ALIGNING AND/OR OPTIMIZING SPECIFIC JOINT MODELS

[00021 9] In certain embodiments, the reference points, measurements and/or

models described herein can be processed using mathematical functions to derive

virtual, corrected features, which may represent a restored, ideal or desired feature

from which a patient-adapted implant component can be designed. For example, one

or more features, such as surfaces or dimensions of a biological structure can be

modeled, altered, added to, changed, deformed, eliminated, corrected and/or

otherwise manipulated (collectively referred to herein as "variation" of an existing

surface or structure within the joint). While it is described in the knee, these

embodiments can be applied to any joint or joint surface in the body, e.g. a knee, hip,

ankle, foot, toe, shoulder, elbow, wrist, hand, and a spine or spinal joints.



[000220] In a similar manner, the various anatomical features of any joint can be

measured and then compared/modified based on a database of "healthy" or

otherwise appropriate measurements of appropriate joints, including those of the

medial condyle, a lateral condyle, a trochlea, a medial tibia, a lateral tibia, the entire

tibia, a medial patella, a lateral patella, an entire patella, a medial trochlea, a central

trochlea, a lateral trochlea, a portion of a femoral head, an entire femoral head, a

portion of an acetabulum, an entire acetabulum, a portion of a glenoid, an entire

glenoid, a portion of a humeral head, an entire humeral head, a portion of an ankle

joint, an entire ankle joint, and/or a portion or an entire elbow, wrist, hand, finger,

spine, or facet joint.

[000221] After creation of the virtual anatomic model, incorporating one or more

of the previous virtual variations in various combinations, the design and placement

of the tibial implant (i.e., size, shape, thickness and/or tibial tray rotation angle and

orientation) can be more accurately determined. Similarly, the design and placement

of a femoral implant (i.e., size, shape, thickness and/or femoral component rotation

angle and orientation) can be more accurately determined. Likewise, the design and

placement of a other implant components (i.e., size, shape, thickness and/or

component rotation angle and orientation), e.g. for acetabular or femoral head

resurfacing or replacement, glenoid or humeral head resurfacing or replacement,

elbow resurfacing or replacement, wrist resurfacing or replacement, hand resurfacing

or replacement, ankle resurfacing or replacement, for resurfacing or replacement can

be more accurately determined.

[000222] Finally, optionally, as exemplified by FIGS. 44A-44B and 45A-45B, one

or more combinations of model features can be combined into one or models or sets

of models that convey desired information to the surgeon or clinician. For example,

patient-specific bone models can be combined with any number of defects or defect

types, any number of resection cuts, any number of drill holes, any number of axes,

any number of guide tools, and/or any number of implant components to convey as

much information as desired to the surgeon or clinician. The patient-specific bone

model can model any biological structure, for example, any one or more (or portion

of) a femoral head and/or an acetabulum; a distal femur, one or both femoral



condyle(s), and/or a tibial plateau; a trochlea and/or a patella; a glenoid and/or a

humeral head; a talar dome and/or a tibial plafond; a distal humerus, a radial head,

and/or an ulna; and a radius and/or a scaphoid. Defects that can be combined with a

patient-specific bone model can include, for example, osteophytes, voids,

subchondral cysts, articular shape defects (e.g., rounded or flattened articular

surfaces or surface portions), varus or valgus deformities, or any other deformities

known to those in the art.

SELECTION AND/OR DESIGN OF IMPLANTS, TOOLS AND PROCEDURES

[000223] In various embodiments, the anatomical data, modified data and/or

models may then be utilized to choose or design an appropriate implant to match the

modified features, and a final verification operation may be accomplished to ensure

the chosen implant is acceptable and appropriate to the original unmodified patient-

specific measurements (i.e., the chosen implant will ultimately "fit" the original patient

anatomy).

[000224] For example, the thicknesses of one or more implant components or

portions of one or more implant components can be selected or adapted or designed

based on one or more geometric features of a patient or patient weight or height or

BMI or other patient specific characteristics, e.g. gender, lifestyle, activity level etc.

This selection or adaptation or design can be performed for any implant component in

a knee, hip, ankle, shoulder, elbow, wrist, spine or other human joint.

[000225] In various embodiments, the fit between the implant(s) and the

implantation site is evaluated. The implant can be available in a range of different

dimensions, sizes, shapes and thicknesses. Different dimensions, sizes, shapes and

thicknesses can be available for a medial condyle, a lateral condyle, a trochlea, a

medial tibia, a lateral tibia, the entire tibia, a medial patella, a lateral patella, an entire

patella, a medial trochlea, a central trochlea, a lateral trochlea, a portion of a femoral

head, an entire femoral head, a portion of an acetabulum, an entire acetabulum, a

portion of a glenoid, an entire glenoid, a portion of a humeral head, an entire humeral

head, a portion of an ankle joint, an entire ankle joint, and/or a portion or an entire

elbow, wrist, hand, finger, spine, or facet joint.



[000226] In various embodiments, the bone-facing surface of an implant

component includes multiple surfaces, also referred to herein as bone cuts. One or

more of the bone cuts on the bone-facing surface of the implant component can be

selected and/or designed to substantially negatively-match one or more surfaces of

the patient's bone. The surface(s) of the patient's bone can include bone, cartilage,

or other biological surfaces. For example, in certain embodiments, one or more of

the bone cuts on the bone-facing surface of the implant component can be designed

to substantially negatively-match (e.g., the number, depth, and/or angles of cut) one

or more resected surfaces of the patient's bone. The bone-facing surface of the

implant component can include any number of bone cuts, for example, two, three,

four, less than five, five, more than five, six, seven, eight, nine or more bone cuts. In

certain embodiments, the bone cuts of the implant component and/or the resection

cuts to the patient's bone can include one or more facets on corresponding portions

of an implant component. For example, the facets can be separated by a space or by

a step cut connecting two corresponding facets that reside on parallel or non-parallel

planes. These bone-facing surface features can be applied to various joint implants,

including knee, hip, spine, and shoulder joint implants.

[000227] By adapting resection cuts in the series of two-dimensional images or

the three-dimensional representation on two opposing articular surfaces such as, for

example, a femoral head and an acetabulum, one or both femoral condyle(s) and a

tibial plateau, a trochlea and a patella, a glenoid and a humeral head, a talar dome

and a tibial plafond, a distal humerus and a radial head and/or an ulna, or a radius

and a scaphoid, certain embodiments allow for patient individualized, bone-

preserving implant designs that can assist with proper ligament balancing and that

can help avoid "overstuffing" of the joint, while achieving optimal bone preservation

on one or more articular surfaces in each patient.

[000228] In certain embodiments, an implant component design or selection can

depend, at least in part, on a threshold minimum implant component thickness. In

turn, the threshold minimum implant component thickness can depend, at least in

part, on patient-specific data, such as condylar width, femoral transepicondylar axis

length, and/or the patient's specific weight. In this way, the threshold implant



thickness, and/or any implant component feature, can be adapted to a particular

patient based on a combination of patient-specific geometric data and on patient-

specific anthropometric data. This approach can apply to any implant component

feature for any joint, for example, the knee, the hip, or the shoulder.

[000229] Any implant component can be selected and/or adapted in shape so

that it stays clear of important ligament structures. Imaging data can help identify or

derive shape or location information on such ligamentous structures. For example,

the lateral femoral condyle of a unicompartmental, bicompartmental or total knee

system can include a concavity or divot to avoid the popliteus tendon. Imaging data

can be used to design a tibial component (all polyethylene or other plastic material or

metal backed) that avoids the attachment of the anterior and/or posterior cruciate

ligament; specifically, the contour of the implant can be shaped so that it will stay

clear of these ligamentous structures. A safety margin, e.g. 2mm or 3mm or 5mm or

7mm or 10mm can be applied to the design of the edge of the component to allow the

surgeon more intraoperative flexibility. In a shoulder, the glenoid component can

include a shape or concavity or divot to avoid a subscapularis tendon or a biceps

tendon. In a hip, the femoral component can be selected or designed to avoid an

iliopsoas or adductor tendons.

[000230] When changes are made on multiple articular surfaces or implant

components, these can be made in reference to or linked to each other. For

example, in the knee, a change made to a femoral bone cut based on patient-specific

biomotion data can be referenced to or linked with a concomitant change to a bone

cut on an opposing tibial surface, for example, if less femoral bone is resected, the

computer program may elect to resect more tibial bone. Similarly, if a femoral implant

shape is changed, for example on an external surface, this can be accompanied by a

change in the tibial component shape. This is, for example, particularly applicable

when at least portions of the tibial bearing surface negatively-match the femoral joint-

facing surface. Similarly, if the footprint of a femoral implant is broadened, this can

be accompanied by a widening of the bearing surface of a tibial component.

Similarly, if a tibial implant shape is changed, for example on an external surface, this

can be accompanied by a change in the femoral component shape. This is, for



example, particularly applicable when at least portions of the femoral bearing surface

negatively-match the tibial joint-facing surface. Similarly, if a patellar component

radius is widened, this can be accompanied by a widening of an opposing trochlear

bearing surface radius, or vice-versa

[000231] These linked changes also can apply for hip and/or shoulder implants.

For example, in a hip, if a femoral implant shape is changed, for example on an

external surface, this can be accompanied by a change in an acetabular component

shape. This is, for example, applicable when at least portions of the acetabular

bearing surface negatively-match the femoral joint-facing surface. In a shoulder, if a

glenoid implant shape is changed, for example on an external surface, this can be

accompanied by a change in a humeral component shape. This is, for example,

particularly applicable when at least portions of the humeral bearing surface

negatively-match the glenoid joint-facing surface, or vice-versa.

[000232] Similar matching of polyethylene or other plastic shape to opposing

metal or ceramic component shape can be performed in the shoulder, e.g. with a

glenoid component, or in a hip, e.g. with an acetabular cup, or in an ankle, e.g. with a

talar component.

[000233] Thus, edge matching, designing, selecting or adapting implants

including, optionally lock features, can be performed for implants used in any joint of

the body. Imaging tests available for edge matching, designing, selecting or adapting

implants include CT, MRI, radiography, digital tomosynthesis, cone beam CT,

ultrasound, laser imaging, isotope based imaging, SPECT, PET, contrast enhanced

imaging for any modality, and any other imaging modality known in the art and

developed in the future.

[000234] Various examples herein describe exemplary processes for selecting

and/or designing implants, including patient-adapted total knee implants, as well as

knee implants having one or more patient-specific and/or patient-engineered based

on patient-specific data. The steps described in these processes can be performed

in any order and can be performed more than once in a particular process. For

example, one or more steps can be reiterated and refined a second, third, or more



times, before, during, or after performing other steps or sets of steps in the process.

Even though processes may specifically describe steps for selecting and/or designing

specific implants, such as patient-specific total knee implants, they can be adapted to

design other embodiments, for example, patient-adapted bicompartmental knee

implants, unicompartmental knee implants, and implants for shoulders and hips,

vertebrae, and other joints.

[000235] The various exemplary processes described herein yield both

predetermined surgical resection designs for altering articular surfaces of a patient's

bones during surgery and designs for implants that specifically fit the patient, for

example, following the surgical bone resectioning. Specifically, the implant selection

and/or design, which can include manufacturing or machining the implant to the

selected and/or designed specifications using known techniques, includes one or

more patient-engineered bone-facing surfaces that negatively-match the patient's

resected bone surface. The implant also can include other features that are patient-

adapted, such as minimal implant thickness, articular geometry, and kinematic design

features. This process can be applied to various joint implants and to various types

of joint implants. For example, this design process can be applied to a total knee,

cruciate retaining, posterior stabilized, and/or ACL/PCL retaining knee implants,

bicompartmental knee implants, unicompartmental knee implants, and other joint

implants, for example, for the shoulder, hip, elbow, spine, or other joints. For

example, the thickness of an acetabular cup, either metal backing or polyethylene or

ceramic or other insert, can be adapted based on the patient's geometry, e.g. depth

of the actebular fossa, AP, ML, S I dimensions or other parameters including femoral

parameters.

[000236] Any material known in the art can be used for any of the implant

systems and component described in the various embodiments including, but not

limited to metal, metal alloys, combinations of metals, plastic, polyethylene, cross-

linked polyethylene's or polymers or plastics, pyrolytic carbon, nanotubes and

carbons, as well as biologic materials.



[000237] Any fixation techniques and combinations thereof known in the art can

be used for any of the implant systems and component described in the foregoing

embodiments, for example including, but not limited to cementing techniques, porous

coating of at least portions of an implant component, press fit techniques of at least a

portion of an implant, ingrowth techniques, etc.

BLANKS AND LIBRARIES

[000238] Any of the implant components for a knee, hip, ankle, shoulder, elbow

or wrist or other joint can be formed or adapted based on a pre-existing blank. For

example in a hip or a shoulder joint (but principally also in any other joint or a spine),

an imaging test, e.g., a CT or MRI, can be obtained to generate information, for

example, about the shape or dimensions of the acetabular fossa, acetabulum or

glenoid as well as any other portions of the joint. Various dimensions or shapes of

the joint can be determined and a pre-existing blank acetabular or glenoid component

can then be selected. The shape of the pre-existing blank acetabular or glenoid

component can then be adapted to the patient's shape, for example, by selectively

removing material, e.g. with a machining or cutting or abrasion or other process, or by

adding material. The shape of the blank will generally be selected to be smaller than

the target anatomy when material is added to achieve the patient adapted or patient

specific implant features or surfaces. The shape of the blank will generally be

selected to be larger than the target anatomy when material is removed to achieve

the patient adapted or patient specific implant features or surfaces. Any

manufacturing process known in the art or developed in the future can be used to add

or remove material, including for metals, ceramics, plastics and other materials.

[000239] If desired, a blank may initially be designed, manufactured and/or cast

(or other created using other processes known in the art) to be suitable for use in

creating a specific implant component in a specific joint, and/or the blank may be

created to be suitable for use in creating a one or more implant components within a

single joint, and/or the blank may be created to be suitable for use in creating one or

more implant components for multiple joints, including within opposing similar joints in

a patient as well as within dissimilar joints (i.e., used to create a tibial joint implant for



the knee as well as a talar joint implant for an ankle) within a patient or group of

patients.

[000240] An outer, bone facing component can be adapted to or matched to the

patient's anatomic features using a blank in this manner. Alternatively or additionally,

an insert can be adapted or shaped based on the patient's anatomic features in one

or two or three dimensions. For example, a standard insert, e.g. with a standard

locking mechanism into the outer component, can be adapted so that its outer rim will

not overhang the patient's anatomy, e.g. a glenoid rim, before or after a surgical

alteration such as a cutting or reaming. The surgical alteration can, in this example

as well as in many of the foregoing and following embodiments, be simulated on a

computer and the insert blank can then be shaped based on the result of the

simulation. Thus, a glenoid insert as well as a metal backing can be adapted, e.g.

machined, so that its perimeter will match the glenoid rim in at least a portion either

before or after the surgical alteration of the glenoid. Similar adaptations are possible

in any other joint, including the hip, knee, ankle, elbow and wrist.

DESIGN CONCEPTS THAT CAN BE USED IN KNEES AND OTHER JOINTS

[000241] The following section describes aspects of certain embodiments of

models, implant designs, implants, and implant components related to a knee

replacement. While the section particularly describes embodiments of total knee

implants, it is understood that the teachings are applicable to other embodiments

including, but not limited to, unicompartmental knee implants, bicompartmental knee

implants, and other articular implants such as shoulder implants, hip implants, and

spinal facet implants.

[000242] With any design, the implant components can be attached to the

underlying bone, if desired. Any attachment mechanism known in the art can be

used, e.g. pegs, fins, keels, stems, anchors, pins and the like. The attachment

mechanisms can be standard in at least one of shape, size and location.

Alternatively, rather than using standard attachment mechanisms, the position and

orientation of any peg, keel or other fixation features of acetabular or glenoid or

femoral or tibial components or implant components in any other joint can be



designed, adapted, shaped, changed or optimized relative to the patient's geometry,

e.g. relative to the adjacent cortex or, for example, the center of a medullary cavity or

other anatomic or geometric features.

[000243] In various embodiments, a minimum implant component thickness can

be engineered based on, or together with, other patient-engineered dimensions or

features of the implant component, for example, one or more of implant component

size, implant component condyle width, and one or more implant component surface

curvatures. As discussed elsewhere, this portion of an implant component could

show a highest stress load, as exemplified by FEA or similar analysis. Accordingly,

the minimum implant component thickness for this or any portion of the implant

component can be engineered based on one or more factors related to stress load,

for example: the size of the patient; the size of the patient's femur; the size of the

patient's condyle; the size of the patient-engineered implant component; the size of

the implant component condyle; and the implant component's joint-facing surface

curvature in the region that is opposite the intersection of the distal bone cut and

posterior bone cut. In this way, a patient-specific minimum implant thickness can be

engineered from patient-specific data, such as image data, and designed into the

patient-adapted implant. This allows for minimal bone to be resected in the implant

procedure and thereby can help to maximize bone preservation for any particular

patient. Preservation of bone can allow for a subsequent knee implant to be a

primary knee implant procedure, rather than a revision procedure. The above

embodiments are not only applicable to knee implants, but are applicable to implants

in other parts of the body, e.g. an acetabulum, a femoral head, a glenoid, a humeral

head, an elbow joint, a wrist joint, an ankle joint, a spine etc.

[000244] The sagittal and/or coronal curvatures of a patient's condyle can be

determined from image data by assessing the surface of the condyle in a

substantially sagittal or coronal plane. Alternatively or in addition, the curvature(s)

also can be assessed in an axial plane, for example for a patella, a trochlea, a

glenoid, or an acetabulum. For example, as shown in FIG. 24, a patient's J-curve

can be determined independently for lateral and medial condyles. Then, one or both

of the patient's lateral and medial condylar J-curves can be applied to one or more



sections of a femoral implant component's medial and/or lateral J-curves. For

example, the distal point of the lateral condyle through a range of motion 3810 and

the distal point of the medial condyle through a range of motion 3820 can

independently be applied, respectively, to a lateral sagittal plane 3830 defined by the

patient's epicondylar axis and to a medial sagittal plane 3840 defined by the patient's

epicondylar axis to yield independent lateral and medial J-curves that are applied to

the patient-specific implant component. In certain embodiments, the patient's J-curve

can lie in more than one plane and more than one plane can be used to transfer and

apply the J-curve to the implant component, for example, such that the J-curve lies in

one plane for a portion and then angles away from that plane for a portion. Moreover,

in certain embodiments, one or both of the implant component's condylar J-curves or

portions thereof can match the patient's J-curve planar orientation. For example,

corresponding medial and lateral planes that include portions of the patient's medial

and lateral J-curves, respectively, can be non-parallel to each other (e.g., angled

toward each other anteriorly) or otherwise angled relative to an anatomical feature

(e.g., the epicondylar axis, femoral mechanical axis, trochlear J-curve, and/or some

other feature). The corresponding J-curve portions of the femoral implant component

and, optionally, the tibial implant component can be designed to match this planar

orientation. For example, the J-curve or portions thereof (e.g., the distal and/or

posterior load-bearing portions) can match the patient's J-curve in a sagittal direction

or in both a sagittal and coronal direction.

[000245] The above embodiments are not only applicable to knee implants, but

are applicable to implants in other parts of the body, e.g. an acetabulum, a femoral

head, a glenoid, a humeral head, an elbow joint, a wrist joint, an ankle joint, a spine

etc. With any implant, a first direction can be one of an AP, ML, SI, sagittal, coronal,

axial or oblique direction. A second direction, different from the first direction, can be

one of an AP, ML, SI, sagittal, coronal, axial or oblique direction. A third direction,

different than the first and second direction, can be one of an AP, ML, SI, sagittal,

coronal, axial or oblique direction. The three directions can be perpendicular to each

other or can be oriented at any other angle. The angles of orientation of the three

directions can be anatomy derived, e.g. an articular surface plane of a glenoid,



humeral head, acetabulum or femoral head, or biomechanical or kinematic derived,

e.g. a motion path or motion plane of a humeral head on a glenoid or a femoral head

on an acetabulum, or a tibial plafond on a talus, or a distal radius on a scaphoid

and/or lunate.

[000246] Various of the described embodiments will be best suited for treating

non-uniform or tilted natural anatomy and/or resections of partial or total knees, while

others will be more appropriate for the treatment of non-uniform or tilted natural

anatomy and/or resections of other joints, including a spine, spinal articulations, an

intervertebral disk, a facet joint, a shoulder, an elbow, a wrist, a hand, a finger, a hip,

an ankle, a foot, or a toe joint.

[000247] Various concepts associated with the configuration of articular surfaces

also apply to other aspects of knee prosthesis, such as matching a patella and

trochlear groove, as well as to other joints such as the placement of weight bearing or

other articulating surfaces in hips, shoulders, elbows, ankles, and other joints. These

concepts can also be applied to the selection of non-articulating components of a

device, where multiple components can be designed in relation to one-another based

on either a patient-specific design, a selection of a best fit, or a combination thereof.

[000248] If desired, a femoral bearing surface can be derived off a tibial shape in

one or more dimensions using the same or similar approaches. Likewise, a femoral

head or humeral head bearing surface can be derived of an acetabulum or glenoid in

one or more directions or the reverse.

[000249] By using a tibial contact surface sagittal and/or coronal curvature

selected and/or designed based on the curvature(s) of the corresponding femoral

condyles or a portion thereof (e.g., the bearing portion), the kinematics and wear of

the implant can be optimized. For example, this approach can enhance the wear

characteristics a polyethylene tibial insert. This approach also has some

manufacturing benefits. Any of the above embodiments are applicable to other joints

and related implant components including an acetabulum, a femoral head, a glenoid,

a humeral head, an ankle, a foot joint, an elbow including a capitellum and an

olecranon and a radial head, and a wrist joint.



[000250] In a knee, the position of pegs or keels or stems can be standard or can

be patient specific or adapted based on the patient's anatomy.

[000251] The above embodiments are applicable to all joints of a body, e.g.,

ankle, foot, elbow, hand, wrist, shoulder, hip, spine, or other joint.

[000252] For example, in a knee, a tibial component thickness can be selected,

adapted or designed based on one or more of a patient's femoral or tibial AP or ML

dimensions, femoral or tibial sagittal curvature, femoral or tibial coronal curvature,

estimated contact area, estimated contact stresses, biomechanical loads, optionally

for different flexion and extension angles, and the like. Both the metal thickness as

well as the thickness of an optional insert can be selected, adapted or designed using

this or similar information. A femoral component thickness can be selected, adapted

or designed based on one or more of a patient's femoral or tibial AP or ML

dimensions, femoral or tibial sagittal curvature, femoral or tibial coronal curvature,

estimated contact area, estimated contact stresses, biomechanical loads, optionally

for different flexion and extension angles, and the like.

[000253] In various embodiments, the surgeon can initially optimize the femoral

and tibial resections. Optimization can be performed by measuring soft-tissue

tension or ligament tension or balance for different flexion and extension angles or

other joint positions before any bone has been resected, once a first bone resection

on a first articular surface has been made and after a second bone resection on a

first or second articular surface has been made, such as a femur and a tibia, humerus

and a glenoid, femur and an acetabulum.

DESIGN CONCEPTS THAT CAN BE USED IN HIPS AND OTHER JOINTS

[000254] For example, in a hip, an acetabular component (metal backed,

ceramic or all plastic, e.g. polyethylene, or any other known in the art or developed in

the future) can be designed or selected or adapted so that its peripheral margin will

be closely matched to the patient specific acetabular rim or perimeter. Optionally,

reaming can be simulated for placement of an acetabular cup and the implant can

then be designed or selected or adapted so that it will be closely matched to the

resultant acetabular rim after reaming or other bone removal. Thus, the exterior



dimensions of the implant, e.g. the rim and/or curvature(s) can be matched to the

patient's geometry in this fashion. Curvatures of the exterior, bone facing shape of

the acetabular cup can have constant or variable radii in one, two or three

dimensions. At least one or more of these curvatures or surfaces can be selected or

adapted to the patient's shape in one or more dimensions, optionally adapted to the

result of a simulated surgical alteration of the anatomy, e.g. reaming, the removal of

osteophytes or cutting. The acetabular component can be selected, adapted or

designed to rest on the acetabular rim or extend beyond the acetabular rim, resting

on portions of cortical bone or, for example, also osteophytes. In this embodiment,

the acetabular fossa facing portion of the component can have standard dimensions,

e.g. approximating those of a reamer used for reaming the acetabular fossa, while

the peripheral portions, e.g. those facing the acetabular rim or cortical bone, e.g. on

the acetabulum or ilium or ischium, can be patient specific or patient adapted. Any of

these embodiments can be applicable to hip resurfacing techniques and implants as

well as hip replacement techniques and implants.

[000255] If desired, the patient-specific data can be utilized to create a reaming

guide or other tools for preparing the acetabular space for an implant component. To

avoid cutting/reaming through an acetabulum in a reaming operation, it may be

desirous to have a guide or other tool that limits reamer motion or movement in

various manners to one or more predetermined depths that were previously

determined using patient-specific data, e.g. pre-operative CT or MRI or intraoperative

ultrasound measurement of acetabular wall thickness. Such a tool can comprise a

patient-matched surface on the acetabulum and/or other acetabular head or other

anatomical structures. Desirably, the tool can control both placement and depth of

reaming tools to a desired degree. Moreover, the planning and design phase of such

a guide tool can potentially identify any "at risk" operations for patients especially

susceptible to such dangers, and possibly the implant design can be redesigned to

accommodate the special needs of such patients as well.

[000256] Thus, in a hip joint, for example, a metal backed or ceramic acetabular

component can include external, bone facing patient specific features and shapes,

while the internal, insert facing shape can be standard. For example, a standard



polyethylene insert can be locked into a patient specific acetabular cup; the

acetabular cup has patient specific features or shapes on the external, bone facing

side, while the internal dimensions or shape can be standard. The external bone

facing patient specific features and shape can help achieve a desired implant

orientation and/or position including a desired anteversion or retroversion. The

internal dimensions can be standard and can be designed with a locking feature to

hold a standard insert in place. The standard insert locked into the acetabular metal

backed or ceramic component, can have a smooth, round internal bearing surface to

accommodate a second insert and allow for rotation of the second insert within the

first insert. Alternatively, a femoral head component can rotate internal to the bearing

surface of the insert. The femoral head can be modular in design and it can, for

example, be allowed to rotate on a mating femoral neck component. The femoral

neck component can, optionally, also be modular and can be selected for the

patient's anatomy, e.g. using also an imaging test. Similarly, the femoral stem can be

selected using an imaging test. The imaging test can be used to select a stem or

neck component with any one of the following three geometries matched, adapted to

or selected for the patient using one or more scan data:

- Component thickness

- Component diameter

- Entry angle into the femoral shaft

- Femoral neck angle

- Stem curvature

[000257] In an acetabular component, an all polyethylene component or a metal

backed component can be used. Using imaging data, the blank acetabular

component can be aligned relative to the patient's acetabulum (optionally after a

simulated surgical intervention, e.g., a reaming) to optimize the position of any

standard attachment mechanisms relative to the bone to which they are intended to

be attached. Once the optimal position of the acetabular blank and its attachment

mechanisms has been selected, the outer rim and, optionally, the bearing surface of

the component can be adapted based on the patient's anatomy. Thus, for example,



the outer periphery of the implant can be machined then to substantially align with

portions of the patient's reamed acetabulum.

[000258] In a hip, the length and width of the attachment mechanisms can be

adapted to the thickness of the acetabular wall or to the existing bone stock available

in the underlying and adjacent bone structures including the acetabular roof.

[000259] In a hip, an acetabular component thickness can be selected, adapted

or designed based on one or more of a patient's femoral or acetabular AP or ML or S I

dimensions, femoral or acetabular sagittal curvature, femoral or acetabular coronal

curvature, estimated contact area, estimated contact stresses, biomechanical loads,

optionally for different flexion and extension angles, acetabular wall thickness and the

like. The metal, ceramic or plastic thickness as well as the thickness of an optional

insert can be selected, adapted or designed using this or similar information.

[000260] In replacing a hip joint, the implant and related surgical instruments and

surgical technique, can include the following components, features and/or steps.

[000261] A patient specific mold can be generated based on the patient's image

data, e.g., CT or MRI, ultrasound, laser imaging or combinations thereof or other

imaging techniques available in the future. The patient specific mold can include at

least one surface that is at least partially shaped to be substantially a negative of an

acetabular fossa. The patient specific mold can be shaped to include shape features

of the articular cartilage or subchondral bone or acetabular rim. The patient specific

shape of the mold can include shape information of osteophytes or geodes or cysts;

alternatively, the patient specific shape of the mold can be shaped to avoid these

structures or it can be corrected to a shape after removal of one or more of these

structures. Moreover, the acetabular mold can be shaped to avoid contact with the

ligamentum teres, the transverse acetabular ligament or the pulvinar; by avoiding

contact with one or more of these structures, the spatial registration of the acetabular

mold will be more accurate and will not lose accuracy of registration due to

misplacement of the mold by impinging soft-tissue.

[000262] The mold can fill portions or all of the acetabulum. The mold can

include various receptacles or guides for receiving various surgical instruments,



including but not limited to drills, saws, and reamers. The position and / or orientation

of said one or more guides can be adapted based on the patient's anatomy, e.g.:

[000263] - 2D or 3D orientation of the acetabulum on the side being operated on

[000264] - 2D or 3D orientation of the acetabulum on the contralateral side

[000265] - Acetabular anteversion of retroversion

[000266] - Acetabular osteophytes

[000267] - Acetabular thickness in selected regions

[000268] - ML or oblique ML dimension of the acetabulum

[000269] - AP or oblique AP dimension of the acetabulum

[000270] - S I or oblique S I dimension of the acetabulum

[000271] - Femoral features, e.g.

a . Femoral anteversion

b. Femoral neck shaft angle

c . Femoral offset (e.g., distance from femoral neck to center of femoral

head)

d . Femoral sagittal angle

[000272] The mold can be adapted to other 2D or 3D parameters of the pelvis

including, for example, lumbosacral angle, pelvic tilt, etc.

[000273] The mold can include a central guide for accepting a drill. The guide

can have a metal insert or bushing. In various embodiments, the central guide can

be adapted to be at a predefined angle of abduction, e.g. 45 degrees, 40 degrees or

50 degrees, and / or anteversion, e.g. 20 degrees, 15 degrees, 10 degrees, 25

degrees, 30 degrees or 35 degrees.

[000274] In one embodiment, a drill or a pin or other instrument is inserted into

the guide and advanced into the acetabulum. The drill or pin or instrument can define

the center of the acetabulum. The orientation of the drill or guide defines the desired

acetabular cup orientation, e.g., with regards to abduction, anteversion, or rotation.



[000275] A reamer can optionally be inserted into the guide wherein the guide

has a metal bushing and the reamer has a protrusion to fit into and rotate within the

metal bushing. Alternatively, the reamer can have an opening or hole that fits over a

drill or pin that was previously placed in the acetabular fossa using the patient

specific mold and guide. With this approach, the orientation of the reamer, e.g., with

regards to acetabular abduction / adduction, ante-/retroversion, can be controlled,

thereby ultimately controlling and achieving accurate placement of the acetabular

cup.

[000276] Optionally, the surgeon can use an interactive computer display to

select the desired acetabular cup abduction, adduction, anteversion, retroversion,

rotation and other orientation, which is then transferred or translated into the position

and orientation of one or more guides attached to or directly or indirectly linked to the

mold.

[000277] The mold can have peripheral support features, e.g., anchors, screw

attachments, lips or edges or other features that can help stabilize the mold against

the pelvis. These support features can be inside or outside the acetabular fossa or

combinations thereof. The mold or at least portions of the mold, e.g., extra-

acetabular support features, can remain in place while the reamer is reaming the

acetabulum. Thus, for example, the reamer can be guided via the central acetabular

hole or pin, but also via an external support, e.g., a metal cover on an extra-

acetabular support structure.

[000278] The pin or instrument or metal bushing can be removed after reaming is

complete.

[000279] Optionally, overhanging bone can be removed prior to or after reaming

to avoid iliopsoas or other tendon impingement. The amount and location of bone

removed can be determined via the same or another mold which is fitted to the

acetabulum or extra-acetabular bone with one or more guide that allow insertion of a

surgical instrument, e.g., a burr or reamer or saw, to remove such overhanging or

other bone.



[000280] The acetabular cup can be spherical or aspherical, on the inside or the

outside. The shape can be adapted to the patient's shape and anatomy in one or

more dimensions. The adaptation to the patient's shape can be in an AP, ML or S I

direction, oblique directions or combinations thereof. While the outer shell of the

acetabular cup is adapted to the patient's shape, including the shape after reaming or

other surgical alteration thereby optimizing fixation to the underlying bone, the inner

shape can be standard, for example, to accept a standard shape acetabular liner or

insert. Alternatively, the metal or ceramic facing portion of the insert can be patient

specific in one or more dimensions, while the femoral head facing portion of the insert

can have standard, fixed, predetermined radii, typically similar to or matching the radii

of the femoral head component.

[000281] The acetabular cup can include fixation features inside the acetabular

fossa, e.g., pegs or fins, as well as outside the acetabular fossa, e.g., extenders or

plates with optional screw or other fixation. The fixation features can be adapted to

the patient using one or more patient specific features, e.g., bone stock subjacent to

the acetabular cup, acetabular footplate, acetabular dimensions, and acetabular

orientation. The fixation features can further be adapted to achieve a

biomechanically superior solution, for example by adapting peg or fin or other fixation

angles relative to an acetabular abduction, adduction, anteversion, retroversion, or

AP or ML placement selected by a surgeon, for example on a pre-operative

planning/display tool.

[000282] A mold or a feature created by a mold, e.g., a hole or pin inserted into a

hole, can be used to guide an impactor when impacting the acetabular cup for

fixation. The position and orientation of the mold or feature created by the mold can

be optimized for changes induced by reaming or other surgical alteration.

[000283] The implant can have features that enhance cement interdigitation, e.g.,

cement pockets, surface features and the like. Moreover, the acetabular or femoral

component can have features that allow for bone ingrowth, e.g. porous coating or

other surface treatments.



[000284] The femoral component can be off-the-shelf, preformed or it can,

optionally, include patient specific features. The stem can have one or more

dimensions adapted in shape to the femoral medullary cavity after reaming.

Alternatively, the stem can be off-the-shelf. The neck portion can be affixed to the

stem or it can be a modular neck that can be attached to the stem. The neck, fixed or

modular, can be available in different lengths and different anteversion, retroversion,

abduction or adduction. Optionally, one or more of these features can be adapted to

the patient intraoperatively or pre-operatively by shaping or selecting the

component(s) with the best fit for a particular patient. The articular surfaces may be

patient-specific (i.e., femoral head diameter, etc.) or one or more dimensions may be

engineered to reduce fatigue and wear (i.e., femoral head surface composition and/or

design). The neck length, width and offset, e.g., distance from the femoral neck to

the center of the femoral head, can optionally be patient specific or can be selected

from pre-manufactured parts based on patient derived measurements, e.g., from a

CT scan or MRI scan. Moreover, the femoral head, neck, shaft width/length/angle

can be patient specific or can be selected from pre-manufactured parts based on

patient derived measurements, e.g., from a CT scan or MRI scan. One or more

patient specific molds can be used for placing the femoral component. For example,

a first mold can be placed against an uncut femoral neck with a guide that includes a

predetermined orientation for guiding a saw blade and cutting the femoral neck at a

desired angle and orientation in one or more dimensions. A second mold can

optionally be patient adapted and can be placed on top of the cut femoral neck or

adjacent to the femoral neck with a guide to direct the orientation of a reamer for

reaming the femoral medullary cavity.

[000285] FIGS. 46D and 46E depict a femoral head resurfacing implant 19605 for

use in a hip resurfacing procedure. In this embodiment, a focused energy beam

19600 from a device suitable for crosslinking of various polymers is directed towards

a peripheral surface of the implant 19605. As crosslinking of the surface occurs, the

beam is rotated 19610 in a counterclockwise direction along the periphery of the

implant 19605. This desirably accomplishes crosslinking of the periphery 19620 of

the implant, but leaving the inner surface 19630 relatively unaffected by the beam's



crosslinking effect. In this manner, crosslinking of an implant surface may be

accomplished. In a similar manner, an implant may be deformed or flexed and

placed in the beam's path, and after treatment the implant may be relaxed, potentially

creating an implant that is crosslinked in virtually any manner, shape and/or

orientation (see also FIGS. 46A-46C). If desired, the methods of crosslinking or

otherwise altering the material properties of such implants can be incorporated into

the components of almost any joint implant, including a medial condyle, a lateral

condyle, a trochlea, a medial tibia, a lateral tibia, the entire tibia, a medial patella, a

lateral patella, an entire patella, a medial trochlea, a central trochlea, a lateral

trochlea, a portion of a femoral head, an entire femoral head, a portion of an

acetabulum, an entire acetabulum, a portion of a glenoid, an entire glenoid, a portion

of a humeral head, an entire humeral head, a portion of an ankle joint, an entire ankle

joint, and/or a portion or an entire elbow, wrist, hand, finger, spine, or facet joint.

DESIGN CONCEPTS THAT CAN BE USED IN SHOULDERS AND OTHER JOINTS

[000286] In another embodiment, in a shoulder, a glenoid component (metal

backed, ceramic or all plastic, e.g. polyethylene, or any other known in the art or

developed in the future) can be designed or selected or adapted so that its peripheral

margin will be closely matched to the patient specific glenoid rim or perimeter.

Optionally, reaming can be simulated for placement of a glenoid component and the

implant can then be designed or selected or adapted so that it will be closely matched

to the resultant glenoid rim after reaming or other bone removal. Thus, the exterior

dimensions of the implant, e.g. the rim and/or curvature(s) can be matched to the

patient's geometry in this fashion. Curvatures of the exterior, bone facing shape of

the glenoid component can have constant or variable radii in one, two or three

dimensions. At least one or more of these curvatures or surfaces can be adapted to

the patient's shape in one or more dimensions, optionally adapted to the result of a

simulated surgical alteration of the anatomy, e.g. reaming, the removal of

osteophytes or cutting. For example, if a cut is performed, the implant can be adapted

to the perimeter of the bone resulting after the cut has been placed. In this setting, at

least a portion of the perimeter of the implant can be adapted to the perimeter of the

patient's cut bone. The undersurface of the implant can then be flat, facing the cut



bone. The glenoid component can be selected, adapted or designed to rest on the

glenoid rim or extend beyond the glenoid rim, resting on portions of cortical bone or,

for example, also osteophytes. In this embodiment, the glenoid fossa facing portion

of the component can have standard dimensions, e.g. approximating those of a

reamer used for reaming the glenoid fossa, while the peripheral portions, e.g. those

facing the glenoid rim or cortical bone, e.g. on the anterior or posterior aspect of the

scapula, can be patient specific or patient adapted. Any of these embodiments can

be applicable to shoulder resurfacing techniques and implants as well as shoulder

replacement techniques and implants, including primary and revision shoulder

systems, as well as reverse or inverse shoulder systems.

[000287] If desired, the patient-specific data can be utilized to create a reaming

guide or other tools for preparing the glenoid for an implant component. To avoid

cutting/reaming through a glenoid in a reaming operation, it may be desirous to have

a guide or other tool that limits reamer motion or movement in various manners to

one or more predetermined depths that were previously determined using patient-

specific data, e.g. pre-operative CT or MRI or intraoperative ultrasound measurement

of glenoid depths. Such a tool can comprise a patient-matched surface on the

glenoid and/or other anatomical structures. Desirably, the tool can control both

placement and depth of reaming tools to a desired degree. Moreover, the planning

and design phase of such a guide tool can potentially identify any "at risk" operations

for patients especially susceptible to such dangers, and possibly the implant design

can be redesigned to accommodate the special needs of such patients as well.

[000288] Similarly, a glenoid component can be selected for, adapted to or

matched to the glenoid rim, optionally after surgically preparing or resectioning all or

portions of the glenoid rim including osteophytes.

[000289] In a shoulder joint, for example, a metal backed or ceramic glenoid

component can include external, bone facing patient specific features and shapes,

while the internal, insert facing shape can be standard. For example, a standard

polyethylene insert can be locked into a patient specific glenoid component; the

glenoid component has patient specific features or shapes on the external, bone

facing side, while the internal dimensions or shape can be standard. The external



bone facing patient specific features and shape can help achieve a desired implant

orientation and/or position including a desired anteversion or retroversion. The

internal dimensions can be standard and can be designed with a locking feature to

hold a standard insert in place. The standard insert locked into the glenoid metal

backed or ceramic component can have a smooth flat or concave bearing surface to

articulate with a humeral head component. The humeral head component can,

optionally, be modular in design. The humeral component can be selected for a

patient, adapted to a patient or designed for a patient using an imaging test. The

imaging test can be used to select or adapt or design a shape with any one of the

following three geometries matched, adapted to or selected for the patient using the

one or more scan data:

- Component thickness

- Component diameter

- Entry angle into the humeral shaft

- Humeral neck angle

- Stem curvature

[000290] Optionally, a resurfacing humeral head component can be used with at

least portions of a bone facing surface selected for, adapted to or designed for

aspects of the patients humeral head shape.

[000291] In a glenoid component, an all polyethylene component can be used.

Using imaging data, the blank glenoid component can be aligned relative to the

patient's glenoid (optionally after a simulated surgical intervention) to optimize the

position of any standard attachment mechanisms relative to the bone to which they

are intended to be attached. Once the optimal position of the glenoid blank and its

attachment mechanisms has been selected, the outer rim and, optionally, the bearing

surface of the component can be adapted based on the patient's anatomy. Thus, for

example, the outer periphery of the implant can be machined then to substantially

align with portions of the patients glenoid rim.

[000292] In a glenoid, the length and width of the attachment mechanisms can be

adapted to the mediolateral width of the glenoid or to the existing bone stock

available or any other glenoid dimension, e.g. superoinferior.



[000293] The articular surface of a glenoid component can have a standard

geometry in one or more dimensions or can be completely standard. The articular

surface of the glenoid component can also include patient specific or patient derived

shapes. For example, the articular surface of the glenoid component can be derived

using the curvature or shape of the cartilage or subchondral bone of the patient, on

the glenoid or the humeral side, in one or more dimensions or directions.

Alternatively, the articular surface of a humeral component can be derived using the

curvature or shape of the cartilage or subchondral bone of the patient on the humerus

or glenoid in one or more dimensions or directions and the articular surface of the

glenoid component can be selected or adapted or designed based on the humeral

component implant shape. The selection, adaption or design can occur using a set of

rules, e.g. desirable humeral to glenoid articular surface radius ratios, in one or more

planes, e.g. superoinferior or mediolateral. The foregoing is applicable to any other

joint in the body including knees, hips, ankles, elbows and wrists.

[000294] In a shoulder, a glenoid component thickness can be selected, adapted

or designed based on one or more of a patient's humeral or glenoid AP or ML or S I

dimensions, humeral or glenoid sagittal curvature, humeral or glenoid coronal

curvature, estimated contact area, estimated contact stresses, biomechanical loads,

optionally for different flexion and extension angles, glenoid bone stock and the like.

The metal, ceramic or plastic thickness as well as the thickness of an optional insert

can be selected, adapted or designed using this or similar information.

[000295] If desired, one or more sets of jigs can be designed to facilitate and

accommodate surgical procedures on bones and joint other than the knee.

Desirably, the jigs are designed in connection with the design of a patient-specific

implant component. The designed jigs guide the surgeon in performing one or more

patient- specific cuts to the bone so that those cut bone surface(s) negatively-match

the patient-specific bone cuts of the implant component.

[000296] FIG. 47A depicts a normal humeral head and upper humerus which

forms part of a shoulder joint. FIG. 47B depicts the humeral head having an

alignment jig designed to identify and located various portions of the humeral

anatomy. In this embodiment, a jig having a plurality of conforming surfaces has



been designed using patient-specific information regarding one or more of the

humerus, the humeral neck, the greater tuberosity and/or the lesser tuberosity of the

humerus. Desirably, the conforming surfaces will fit onto the humerus on only one

position and orientation, thereby aligning to the humerus in a known position. This

embodiment desirably incorporates an alignment hole 18400 which aligns with an

axis 18410 of the humeral head. After proper positioning of the jig, a pin or other

mechanism (i.e., drill, reamer, etc.) can be inserted into the hole 18400, and provide

a secure reference point for various surgical operations, including the reaming of the

humeral head and/or drilling of the axis 18400 in preparation for a humeral head

resurfacing implant or other surgical procedure. The alignment mechanisms may be

connected to the one or more conforming surfaces by linkages (removable, moveable

and/or fixed) or other devices, or the entire jig may be formed from a single piece and

extend over a substantial portion of the humeral head and/or other bone.

[000297] FIG. 47C depicts an alternative embodiment of a humeral head jig that

utilizes a single conforming surface to align the jig. In this embodiment, one or more

protrusions or osteophytes is mirrored by the conforming surfaces, which permits

alignment and positioning of the jig in a known manner.

[000298] FIG. 48A depicts a humeral head with osteophytes, and FIGS. 48B and

48C depict the humeral head with a more normalized surface that has been corrected

by virtual removal of the osteophytes. FIG. 49A depicts a humeral head with voids,

fissures or cysts, and FIGS. 49B and 49C depict the humeral head with a more

normalized surface that has been corrected by virtual removal of the voids, fissures

or cysts.

[000299] FIG. 50A depicts a health scapula of a shoulder joint, FIG. 50B depicts

a normal glenoid component of the shoulder, and FIG. 50C depicts an alignment jig

for use with the glenoid. As previously noted, the jig may comprise one or more

conforming surfaces that are shaped to mirror the patient-specific anatomy of the

glenoid, allowing the jig to be positioned on the glenoid in a known position and

orientation. An alignment hole 18450 in the glenoid jig provides a desired pathway

for orienting and inserting a pin or other alignment mechanism, or provide a pathway



for a drilling or reaming device. After pin insertion, the jig can be removed and the

pin utilized as a secure reference point for various surgical operations, including the

milling and/or reaming of the glenoid in preparation for a glenoid component of a

shoulder joint replacement/resurfacing implant (see FIG. 50D).

[000300] FIG. 5 1A depicts a glenoid component with osteophytes, and FIG. 5 1B

depicts the glenoid component with a more normalized surface that has been

corrected by virtual removal of the osteophytes. FIGS. 5 1C and 5 1D depict two

alternative embodiments of a glenoid jig for use with the glenoid, each of which

incorporates conforming surfaces that accommodate the osteophytes. If desired, the

jig of FIG. 5 1C can be formed from an elastic or flexible material to allow it to "snap

fit" over the glenoid component and associated osteophytes. As previously noted,

the jigs can include various alignment holes, slots, etc., to allow placement of pins or

other surgical actions.

[000301] FIG. 52A depicts a glenoid component with voids, fissures or cysts, and

FIG. 52B depicts the glenoid component with a more normalized surface that has

been corrected by virtual "filling" of the voids, fissures or cysts. FIG. 52C depicts an

embodiment of a glenoid jig for use with the glenoid component, which incorporates

various conforming surfaces that accommodate the voids, fissures and/or cysts (and

other surfaces) of the glenoid component.

DESIGN CONCEPTS THAT CAN BE USED IN ANKLES AND OTHER JOINTS

[000302] In another embodiment, in an ankle joint, a talar or tibial component

(metal backed, ceramic or all plastic, e.g. polyethylene, or any other material known

in the art or developed in the future) can be designed or selected or adapted so that

its peripheral margin will be closely matched to the patient specific bony rim or

perimeter in one or two or more dimensions. Optionally, reaming or cutting can be

simulated for placement of a component and the implant can then be designed or

selected or adapted so that it will be closely matched to the resultant bony contour or

surface after reaming or cutting or other bone removal. Thus, the exterior dimensions

of the implant, e.g. the rim and/or curvature(s) can be matched to the patient's

geometry in this fashion. Curvatures of the exterior, bone facing shape of the talar or



tibial component can have constant or variable radii in one, two or three dimensions.

At least one or more of these curvatures or surfaces can be adapted to the patient's

shape in one or more dimensions, optionally adapted to the result of a simulated

surgical alteration of the anatomy, e.g. reaming, the removal of osteophytes or

cutting. For example, if a cut is performed, the implant can be adapted to the

perimeter of the bone resulting after the cut has been placed. In this setting, at least

a portion of the perimeter of the implant can be adapted to the perimeter of the

patient's cut bone. The undersurface of the implant can then be flat, facing the cut

bone. The tibial or talar component can be selected, adapted or designed to rest on

the bony rim or surface or extend beyond the bony rim of the articular surface, resting

on portions of cortical bone or, for example, also osteophytes. In this embodiment,

the articular bone facing portion of the component can have standard dimensions,

e.g. approximating those of a reamer used for reaming the bone, while the peripheral

portions, e.g. those facing the bony rim or cortical bone, e.g. on the anterior tibia or

lateral or medial aspect of the talus, can be patient specific or patient adapted. Any

of these embodiments can be applicable to ankle resurfacing techniques and

implants as well as ankle replacement techniques and implants, including primary

and revision ankle systems.

DESIGN CONCEPTS THAT CAN BE USED IN ELBOWS AND OTHER JOINTS

[000303] In another embodiment, in an elbow joint, a humeral or radial or ulnar

component (metal backed, ceramic or all plastic, e.g. polyethylene, or any other

material known in the art or developed in the future) can be designed or selected or

adapted so that its peripheral margin will be closely matched to the patient specific

bony rim or perimeter in one or two or more dimensions. Optionally, reaming or

cutting can be simulated for placement of a component and the implant can then be

designed or selected or adapted so that it will be closely matched to the resultant

bony contour or surface after reaming or cutting or other bone removal. Thus, the

exterior dimensions of the implant, e.g. the rim and/or curvature(s) can be matched to

the patient's geometry in this fashion. Curvatures of the exterior, bone facing shape

of the humeral or radial or ulnar component(s) can have constant or variable radii in

one, two or three dimensions. At least one or more of these curvatures or surfaces



can be adapted to the patient's shape in one or more dimensions, optionally adapted

to the result of a simulated surgical alteration of the anatomy, e.g. reaming, the

removal of osteophytes or cutting. For example, if a cut is performed, the implant can

be adapted to the perimeter of the bone resulting after the cut has been placed. In

this setting, at least a portion of the perimeter of the implant can be adapted to the

perimeter of the patient's cut bone. The undersurface of the implant can then be flat,

facing the cut bone. The humeral or radial or ulnar component(s) can be selected,

adapted or designed to rest on the bony rim or surface or extend beyond the bony rim

of the articular surface, resting on portions of cortical bone or, for example, also

osteophytes. In this embodiment, the articular bone facing portion of the component

can have standard dimensions, e.g. approximating those of a reamer used for

reaming the bone, while the peripheral portions, e.g. those facing the bony rim or

cortical bone, e.g. on the anterior humerus or lateral or medial aspect of the radius or

ulna, can be patient specific or patient adapted. Any of these embodiments can be

applicable to elbow resurfacing techniques and implants as well as elbow

replacement techniques and implants, including primary and revision elbow systems.

DESIGN CONCEPTS THAT CAN BE USED IN WRISTS AND OTHER JOINTS

[000304] In another embodiment, in a wrist joint, a radial or ulnar or scaphoid or

lunate component (metal backed, ceramic or all plastic, e.g. polyethylene, or any

other material known in the art or developed in the future) can be designed or

selected or adapted so that its peripheral margin will be closely matched to the

patient specific bony rim or perimeter in one or two or more dimensions. Optionally,

reaming or cutting can be simulated for placement of a component and the implant

can then be designed or selected or adapted so that it will be closely matched to the

resultant bony contour or surface after reaming or cutting or other bone removal.

Thus, the exterior dimensions of the implant, e.g. the rim and/or curvature(s) can be

matched to the patient's geometry in this fashion. Curvatures of the exterior, bone

facing shape of the radial or ulnar or scaphoid or lunate component(s) can have

constant or variable radii in one, two or three dimensions. At least one or more of

these curvatures or surfaces can be adapted to the patient's shape in one or more

dimensions, optionally adapted to the result of a simulated surgical alteration of the



anatomy, e.g. reaming, the removal of osteophytes or cutting. For example, if a cut is

performed, the implant can be adapted to the perimeter of the bone resulting after the

cut has been placed. In this setting, at least a portion of the perimeter of the implant

can be adapted to the perimeter of the patient's cut bone. The undersurface of the

implant can then be flat, facing the cut bone. The radial or ulnar or scaphoid or

lunate component(s) can be selected, adapted or designed to rest on the bony rim or

surface or extend beyond the bony rim of the articular surface, resting on portions of

cortical bone or, for example, also osteophytes. In this embodiment, the articular

bone facing portion of the component can have standard dimensions, e.g.

approximating those of a reamer used for reaming the bone, while the peripheral

portions, e.g. those facing the bony rim or cortical bone, e.g. on the anterior radius,

can be patient specific or patient adapted. Any of these embodiments can be

applicable to wrist resurfacing techniques and implants as well as wrist replacement

techniques and implants, including primary and revision wrist systems.

MANUFACTURING AND/OR MODIFICATION OF IMPLANTS AND TOOLS

[000305] In various embodiments, important considerations in the selection

and/or design of patient-specific implant components, tools and surgical procedures

can include various factors relevant to the manufacture and/or modification of implant

components, tools and associated surgical components for use in the surgical

procedure. This is especially relevant where the implant components have not been

pre-manufactured and stockpiled in a final usable form, or where selected component

blanks and/or tools require additional modifications prior to use.

[000306] Designing and/or selecting an implant component and/or guide tool as

described herein can include both configuring one or more features, measurements,

and/or dimensions of the implant and/or guide tool (e.g., derived from patient-specific

data from a particular patient and adapted for the particular patient) and

manufacturing the implant. In certain embodiments, manufacturing can include

making the implant component and/or guide tool from starting materials, for example,

metals and/or polymers or other materials in solid (e.g., powders or blocks) or liquid

form. In addition or alternatively, in certain embodiments, manufacturing can include



altering (e.g., machining) an existing implant component and/or guide tool, for

example, a standard blank implant component and/or guide tool or an existing

implant component and/or guide tool (e.g., selected from a library). The

manufacturing techniques to making or altering an implant component and/or guide

tool can include any techniques known in the art today and in the future. Such

techniques include, but are not limited to additive as well as subtractive methods, i.e.,

methods that add material, for example to a standard blank, and methods that

remove material, for example from a standard blank.

[000307] Various technologies appropriate for this purpose are known in the art,

for example, as described in Wohlers Report 2009, State of the Industry Annual

Worldwide Progress Report on Additive Manufacturing , Wohlers Associates, 2009

(ISBN 0-9754429-5-3), available from the web www.wohlersassociates.com; Pham

and Dimov, Rapid manufacturing , Springer- Verlag, 2001 (ISBN 1-85233-360-X);

Grenda, Printing the Future, The 3D Printing and Rapid Prototyping Source Book ,

Castle Island Co., 2009; Virtual Prototyping & Bio Manufacturing in Medical

Applications , Bidanda and Bartolo (Eds.), Springer, December 17, 2007 (ISBN: 10 :

0387334297; 13 : 978-0387334295); Bio-Materials and Prototyping Applications in

Medicine, Bartolo and Bidanda (Eds.), Springer, December 10, 2007 (ISBN: 10:

0387476822; 13 : 978-0387476827); Liou, Rapid Prototyping and Engineering

Applications: A Toolbox for Prototype Development , CRC, September 26, 2007

(ISBN: 10 : 0849334098; 13 : 978-0849334092); Advanced Manufacturing Technology

for Medical Applications: Reverse Engineering, Software Conversion and Rapid

Prototyping , Gibson (Ed.), Wiley, Jan. 2006 (ISBN: 10 : 0470016884; 13 : 978-

0470016886); and Branner et al., "Coupled Field Simulation in Additive Layer

Manufacturing," 3rd International Conference PMI, 2008 ( 10 pages).

[000308] Exemplary techniques for adapting an implant to a patient's anatomy

include, but are not limited to those shown in Table 6 .

Table 6 : Exemplary techniques for forming or altering a patient-specific and/or
patient-engineered implant component for a patient's anatomy

Technique Brief description of technique and related notes



Technique Brief description of technique and related notes

CNC CNC refers to computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine
tools a computer-driven technique, e.g.. computer-code
instructions in which machine tools are driven by one or more
computers. Embodiments of this method can interface with
CAD software to streamline the automated design and
manufacturing process.

CAM CAM refers to computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) and can
be used to describe the use of software programming tools to
efficiently manage manufacturing and production of products
and prototypes. CAM can be used with CAD to generate CNC
code for manufacturing three-dimensional objects.

Casting, including Casting is a manufacturing technique that employs a mold.
casting using rapid Typically a mold includes the negative of the desired shape of
prototyped casting a product. A liquid material is poured into the mold and
patterns allowed to cure, for example with time, cooling and/or with the

addition of a solidifying agent. The resulting solid material or
casting can be worked subsequently for example by sanding
or bonding to another casting to generate a final product.

Welding Welding is a manufacturing technique in which two
components are fused together at one or more locations. In

certain embodiments, the component joining surfaces include
metal or thermoplastic and heat is administered as part of the
fusion technique.

Forging Forging is a manufacturing technique in which a product or
component typically a metal is shaped typically by heating
and applying force.

Rapid prototyping Rapid prototyping refers generally to automated construction of
a prototype or product, typically using an additive
manufacturing technology, such as EBM, SLS, SLM, SLA,
DMLS, 3DP, FDM and other technologies

EBM® EBM© refers to electron beam melting (EBM©). which is a
powder-based additive manufacturing technology. Typically,
successive layers of metal powder are deposited and melted
with an electron beam in a vacuum.

SLS SLS refers to selective laser sintering (SLS), which is a
powder-based additive manufacturing technology. Typically,
successive layers of a powder (e.g., polymer, metal, sand, or
other material) are deposited and melted with a scanning laser,
for example, a carbon dioxide laser.



Technique Brief description of technique and related notes

SLM SLM refers to selective laser melting™ (SLM). which is a
technology similar to SLS: however with SLM the powder
material is fully melted to form a fully-dense product.

SLA or SL SLA or SL refers to stereolithography (SLA or SL), which is a
liquid-based additive manufacturing technology. Typically,
successive layers of a liquid resin are exposed to a curing, for
example, with UV laser light, to solidify each layer and bond it

to the layer below. This technology typically requires the
additional and removal of support structures when creating
particular geometries.

DMLS DMLS refers to direct metal laser sintering (DMLS). which is a
powder-based additive manufacturing technology. Typically,
metal powder is deposited and melted locally using a fiber optic
laser. Complex and highly accurate geometries can be
produced with this technology. This technology supports net-
shaping which means that the product generated from the
technology requires little or no subsequent surface finishing.

LC LC refers to LaserCusing®(LC), which is a powder-based
additive manufacturing technology. LC is similar to DMLS;
however, with LC a high-energy laser is used to completely
melt the powder, thereby creating a fully-dense product.

3DP 3DP refers to three-dimensional printing (3DP). which is a high

speed additive manufacturing technology that can deposit
various types of materials in powder liquid or granular form in

a printer-like fashion. Deposited layers can be cured layer by
layer or. alternatively for granular deposition an intervening
adhesive step can be used to secure layered granules together
in bed of granules and the multiple layers subsequently can be
cured together, for example with laser or light curing.

LENS LENS® refers to Laser Engineered Net Shaping™ (LENS®),
which is a powder-based additive manufacturing technology.
Typically, a metal powder is supplied to the focus of the laser
beam at a deposition head. The laser beam melts the powder
as it is applied, in raster fashion. The process continues layer
by and layer and requires no subsequent curing. This
technology supports net-shaping, which means that the
product generated from the technology requires little or no
subsequent surface finishing.



Brief description of technique and related notes

FDM refers to fused deposition modeling™ (FDM) is an
extrusion-based additive manufacturing technology. Typically
beads of heated extruded polymers are deposited row by row
and layer by layer. The beads harden as the extruded polymer
cools.

[000309] Implant components generated by different techniques can be

assessed and compared for their accuracy of shape relative to the intended shape

design, for their mechanical strength, for durability and/or for other factors. In this

way, different manufacturing techniques can supply another consideration for

achieving an implant component design with one or more target features. For

example, if accuracy of shape relative to the intended shape design is critical to a

particular patient's implant component design, then the manufacturing technique

supplying the most accurate shape can be selected, or manufacturing techniques can

be rated and/or assessed based on their accuracy and/or reliability. If a minimum

implant thickness is critical to a particular patient's implant component design, then

the manufacturing technique supplying the highest mechanical strength (and possibly

allowing the most minimal implant component thickness), can be selected. Branner

et al. describe a method for the design and optimization of additive layer

manufacturing through a numerical coupled-field simulation, based on the finite

element analysis (FEA). Branner's method can be used for assessing and comparing

product mechanical strength generated by different additive layer manufacturing

techniques, for example, SLM, DMLS, and LC.

[00031 0] In certain embodiments, an implant can include components and/or

implant component parts produced via various methods. For example, in certain

embodiments for a knee implant, the knee implant can include a metal femoral

implant component produced by casting or by an additive manufacturing technique

and having a patient-specific femoral intercondylar distance; a tibial component cut

from a blank and machined to be patient-specific for the perimeter of the patient's cut

tibia; and a tibial insert having a standard lock and a top surface that is patient-

specific for at least the patient's intercondylar distance between the tibial insert



dishes to accommodate the patient-specific femoral intercondylar distance of the

femoral implant.

[00031 1] As another example, in certain embodiments a knee implant can

include a metal femoral implant component produced by casting or by an additive

manufacturing technique that is patient-specific with respect to a particular patient's

M-L dimension and standard with respect to the patient's femoral intercondylar

distance; a tibial component cut from a blank and machined to be patient-specific for

the perimeter of the patient's cut tibia; and a tibial insert having a standard lock and a

top surface that includes a standard intercondylar distance between the tibial insert

dishes to accommodate the standard femoral intercondylar distance of the femoral

implant.

[00031 2] A wide variety of materials find use in the practice of the embodiments

described herein, including, but not limited to, plastics, metals, crystal free metals,

ceramics, biological materials (e.g., collagen or other extracellular matrix materials),

hydroxyapatite, cells (e.g., stem cells, chondrocyte cells or the like), or combinations

thereof. Based on the information (e.g., measurements) obtained regarding the

defect and the articular surface and/or the subchondral bone, a repair material can be

formed or selected. Further, using one or more of these techniques described herein,

a cartilage replacement or regenerating material having a curvature that will fit into a

particular cartilage defect, will follow the contour and shape of the articular surface,

and will match the thickness of the surrounding cartilage. The repair material can

include any combination of materials, and typically includes at least one non-pliable

material, for example materials that are not easily bent or changed.

[00031 3] Currently, joint repair systems often employ metal and/or polymeric

materials including, for example, prostheses which are anchored into the underlying

bone (e.g., a femur in the case of a knee prosthesis). See, e.g., U.S. Pat. No.

6,203,576 to Afriat et al. issued Mar. 20, 2001 and U.S. Pat. No. 6,322,588 to Ogle,

et al. issued Nov. 27, 2001 , and references cited therein. A wide-variety of metals is

useful in the practice of the embodiments described herein, and can be selected

based on any criteria. For example, material selection can be based on resiliency to



impart a desired degree of rigidity. Non-limiting examples of suitable metals include

silver, gold, platinum, palladium, iridium, copper, tin, lead, antimony, bismuth, zinc,

titanium, cobalt, stainless steel, nickel, iron alloys, cobalt alloys, such as Elgiloy®, a

cobalt-chromium-nickel alloy, and MP35N, a nickel-cobalt-chromiummolybdenum

alloy, and Nitinol T™, a nickel-titanium alloy, aluminum, manganese, iron, tantalum,

crystal free metals, such as Liquidmetal® alloys (available from LiquidMetal

Technologies, www.liquidmetal.com) , other metals that can slowly form polyvalent

metal ions, for example to inhibit calcification of implanted substrates in contact with a

patient's bodily fluids or tissues, and combinations thereof.

[000314] Suitable synthetic polymers include, without limitation, polyamides (e.g.,

nylon), polyesters, polystyrenes, polyacrylates, vinyl polymers (e.g., polyethylene,

polytetrafluoroethylene, polypropylene and polyvinyl chloride), polycarbonates,

polyurethanes, poly dimethyl siloxanes, cellulose acetates, polymethyl methacrylates,

polyether ether ketones, ethylene vinyl acetates, polysulfones, nitrocelluloses, similar

copolymers and mixtures thereof. Bioresorbable synthetic polymers can also be

used such as dextran, hydroxyethyl starch, derivatives of gelatin,

polyvinylpyrrolidone, polyvinyl alcohol, poly[N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide],

poly(hydroxy acids), poly(epsilon-caprolactone), polylactic acid, polyglycolic acid,

poly(dimethyl glycolic acid), poly(hydroxy butyrate), and similar copolymers.

[00031 5] Other appropriate materials include, for example, the polyketone known

as polyetheretherketone (PEEK). This includes the material PEEK 450G, which is an

unfilled PEEK approved for medical implantation available from Victrex of Lancashire,

Great Britain. (Victrex is located at www.matweb.com or see Boedeker

www.boedeker.com ) . Other sources of this material include Gharda located in

Panoli, India (www.ghardapolymers.com ) .

[00031 6] It should be noted that the material selected can also be filled. For

example, other grades of PEEK are also available and contemplated, such as 30%

glass-filled or 30% carbon filled, provided such materials are cleared for use in

implantable devices by the FDA, or other regulatory body. Glass filled PEEK reduces

the expansion rate and increases the flexural modulus of PEEK relative to that



portion which is unfilled. The resulting product is known to be ideal for improved

strength, stiffness, or stability. Carbon filled PEEK is known to enhance the

compressive strength and stiffness of PEEK and lower its expansion rate. Carbon

filled PEEK offers wear resistance and load carrying capability.

[00031 7] As will be appreciated, other suitable similarly biocompatible

thermoplastic or thermoplastic polycondensate materials that resist fatigue, have

good memory, are flexible, are deflectable, have very low moisture absorption, and/or

have good wear and/or abrasion resistance, can be used. The implant can also be

comprised of polyetherketoneketone (PEKK).

[00031 8] Other materials that can be used include polyetherketone (PEK),

polyetherketoneetherketoneketone (PEKEKK), and polyetheretherketoneketone

(PEEKK), and, generally, a polyaryletheretherketone. Further, other polyketones can

be used as well as other thermoplastics.

[00031 9] Reference to appropriate polymers that can be used for the implant can

be made to the following documents, all of which are incorporated herein by

reference. These documents include: PCT Publication WO 02/021 58 A 1, dated Jan.

10, 2002 and entitled Bio-Compatible Polymeric Materials; PCT Publication WO

02/00275 A 1, dated Jan. 3, 2002 and entitled Bio-Compatible Polymeric Materials;

and PCT Publication WO 02/00270 A 1, dated Jan. 3, 2002 and entitled Bio-

Compatible Polymeric Materials.

[000320] The polymers can be prepared by any of a variety of approaches

including conventional polymer processing methods. Preferred approaches include,

for example, injection molding, which is suitable for the production of polymer

components with significant structural features, and rapid prototyping approaches,

such as reaction injection molding and stereo-lithography. The substrate can be

textured or made porous by either physical abrasion or chemical alteration to facilitate

incorporation of the metal coating. Other processes are also appropriate, such as

extrusion, injection, compression molding and/or machining techniques. Typically,

the polymer is chosen for its physical and mechanical properties and is suitable for

carrying and spreading the physical load between the joint surfaces.



[000321] More than one metal and/or polymer can be used in combination with

each other. For example, one or more metal-containing substrates can be coated

with polymers in one or more regions or, alternatively, one or more polymer-

containing substrate can be coated in one or more regions with one or more metals.

[000322] The system or prosthesis can be porous or porous coated. The porous

surface components can be made of various materials including metals, ceramics,

and polymers. These surface components can, in turn, be secured by various means

to a multitude of structural cores formed of various metals. Suitable porous coatings

include, but are not limited to, metal, ceramic, polymeric (e.g., biologically neutral

elastomers such as silicone rubber, polyethylene terephthalate and/or combinations

thereof or combinations thereof. See, e.g., U.S. Pat. No. 3,605,1 23 to Hahn, issued

Sep. 20, 1971 . U.S. Pat. No. 3,808,606 to Tronzo issued May 7, 1974 and U.S. Pat.

No. 3,843,975 to Tronzo issued Oct. 29, 1974; U.S. Pat. No. 3,314,420 to Smith

issued Apr. 18, 1967; U.S. Pat. No. 3,987,499 to Scharbach issued Oct. 26, 1976;

and German Offenlegungsschrift 2,306,552. There can be more than one coating

layer and the layers can have the same or different porosities. See, e.g., U.S. Pat.

No. 3,938,1 98 to Kahn, et al., issued Feb. 17, 1976.

[000323] The coating can be applied by surrounding a core with powdered

polymer and heating until cured to form a coating with an internal network of

interconnected pores. The tortuosity of the pores (e.g., a measure of length to

diameter of the paths through the pores) can be important in evaluating the probable

success of such a coating in use on a prosthetic device. See, also, U.S. Pat. No.

4,21 3,81 6 to Morris issued Jul. 22, 1980. The porous coating can be applied in the

form of a powder and the article as a whole subjected to an elevated temperature that

bonds the powder to the substrate. Selection of suitable polymers and/or powder

coatings can be determined in view of the teachings and references cited herein, for

example based on the melt index of each.

[000324] Any material known in the art can be used for any of the implant

systems and component described in the foregoing embodiments, for example

including, but not limited to metal, metal alloys, combinations of metals, plastic,



polyethylene, cross-linked polyethylene's or polymers or plastics, pyrolytic carbon,

nanotubes and carbons, as well as biologic materials.

[000325] In various embodiments, the design of an implant component can

include manufacturing or machining the component in accordance with the implant

design specifications. Manufacturing can include, for example, using a designed

mold to form the implant component. Machining can include, for example, altering a

selected blank form to conform to the implant design specifications. For example,

using the steps described above, the femoral implant component can be

manufactured from a designed mold and the tibial implant component, including each

of a tibial tray and insert, can be customized from a selected starting tray and insert,

for example, from blanks.

[000326] As will be appreciated by those of skill in the art, the physician, or other

person can obtain a measurement of a biological feature (e.g., a target joint) and then

directly select, design, or select and design a joint implant component having desired

patient-adapted features and/or feature measurements. Designing can include, for

example, design and manufacturing and/or selecting and manufacturing/modifying.

MANUFACTURING OPTIMIZATION

[000327] Various embodiments disclosed herein can include the use of semi-

automated and/or fully automated systems that can collect, assess, consider and/or

evaluate a wide variety of factors that can be relevant to the design, selection,

manufacture and/or modification of implant components and/or surgical tools. Such

factors can include a wide variety of manufacturing-related considerations, including

the availability of raw implant materials; the availability of manufacturing equipment

(i.e., computer-operated lathes and/or CNC machines); the amount of time and effort

required for a given machining and/or modification process; the availability of trained

personnel; the location of raw materials, processing machines and/or shipping costs

and time requirements; and/or the various costs related to creating a

designed/selected implant.

[000328] Because multiple parameters may result in conflicting constraints,

optimizing one parameter may cause an undesired deviation to one or more other



parameters. For example, the selection of a given design and surgical plan may

require a prohibitively expensive manufacturing process and/or delivery timetable,

while the selection of another design and/or surgical plan may result in more

reasonable pricing. Consideration of such various factors can lead to optimization of

design and/or selection to meet one or more objections (i.e., price, delivery time, use

of existing blank inventory, etc.). In cases where not all constraints can be achieved

at the same time, parameters can be assigned a priority or weight in the software

program. The priority or weighting can be automated (e.g., part of the computer

program) and/or it can be selected by a user depending on the user's desired design

goals.

[000329] For example, a set of "competing designs" can be assessed based on

performance criteria such as, for example, minimization of bone loss, or retention of

existing joint-line to preserve kinematics, or combination to accommodate both

parameters in overall design. As an illustrative example, in certain embodiments,

selection and/or design of a knee implant can include obtaining patient-specific

information (e.g., from radiographic images or CT images) of a patient's knee and

inputting that information into the computer program to model features such as

minimum thickness of femoral component (to minimize resected bone on femur),

tibial resection cut height (to minimize resected bone on tibia), and joint-line position

(preferably to preserve for natural kinematics). These features can be modeled and

analyzed relative to a weighting of parameters such as preserving bone, preserving

joint kinematics and/or designing an extremely durable implant. As output, one or

more resection cut features, guide tool features, and/or implant component features

that optimize the identified parameters relative to the selective weightings can be

provided. However, such performance criteria ratings may be outweighed by the fact

that the better performing design is not available within a desired timeframe, or is only

available at a cost the patient and/or insurer is unwilling to pay. In such a case, the

delivery and/or cost constraints may drive the final design selection.

[000330] In any automated process or process step performed by the computer

system, constraints pertaining to a specific implant model, to a group of patients or to

the individual patient may be taken into account. Any one or more steps of the



assessment, selection, and/or design may be partially or fully automated, for

example, using a computer-run software program and/or one or more robots. In

various embodiments, processing of the patient data, the assessment of biological

features and/or feature measurements, the assessment of implant component

features and/or feature measurements, the optional assessment of resection cut

and/or guide tool features and/or feature measurements, the selection and/or design

of one or more features of a patient-adapted implant component, and/or the

implantation procedure(s) may be partially or wholly automated. For example, patient

data, with optional user-defined parameters, may be inputted or transferred by a user

and/or by electronic transfer into a software-directed computer system that can

identify variable implant component features and/ or feature measurements and

perform operations to generate one or more virtual models and/or implant design

specifications, for example, in accordance with one or more target or threshold

parameters. Implant selection and/or design data, with optional user-defined

parameters, may be inputted or transferred by a user and/or by electronic transfer

into a software-directed computer system that performs a series of operations to

transform the data and optional parameters into one or more implant manufacturing

specifications. Implant design data or implant manufacturing data, optionally with

user-defined parameters, may be inputted or transferred by a user and/or by

electronic transfer into a software-directed computer system that directs one or more

manufacturing instruments to produce one or more implant components from a

starting material, such as a raw material or starting blank material. Implant design

data, implant manufacturing data, or implant data, optionally with user-defined

parameters, may be inputted or transferred by a user and/or by electronic transfer

into a software-directed computer system that performs a series of operations to

transform the data and optional parameters into one or more surgical procedure

specifications or instructions. Implant design data, implant manufacturing data,

implant data, or surgical procedure data, optionally with user-defined parameters,

may be inputted or transferred by a user and/or by electronic transfer into a software-

directed computer system that directs one or more automated surgical instruments,

for example, a robot, to perform one or more surgical steps. In certain embodiments,



one or more of these actions can be performed as steps in a single process by one or

more software-directed computer systems.

[000331] In certain embodiments, the implant component will include one or more

bone cuts on its bone-facing surface. Features of these bone cuts, and optionally

features of corresponding resection cuts, can be optimized by a computer system

based on patient-specific data. For example, the bone cut number and one or more

bone cut planes, angles, or depths, as well as the corresponding resection cut

number and one or more resection cut planes, angles, or depths, can be optimized,

for example, to preserve the maximum amount of bone for each individual patient

based on a series of two-dimensional images or a three-dimensional representation

of the articular anatomy and geometry and/or on a target limb alignment and/or

deformity correction. Optionally, one or more of the bone cut features and/or

resection cut features can be adjusted by the operator.

[000332] The automated and/or semi-automated system also can construct the

implant surfaces. Surfaces may be composed of different elements. In certain

embodiments, elements of the surfaces can conform to the patient's anatomy. In

these situations, the computer system can build a surface using the patient's

anatomical model, for example by constructing a surface that is identical with or

mostly parallel to the patient's anatomical surface. In certain embodiments, the

computer system can use geometric elements such as arcs or planes to construct a

surface. Transitions between surfaces can be smoothed using tapers or fillets.

Additionally, the computer system may take into account constraints such as a

minimum or maximum threshold thickness or length or curvature of parts or features

of the implant component when constructing the surfaces.

[000333] In other embodiments, a computer system can automatically or semi-

automatically add other features to the implant design. For example, the computer

system can add pegs or anchors or other attachment mechanisms. The system can

place the features using anatomical landmarks. Constraints can be used to restrict

the placement of the features. Examples of constraints for placement of pegs are the

distance between pegs and from the pegs to the edge of the implant, the height of the



pegs that results from their position on the implant, and forcing the pegs to be located

on the center line. Optionally, the system can allow the user to fine-tune the peg

placement, with or without enforcing the constraints. In other embodiment, the

system may provide recommendations and/or constraints that relate to available

blanks or other materials for use in constructing the implant components.

MANUFACTURING CONSIDERATIONS IN IMPLANT/TOOL AND PROCEDURE

DESIGNS

[000334] The various manufacturing and/or modification embodiments discussed

herein can be utilized with standard, modular and/or patient-adapted (e.g., patient-

specific and/or patient-engineered) implant components and guide tools described

herein, which can be selected (e.g., from a library), designed (e.g., preoperatively

designed including, optionally, manufacturing the components or tools), and/or

selected and designed (e.g., by selecting a blank component or tool having certain

blank features and then altering the blank features to be patient-adapted). The

various components and/or tools can be manufactured on a single unit or "custom"

basis (i.e., individual components and/or tools are designed/selected and

manufactured on an individual basis), on a "just-in-time" basis (i.e., a small inventory

of components and/or blanks can be stockpiled in a central inventory and replenished

as needed), or a larger quantity of implant/tool components and/or implant/tool blanks

can be created, inventoried and/or stockpiled for further use and/or modification.

[000335] As discussed herein, the various implant components and tools can

incorporate virtually any combination of patient-adapted, patient-engineered and/or

standard features. Moreover, an implant component or guide tool can include a

patient-specific feature that is both selected and designed. For example, an implant

component initially can be selected (e.g., preoperatively selected from a library of

implants) to have a feature with a standard or blank dimension, or with a larger or

smaller dimension than the predetermined patient-specific dimension. Then, the

implant component can be machined (if selected from an actual library of implant

components) or manufactured (if selected from a virtual library of implant

components) so that the standard dimension or blank dimension or larger-



dimensioned or smaller-dimensioned implant feature is altered to have the patient-

specific dimension.

[000336] In various embodiments, implant components and guide tools (also

referred to as "jigs" or "iJigs") for an individual patient can be designed and/or

selected based upon patient-specific image data, modified image data, database

models/measurements and/or models derived therefrom. Computer modeling

software (e.g., CAD software) can be utilized with various image data and/or models

to generate implant and guide tool components. The design of the implant

components and guide tools include manufacturing, for example, using CAM software

and additive and/or casting manufacturing techniques as described above. In

addition, predetermined resection cuts and/or other surgical actions (i.e., drill and/or

anchor holes, etc.) can be planned relevant to various anatomical support surfaces of

the patient's relevant anatomical structures (i.e., bones) and designed based on the

patient's biology and/or in conjunction with the patient-adapted features of the implant

component. For example, the resection cuts and the corresponding component's

bone-facing surfaces can be designed based on patient-specific data to substantially

negatively match (e.g., in surface area, surface angle, and/or other feature). After

manufacture, modification and/or preparation of the relevant implant and/or guide tool

components is complete, surgery can be performed on the patient to perform the

predetermined (e.g., designed) resection cuts and to implant the components

designed for the particular patient.

[000337] In various embodiments, one or more guide tools can be designed and

used for the procedure which are designed to include patient-adapted features, for

example, a bone-facing surface that substantially negatively-matches the patient's

anatomy and/or cutting guide slots or drilling guide holes that provided accurate

placement for the predetermined resection cuts and holes for the particular patient.

Various alternative embodiments can include backup or "rescue" tools and/or

implants designed to accommodate unanticipated anatomical features, accidental or

improper surgical cuts and/or other adverse events that may render the primary

implant component(s) and/or tool(s) unsuitable for the procedure and/or the patient's

anatomy.



[000338] In one exemplary embodiment, software was used to generate a model

of the biological structures in a patient's knee and to design a femoral implant

component, a tibial implant component, and related guide tools. In addition,

predetermined resection cuts to each patient's femur and tibia were designed based

on the patient's biology and in conjunction with the patient-adapted features of the

implant component. The design of the implant components and guide tools included

manufacturing using CAM software and additive and/or casting manufacturing

techniques as described above. In addition, predetermined resection cuts and/or

other surgical actions (i.e., drill and/or anchor holes, etc.) were planned relevant to

various anatomical support surfaces of the patient's relevant anatomical structures

(i.e., bones) and designed based on the patient's biology and in conjunction with the

patient-adapted features of the implant component. The resection cuts and the

corresponding component's bone-facing surfaces were designed based on the

patient-specific data to substantially negatively match (e.g., in surface area, surface

angle, and/or other feature) imaged anatomy in some tools, while other tools were

designed to incorporate bone-facing surfaces that substantially negatively matched

various resected surfaces of the patient's bone. After manufacture, modification

and/or preparation of the relevant implant and/or guide tool components was

complete, surgery was performed on the patient in accordance with the

predetermined resection cuts and the implant components were implanted.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for designing an orthopedic device to alter the joint anatomy of a

patient, comprising

receiving image data associated with the joint;

creating a first electronic model of the anatomy of the joint utilizing at least a

portion of the image data;

altering the first electronic model of the joint anatomy to create a desired

anatomical model of a desired anatomy of the joint;

deriving a first outer surface portion for the orthopedic device utilizing the first

electronic model of the joint anatomy; and

deriving a second outer surface portion for the orthopedic device utilizing the

desired electronic model of the joint anatomy.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the step of altering the first electronic model of the

joint anatomy to create a desired anatomical model of a desired anatomy of

the joint includes comparing one or more anatomical features of the first

electronic model to a database of anatomical images, selecting from the

database one or more anatomical features that are dissimilar to the one or

more anatomical features of the first electronic model, and altering the one or

more anatomical features of the first electronic model to approximate the one

or more dissimilar anatomical features selected from the database.

3 . The method of claim 2, further comprising manufacturing the orthopedic device

from a pre-manufactured blank using a material-additive manufacturing

technique.
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